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After the Septetember 11th attack on our Nation, community
after community sought security with a renewed sense of patriotism
and a deeper appreciation ft)r our Flag and the sense of hope that it
brings to gaze upon those "Stars and Stripes" which truly are forever
in our hearts.
Our cover depicts another time of patriotism, and shows
Hopkinton's local young men marching to register for entry into
World War I. Once again, note that the Flag is proudly displayed on
two fronts — at the front of the parade and hanging from one of the
local buildings.
Our Flag is enduring and of the patriotism that it engenders -
reminding us of our country, and of pride and faith in America.
We thank New Hampshire Antiquarian Society who lent the pho-
tograph to the Town for reproduction of our cover.
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Dedication
In Memory of Leslie C. Townes
September 23, 1924 ~ March 4, 2001
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The Municipal portion of the 200 1 Town Report is dedicated to
Leslie C. Townes.
Leslie, known to most of the Communiry as Les, had the distinction of
being the longest serving member on the Hopkinton Fire Department. In
1947 at age 23, Les joined the Fire Department, known then as the
Contoocook Village Fire Precinct and served for 54 years.
As well as serving as a conscientious Fire Fighter, Les also held long stand-
ing positions as Clerk of the Department, Deputy Forest Fire Warden and
eventual Forest Fire Warden for 17 years. He belonged to the Central NH
Forest Fire Wardens Association where he served as President. Nationally, he
served as a delegate from the NH Federation Forest Firefighters Wardens
Association. Les had the distinction of serving under more Fire Chiefs than
anybody else in the history of the Department!
Les had a love of history, especially any anecdote concerning Contoocook
Village, and had amassed an old post card collection depicting Hopkinton
and Contoocook from past times. We think that the post card collection led
him to his love of photography
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Gary Richardson Term Expires 2002
*SELECTMEN:
Barbara Unger Term Expires 2002
Peter Russell, Chairman Term Expires 2003
Celeste Hemingson Term Expires 2004
*TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR:




Bonita Cressy Term Expires 2002
DEPUTY TREASURER:
Jeanne Prewitt Term Expires 2002
CHIEF OF POLICE David Wheeler
FIRE CHIEF Richard Schaefer
DEPUTY FIRE CHIEF John Pianka
DEPUTY FIRE CHIEF Jack McDevitt
FOREST FIRE WARDEN Peter Russell
DEPUTY FOREST FIRE WARDEN Matthew Cox
DEPUTY FOREST FIRE WARDEN Kevin Culpon
DEPUTY FOREST FIRE WARDEN Brian Nicholson
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC WORKS Harold Blanchette
TOWN ADMINISTRATOR April Whittaker
BUILDING INSPECTOR Karen Robertson
EMERGENCY MGMT DIRECTOR Peter Russell
HUMAN SERVICES OFFICER Marilyn Bresaw
BOARD OF HEALTH:
Barbara Unger Term Expires 2002
Peter Russell Term Expires 2003
Celeste Hemingson Term Expires 2004
April Whittaker Term Expires 2004
*BUDGET COMMITTEE:
Robert Wells Term Expires 2002
Jane Bradstreet Term Expires 2002
David Feller Term Expires 2003
Gary Todd Term Expires 2003
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Luciele Gaskill, Chairperson Term Expires 2004
JeffTaylor Term Expires 2004
Peter Russell Selectmen's Rep.
Thomas O'Donnell Hopkinton Precinct Rep.
Mark Connelly Contoocook Precinct Rep.
Arpiar Saunders School Board Rep.
*SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST:
Edith Allison Term Expires 2002
Carol McCann Term Expires 2004
Mary Ella Cluff Term Expires 2006
*TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS:
Hays Junkin Term Expires 2002
Herbert French Term Expires 2002
Richard Gourley Term Expires 2004
*LIBRARY TRUSTEES:
Christine Hamm, Chairperson Term Expires 2002
Beth Bloomquist Term Expires 2002
Peter Mosseau. Term Expires 2003
Holly Gagne Term Expires 2004













TREE WARDEN David Story
WEIGHER Roger Andrus
TOWN ROAD COMMITTEE:
Craig Green Term Expires 2002
Shad Wilson Term Expires 2003
Donald Houston Term Expires 2003
Mark Bates Term Expires 2004
Lawrence Keniston Term Expires 2004
CONSERVATION COMMISSION:
Derek Owen, Chairperson Term Expires 2002
Melinda Payson Term Expires 2002
Erick Leadbeater Term Expires 2003
Jed Merrow Term Expires 2003
Leland Wilder Term Expires 2003
Todd Aubertin Term Expires 2004
Ronald Klemarczyk Term Expires 2004
PLANNING BOARD:
Peter Helm Term Expires 2002
Clarke Kidder Term Expires 2003
Jane Bradstreet Term Expires 2003
Bruce Ellsworth, Chairperson Term Expires 2003
Celeste Hemingson (Selectmen's Rep.) Term Expires 2004
Timothy Britain Term Expires 2004
Michael Wilkey Term Expires 2004
ALTERNATES
Richard Schoch Term Expires 2003
Richard Flynn Term Expires 2004
TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY COMMISSION:
David White - Alternate Term Expires 2002
CENTRAL NH REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION:
Peter Russell, Representative (JAN-JUNE)
Clarke Kidder, Representative (JUL-DEC)
*CEMETERY TRUSTEES:
Susan Adams Term Expires 2002
Sara McNeil Term Expires 2003
George Calder Term Expires 2004
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT:
Charles Koontz Term Expires 2002
Toni Gray Term Expires 2002
Janet Krzyzaniak, Chairperson Term Expires 2003
Patricia Ayers Term Expires 2003
George Langwasser Term Expires 2004
ALTERNATES
Tony Lamarine Term Expires 2002
Carolyn Hackwell Term Expires 2002
William Horsfall Term Expires 2002
Richard Flynn Term Expires 2003
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CONCORD REGIONAL SOLIDWASTERESOURCE RECOVERYCO-OP:
HOPKINTON REPRESENTATIVES
Roger Bloomfield Term Expires 2003
Steven Clough-Alternate Term Expires 2003
HOPKINTON-WEBSTER LANDFILL COMMITTEE:
HOPKINTON REPRESENTATIVES
Roger Bloomfield Term Expires 2002
David Price Term Expires 2003
James Dammann Term Expires 2004
RECYCLING COMMITTEE:
John Porter Term Expires 2003
David Price (Landfill Liaison) Term Expires 2003
Binney Wells, Secretary Term Expires 2004
Angela Wright Term Expires 2004
Deborah Augustine Term Expires 2004
Marc Morgan, Chairman Term Expires 2004
Meredith Hatfield Term Expires 2004
Rupert Leeming Term Expires 2004
Ed Hughes Term Expires 2004
Steve Clough HTS Rep
RECREATION COMMITTEE:
Barbara Unger-Selectmen's Rep Term Expires 2002
William Bean Term Expires 2003
Richard Boss Term Expires 2003
Stephen Yianakopolos Term Expires 2003
Charles Frye Term Expires 2004
Derek Owen Term Expires 2004
Barbara Boatwright Term Expires 2004
SEWER COMMITTEE:
Stuart Nelson. Term Expires 2002
Paul Smith Term Expires 2002
William Chapin Term Expires 2003
Peter Russell Term Expires 2003
Richard Strickford Term Expires 2004
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE:
Douglas Brown Term Expires 2002
Mark Bates Term Expires 2002
John Madden Term Expires 2002
David Feller, Co-Chairman Term Expires 2002
Stephen Adams, Jr Term Expires 2003
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Bruce Ellsworth Term Expires 2003
Peter Russell-Selectmen's Rep Term Expires 2003
Celeste Hemingson Term Expires 2004
Susan Leadbeater Term Expires 2004
Arnold Coda, Co-Chairman Term Expires 2004
Jeffrey Taylor ..Term Expires 2004
Judy Hampe Term Expires 2004
Stephen Yianakopolos Term Expires 2004
Jeffrey Donohoe Term Expires 2004
*PRECINCT COMMISSIONERS:
HOPKINTON
Craig Dunning Term Expires 2002
David Simmering, Chairperson Term Expires 2003
Greg Berry Term Expires 2004
CONTOOCOOK
Mark Connelly, Chairperson Term Expires 2002
Stuart Nelson Term Expires 2003
Richard Strickford Term Expires 2004




























































































































Equipment Operator I (Part-time)
Superintendent Asst.. PW-Waste
Equipment Operator I (Part-time)
SW Facility Supervisor
TS Equipment Operator I
TS Equipment Operator I (Part-time)
Equipment Operator I (Part-time)
Equipment Operator I (Part-time)
Equipment Operator II
Equipment Operator I
Equipment Operator I (Part-time)
Equipment Operator I (Part-time)
Equipment Operator I
Equipment Operator I (Part-time)
Equipment Operator I (Part-time)













Library Aid I (Part-time)





Library Aid I (Part-time)
Library Page (Part-time)
Library Page (Part-time)
Library Aid I (Part-time)
Library Page (Part-time)
Parks & Recreation
Floyd Deyo Recreation Director
Human Services
Marilyn Bresaw Human Services Officer (Part-time)
Custodial
Robert Carruthers Town Custodian
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Hours of Town Offices
The Selectmen's Office
Town Hall, 330 Main Street, is open
the following days and hours unless
posted otherwise:
Monday — Wednesday and Friday
8:30 A.M. - 4:30 P.M
Thursday
8:30 A.M.- 12:30 P.M.
Telephone Number 746-3170
The Planning Board and Zoning
Board of Adjustment Coordinator
will be in the office Monday
through Friday to assist with
questions or concerns relevant to
planning and zoning.
The Town Clerk's Office
846 Main Street, is open the
following days and hours unless
posted otherwise:
Monday - Friday
8:00 A.M. - 5:00 PM.
Telephone Number 746-3180
The Tax Collector's Office
846 Main Street, is open the
following days and hours unless
posted otherwise:
Monday — Friday
8:00 A.M. - 5:00 PM.
Telephone Number 746-3179
Human Services Department
Town Hall, 330 Main Street
Monday -Wednesday and Friday
8:30 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.
Thursday 8:30 A.M. - 12:30 PM.
Telephone Number 746-3170
Hopkinton Highway Department
250 Public Works Road
Telephone Number 746-51 18
Hopkinton/Webster Landfill
491 East Penacook Road
Telephone Number 746-3810
Dump Hours
Monday - 8:00 AM. - 5:00 PM.
Wednesday - 8:00 AM. - 5:00 PM.
Friday- 1:00 PM. - 5:00 P.M.





Tuesday - 10:00 A.M. - 8:00 PM.
Wednesday - 10:00 AM. - 8:00 PM
Thursday- 10:00 A.M. - 8:00 PM
Friday - 10:00 AM. - 5:00 PM







9 Pine Street, 1 1 Main Street
Non-Emergency 746-3 181
Emergency 911




Town of Hopkinton, New Hampshire
Need Assistance?
C Town Clerk ^
Telephone: 746-3180
Monday - Friday 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Fax #(603) 746-4011
e-mail: taxcollector@hopkintonnh.org












• Research & General Information
During Town Clerk's Hours
See die TAX COLLECTOR for:
• Tax Payment
• Inquiries ofTaxes
WETLANDS: When operating near wedands
or waterways, a Dredge & Fill application
must be filed with the Town Clerk to avoid a
fine under RSA483-A.
C Select Board ^
Office
Telephone: 746-3170
Monday - Wednesday and Friday
8:30 AM - 4:30 PM
Thursday 8:30 AM - 12:30 PM






' Zoning & Planning Board
Application
' Intent to Cut
(Logging and Timbering)
' State Stamte
' Rental: Town Hall
' Minutes of Meeting
' Zoning Violations
' Town Bid
' Human Services & Public
Assistance




THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN-
Meets every Wednesday evening beginning at 5:00 P.M. at tlie Town Hall
unless otherwise posted.
HOPKINTON CEMETERY BOARD-
Meets on the first Wednesday of each month at 9:00 A.M. in the basement
of the Town Clerk's Office.
PLANNING BOARD-
Meets on the third Tuesday of each month at 7:00 P.M. at the Town Hall.
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT-
Meets on the first Wednesday of each month at 7:00 P.M. at the Town Hall.
ROAD COMMITTEE-
Meets as needed; the date and time is posted a week ahead of time.
SEWER COMMITTEE-
Meets as needed; the date and time is posted a week ahead of time.
CONSERVATION COMMITTEE-
Meets on the third Tuesday of each month at 7:30 P.M. at the Kimball Lake
Cabins unless otherwise posted.
LANDFILL COMMITTEE-
Meets as needed; the date and time is posted a week ahead of time.
RECREATION COMMITTEE-
Meets on the last Thursday of each month at 7:00 P.M. in the Parks &
Recreation Office at the Town Hall.
RECYCLING COMMITTEE-
Meets on the first Tuesday of each month; the time and location is posted
a week ahead of time.
JOINT LOSS MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE-
Meets Quarterly; the date and time will be posted a week ahead of time.
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Right to Know Law
A Guide to Public Access
1. What is the "Right to Know" Law RSA91-A?
It is New Hampshire's Statute which emphasizes that the business of the Town
is the public's business. It makes clear that, with very few exceptions, the public has
access to Town records and meetings held in connection with Town Government.
2. Who does it cover?
All of us, whether we are elected officials, employees, or volunteers serving on
Boards of the Town of Hopkinton.
3. What does it cover?
It covers all "meetings". A meeting occurs whenever a quorum of a Board,
Committee or Subcommittee gathers and discusses or acts upon a matter over which
that Board, Committee, or Subcommittee has supervision, control, jurisdiaion or
advisory power. The law also requires that the business of a Board be conducted at a
meeting, rather than by telephone. E-mail, or private gathering of individuals.
4. If it is a meeting, what does that mean?
A notice of the time and place of the meeting must be posted at least 24 hours
in advance (excluding Sundays, and legal holidays) in at least 2 public places.
The Public is entided to attend and may record or videotape the proceedings
with courtesy permission.
All votes, with the very few exceptions itemized below, must be taken in open ses-
sion and not be secret ballot.
Minutes must be taken and made available to the public within 144 hours.
5. When can we hold a Nonpublic Session?
Rarely—the Right to Know law lists certain limited situations which allow a board to
go into nonpublic session. Those situations are:~
*Dismissal, promotion, or setting compensation for public employees RSA 91-
A:3 II (a).
*Consideration of the hiring of a public employee, RSA 91-A:3 II (b).
*Matters which, if discussed in public, would likely affect adversely the reputa-
tion of any person-however, this cannot be used to protect a person who is a mem-
ber of your Board, Committee or Subcommittee RSA 91-A:3 II (c).
*Consideration ofthe purchase, sale, or lease ofreal or personal property RSA 91-
A:3 II (d).
*Discussion of pending or threatened (in writing) litigation, RSA 91 -A:3 II (e).
6. How do we go into Nonpublic Session?
A motion must be made which specifically identifies the statutory category which
is the reason for going into nonpublic session and then, a roll call vote mtist be taken
in which each member's vote on the motion must be recorded.
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7. Ifwe go into Nonpublic Session, what then?
Minutes must be taken just as you would in open session.
You must stay to tlie subject which was the original reason for going into the non-
public session; ifthere is need to discuss other matters which discussion would be cov-
ered by a different exemption, you need to first come out of nonpublic session and
then vote to go back in under that different exception. It is only in this way that a
proper record can be prepared for public review.
The Minutes from the nonpublic session must be made public within 72 hours
unless two-thirds of the members, which in nonpublic session, determine that the
divulgence of the information likely would adversely effect the reputation of any per-
son other than a member of the Board, Committee, or Subcommittee, or render the
proposed action ineffective, under those circimistances the Minutes may be withheld
untU those circumstances no longer apply. Action will be required to sequester.
8. Which Public Records are accessible?
The public has access to all records held by the town except to the extent they
may fall under one of the exemptions listed above.
9. How quickly do the records need to be supplied?
Ifthe requested record cannot conveniendy be made available immediately, there
is a deadline of five (5) business days for complying with the request.
10. Ifthere is a question as to whether something is open to the Public, what do I do?
Consult with the Selectmen, and they wiU get advice from Town Counsel, if
necessary.
11. In what format can the public demand that Tovsn records be produced?
Most records are available for photocopying but the Right to Know Law_also
extends the right to obtain computer disks for material already in the Town's com-
puters. A reasonable charge can be made to cover the cost of providing the copies or
disks. In no case, however, does a member ofthe public have the right to demand that
the Town collect, search for, or arrange information that is not already pulled togeth-
er for the Town's own purposes.
The above is intended as a general oudine of the "Right to Know" Law, and is
somewhat simplified for ease of description. Ifyou have questions, please contact the

























Rep. John E. Sununu







Town of Hopkinton, New Hampshire
Report of the Annual Town Meeting
March 14, 2001
Moderator Gary Richardson called the annual meeting of the Town of
Hopkinton to order on March 13, 2001 at 7:30 A.M. in the Hopkinton
Town Hall.
Article 1: The Moderator recognized Thomas Johnson, Jr. for the purpose
of moving Article 1 , seconded by Toni Gray. "To choose all necessary Town
Officers by ballot and major vote in the ensuing years as enumerated."
1 Selectmen 3 year Term
1 Town Clerk & Tax Collector 3 year Term
1 Town Treasurer 1 year Term
2 Budget Committee Members 3 year Terms
1 Trustee of Trust Funds 3 year Term
2 Library Trustees 3 year Terms
1 Cemetery Trustee 3 year Term
Article 2: The Moderator recognized Thomas Johnson, Jr. for the purpose
of moving Article 2, seconded by Toni Gray. "To see what action the Town
will take with respect to the following amendments to the Zoning
Ordinance by voting by ballot upon the following questions."
1. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment #1 as proposed by the Planning
Board (by vote 5-0) for the Town of Hopkinton Zoning Ordinance as follows:
"To amend Section 2.1.S.3-5, Setbacks, to revise the definition of front, side, and
rear setback and to insert an explanatory graphic into the ordinance."
Yes 432 No 75
2. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment #2 as proposed by the Planning
Board (vote 5 — 0) for the Town of Hopkinton Zoning Ordinance as follows: "To
amend Section 2.1.A.4 definition of agriculture, to make it consistent with NH
RSA 21:34, with the following sentence remaining from the current definition to
be incorporated at the end of the definition included in RSA 21:34: for purposes
of this ordinance, slaughter houses, rendering plants or tanneries are not consid-
ered as falling within the definition."
Yes 449 No 61
3. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment #3 as proposed by the Planning
Board (vote 5-0) for the Town of Hopkinton Zoning Ordinance as follows: "To
amend Section 2.1.C to include a definition for the term "commercial use."
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Amendment to read as follows:
"
2.1.C: Commercial Use : Any activity involving
the sale or trade of goods or services."
Yes 385 No 122
4. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment #4 as proposed by the Planning
board (vote 5-0) for the Tow^n of Hopkinton Zoning Ordinance as follows: "To
amend Section 2.1 to create new definition for the term "industrial use".
Amendment to read as follows: 2.1.1: Industrial Use : Any activity that entails
manufacturing, processing, assembling, warehousing, storage, distribution, ship-
ping and /or other related uses. For the purpose of this definition, agricultural
uses, home businesses, and home occupations, as defined in this ordinance, shall
not be considered industrial uses."
Yes 450 No 62
5. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment #5 as proposed by the Planning
Board (vote 5-0) for the Town of Hopkinton Zoning Ordinance as follows: "To
amend Section 6.1: Parking Requirements to grant the Planning Board the
authority to waive parking requirements as set forth in Section 6.3."
Yes 413 No 87
6. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment #6 as proposed by the Planning
Board (vote 5 — 0) for the Town of Hopkinton Zoning Ordinance as follows: "To
amend Section 3.7.7 (a) to require daycare facilities to "provide a minimum of 35
square feet of indoor floor space per child excluding hallways, lockers, wash and
toilet rooms, unheated rooms, cooking areas of the kitchen, closets or offices as
child care space."
Yes 374 No 126
7. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment #7 as proposed by the Planning
Board (vote 5 — 0) for the Town of Hopkinton Zoning Ordinance as follows: "To
amend Article IV, to create a new section titled
"
Section 4.6: Waiver of
Dimensional Requirements by the Planning Board." Purpose of the amendment
is to allow the Planning Board, during subdivision review process, to approve new
non-conforming lots, provided that such lots are donated to, and accepted by the
Town, or Conservation Commission as open space, conservation land, or recre-
ational land."
Yes 417 No 72
8. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment #8 as proposed by the Planning
Board (vote 5-0) for the Town of Hopkinton Zoning Ordinance as follows: "To
repeal existing Section 3.10: Wireless Telecommunications Facilities , and replace
with new section to be titled Section 3.10: Personal Wireless Service Facilities .
Amendment will repeal the existing Wireless Telecommunications Facility
Ordinance and remove existing overlay district. Amendment will reduce the per-
mitted height of facilities to 20 feet above the average tree canopy height within
50 feet of telecommunications facility mount, or a maximum height of 90 feet.
Amendment also requires new facilities to employ stealth technology by disguis-
ing new facilities in existing structures or to camouflage new facilities as flagpoles,
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light poles, farm silos, ranger or forest watch towers, or artificial trees.
Amendment also requires that telecommunication facilities be setback 125% of
the height of the tower from public right-of-way, and establishes a minimum size
for easements. Amendment also creates numerous performance standards related
to lighting, buffering, landscaping, as well as standards for siting of towers in
wooded areas, agricultural areas, and within existing structures. Amendment also
adopts specific provisions of NH RSA 1 2-K, and creates new definitions for the
following terms: average tree canopy height, camouflaged, mount, PSWP, and
stealth facility/stealth technology. Amendment also, revises plat submittal require-
ments for applicants, and revises waiver process to be consistent with Article
15.8.3 of the Zoning Ordinance.
Yes 434 No 83
9. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment #9 as proposed by the Planning
Board (vote 5-0) for the Town of Hopkinton Zoning Ordinance as follows: "To
readopt Section XIII: Growth Management and Innovative Land Use Control .
Amendment allows the Town to implement growth controls when certain thresh-
olds of development are met. Ordinance is scheduled to sunset in March 2001, if
not readopted. 7\mendment proposes to readopt existing ordinance and extend
sunset date to March 2006."
Yes 425 No IG
10. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment #10 as proposed by the Planning
Board (vote 5-0) for the Town of Hopkinton Zoning Ordinance as follows: "To
adopt new Article titled Section XIII-A: Impact Fees . Proposed ordinance would
grant authority to the Planning Board to require off-site improvements for subdi-
visions and site plans under RSA 674:21. Amendment is proposed due to the
recent NH Supreme Court decision relative to requiring contributions of money
or infrastructure for new site plans and subdivisions. The ordinance requires that
each in fact impact fee shall be accounted for separately, shall be segregated from
the Town's general fund, may be spent upon order of the governing body, and shall
be used solely for the capital improvements for which it was collected, or to recoup
the cost of capital improvements made in anticipation of the needs for which fees
are collected to meet. All impact fees shall be assessed prior to or as a condition
for, the issuance of a building permit or other appropriate permission to proceed
with development. Between the date of assessment and collection, the Planning
Board may require developers to post security, in the form of a cash bond, letter
of credit or performance bond so as to guaranty future payment of assessed impact
fees. Impact fees shall be collected as a condition for the issuance of a Certificate
of Occupancy; provided however, in projects where off-site improvements are to
be constructed simultaneously with a projects development, and where the Town
has appropriated the necessary funds to cover such portions of the work for which
it will be responsible, the Town may advance the time of collection of the impact
fee to the issuance of a building permit. The Planning Board and the assessed
party may establish an alternate, mutually acceptable schedule of payment of
impact fees. If the full impact fee assessed under this ordinance is not encumbered
or otherwise legally bound to be spent for the purpose for which it was collected
within six (6) years, the fee shall be refunded to the assessed party, with any
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accrued interest. Whenever the calculation of the impact fee has been predicated
upon some portion of the capital improvement costs being borne by the Town, a
refund shall be made upon the failure of the Town Meeting to appropriate the
Town's share of the capital improvement costs within six (6) years from the date
of payment thereof" Amendment also notes purposes to collect impact fees, and
establishes the definition of an impact fee.
Yes 392 No 98
1 1 . Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment #1 1 as proposed by the Planning
Board (vote 5-0) for the Town of Hopkinton Zoning Ordinance as follows: To
amend Section 4.4.3 to allow multiple principal commercial/industrial buildings
and uses on a single lot in the B -1 and M - 1 Districts.
Yes 412 No 83
At 12:00 noon the meeting recessed, but the polls remained open until 7:00
P.M.
The 236 Hopkinton Town meeting reconvened at the Hopkinton High
School gymnasium on Wednesday, March 14, 2001 at 7:14 P.M.
Moderator Gary Richardson explained parliamentary procedure for the
meeting and introduced the Board of Selectmen, Barbara linger, Peter
Russell, and Celeste Hemingson.
Moderator Richardson read the results ofvoting on March 13, 2001. A total
of 562 ballots were cast.
Selectman (3 year term)
David H. Ball 149
Celeste A. Hemingson 393 (elected)
Town Clerk/Tax Collector (3 year term)
Sue B. Strickford 541 (elected)
Town Treasurer (1 year term)
Bonita A. Cressy 511 (elected)
Trustee of Trust Funds (3 year term)
Richard I. Gourley 499 (elected)
Budget Committee (3 year terms)
Timothy C. Carney 100
Luciele A. Gaskill 393 (elected)
Theodore Kupper 82
Jeffrey H . Taylor 318 (elected)
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Library Trustees (3 year terms)
George W. Chase 474 (elected)
Holly S. Gagne 450 (elected)
Cemetery Trustee (3 year term)
George Calder 472 (elected)
School Board (3 year term)
Arpiar Saunders 468 (elected)
School Treasurer ( 1 year term)
Arnold Coda 455 (elected)
School Moderator (1 year term)
Charles E. Dibble 483 (elected)
School Clerk (1 year term)
Susan H. Batchelder 473 (elected)
All zoning amendments passed.
The moderator recognized Selectman Peter Russell for a motion to nomi-
nate the following officers, seconded by Celeste Hemingson.
Fire Ward: Leonard L. George, Thomas Krzyzaniak, Robert White
Fence Viewers: Richard Drescher, Richard Strickford, Richard Symonds
Tree Warden: David A. Story
Weigher: Roger M. Andrus
Surveyors ofWood & Timber: John Herrick, Ron Klemarczyk, Stanley White
The Moderator called for a voice vote and declared the Motion passed.
Article 3: The Moderator recognized David Jensen for the purpose of mov-
ing Article 3, seconded by Peter Russell. "To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $863,396 to defray the cost of General
Government Operations:"
General Government Function $$ in Year 2001
Executive 116,497
Election, Registration, Vital Stats. & Tax Coll. 182,138
Financial Administration 130,041




Planning & Zoning Departments 76,160
General Government Buildings 136,323
Cemeteries 34,142
Insurance 72,707
Hopkinton Fair Celebrations 50,385
Total 863,396
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
Selectman Celeste Hemingson explained salary increases for town employ-
ees would be phased in over a three-year period with employee contribu-
tions for health insurance coverage also being phased in during that period.
There being no discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 3 passed.
Article 4: The Moderator recognized Dorothy Jensen for the purpose of
moving Article 4, seconded by Peter Russell. "To see if the Town will vote
to support (i) the hiring of two (2) additional full time personnel to the
Ambulance division of the Hopkinton Fire Department, one individual to
be a firefighter/emergency medical technician and the other individual to be
a firefighter/medic and (ii) to raise and appropriate the sum of $84,601 for
wages, benefits, and uniforms."
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
Selectman Russell explained the proposal would enable the department to
provide 24-hour ambulance coverage from Friday at 6 A.M. to Monday at
6 P.M. He explained if Article 4 passed, he would make a motion to amend
Article 5 by $3,000 to reduce the ambulance budget.
There being no discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 4 passed.
Article 5: The Moderator recognized Richard Gourley for the purpose of
moving Article 5, seconded by Barbara Unger. "To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $859,627 to defray the cost of Public
Safety Operations:"
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Emergency Management Div. 6,400
Rescue Squad 8,775
Total 859,627
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
The Moderator recognized Selectman Peter Russell who made a Motion to
Amend Article 5 Ambulance Service by $3,000 to read $166,145, and
adjusting the total to be raised to $856,627. The Motion to Amend was sec-
onded by Barbara Unger.
The Moderator called for a voice vote on the Motion to Amend and
declared the amendment passed.
There being no further discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 5 passed.
Article 6: The Moderator recognized Binney Wells for the purpose of mov-
ing Article 6, seconded by Celeste Hemingson, "To see if the town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,432,501 to defray the cost of Public
Works Operations:"
Public Works Operations $$ in Year 2001
Highway Administration 355,952
Highways & Streets 467,824
Street Lighting 1,500
Transfer Station Operations 490,205
Landfill Maintenance & Monitoring 25,460
Sewer Department 91,560
Total 1,432,501
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
The Moderator recognized Selectman Russell who made a Motion to
Amend Article 6, Highways and Streets, to read $477,824 thereby adjusting
the total to be raised to $477,824. The purpose of the amendment was to
increase the salt budget by $10,000 due to the recent ice and snow storm
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activity. The Motion to Amend was seconded by Celeste Hemingson.
The Moderator called for a voice vote on the Motion to Amend and
declared the amendment passed.
There being no discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 6 passed as amended.
Article 7: The Moderator recognized Janet Krzyzaniak for the purpose of
moving Article 7, seconded by Celeste Hemingson. "To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $95,824 to defray the cost of
Health and Human Services Operations:"
Health &: Human Service Operations $$ in Year 2001
Health Administration 2,244
Community Center Contribution 15,000
Community Action Program Contribution (CAP) 4, 11
6
Human Services Administration 24,464
Human Services Vendors 50,000
Total 95,824
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
There being no discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 7 passed.
Article 8: The Moderator recognized Allyson Krzyzaniak Geary for the pur-
pose of moving Article 8, seconded by Barbara Unger. "To see if the Town
will vote to (i) create a recreational revolving fund in accordance with RSA
35-B 2:11, (ii) to name the Recreation Director as agent or the Town
Administrator if the Recreation Director position is vacant of said fund, and
(iii) to raise and appropriate $7,500 to be placed in said fund. In accordance
with RSA 35 B 3:11, with the creation of this recreational fund, the money
received from fees and charges shall be allowed to accumulate from year to
year and shall not be considered part of the political subdivision's general
surplus. The Treasurer of the Town of Hopkinton shall have custody of all
monies in the fund, and shall pay out the same only upon the order of the
Recreation Director. These funds may be expended only for the purposes
stated in RSA 35B, and no expenditure shall be made in such a way as to
require the expenditure of or create a liability upon, other town funds which
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have not been appropriated for that purpose. After creation of such recre-
ational fund the monies in such fund shall not need further town meeting
approval to be expended.
"
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
Special Warrant Article
Selectman Barbara linger explained the article would allow the revenue
from the programming fees to accumulate interest to help defray the costs
of future programs for the community or acquisition of recreational land.
She explained if Article 7 passed, an amendment would be made to Article
8 to decrease the Recreation Department by $7,500.
There being no discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 8 passed.
Article 9: The Moderator recognized Luciele Gaskill for the purpose of
moving Article 9, seconded by Barbara Unger. "To see if the town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $306,737 to defray the cost of Culture
and Recreation Operations:"







Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
The Moderator recognized Selectman Unger who made a Motion to Amend
Article 9 Recreation Department to read $81,434 thereby adjusting the
total to be raised to $299,237. Peter Russell seconded the motion to amend.
The Moderator called for a voice vote on the Motion to Amend and
declared the amendment passed.
There being no further discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 9 passed as amended.
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Article 10: The Moderator recognized Bruce Ellsworth for the purpose of
moving Article 10, seconded by Barbara Unger. "To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the following sums for Conservation and Tree
Planting/Beautification program:"
Conservation & Tree Planting $$ in Year 2001
Conservation Commission 1,725
Tree Planting & Beautification Program 4,000
Total 5,725
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee. .
There being no discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 1 passed.
Article 1
1
: The Moderator recognized Richard Gourley for the purpose of
moving Article 1 1 , seconded by Peter Russell. "To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the following sums for the payment of Principal and
Interest of long-term debt; and interest for tax anticipation notes (TANS),
if required."
Long-term Debt & TAN Interest $$ in Year 2001
Principal - Bonds and Notes 262,108
Interest - Bonds and Notes 121,410
Interest - Tax Anticipation Notes 5,000
Total 388,518
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
There being no discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 1 1 passed.
The Moderator recognized the Board of Selectmen for the purpose of pre-
senting special recognition awards.
• Thomas Krzyzaniak was presented with a retirement giftfor over 40 years ofservice to
the Fire Department.
• Don Lane was recognizedfor his efforts in serving on the Houston Fields Committee and
thankedfor his ability to "get things done".
• John Boatwright was recognizedfor his volunteer work as Hopkintons technical consult-
ant and commended on the initiation ofthe Town web site and the design ofthe Town
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Clerk/Tax Collector's office.
• Owen French was recognizedfor his 41 years ofservice as Town Treasurer.
• Herm Blanchette, Director ofthe Highway Department and the entire Highway crew,
were commendedfor the wonderfuljob they have done this winter.
• Dave Story was recognized and congratulated on his retirementfrom the Public Works
Department andfor his 25 years ofservice to the Town.
• Police ChiefWheeler, thepolice department and their spouses were recognizedfor the sub-
stantial effort and many hours worked on the new police station.
• Becky Schultz was thankedfor 6 years ofservice as the library director.
• April Whittaker was recognizedfor the informative Hopkinton Town Lines publication.
Article 12: The Moderator recognized Toni Gray for the purpose of moving
Article 12, seconded by Peter Russell. "To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $131,000 to begin Phase I of the Contoocook
Village Revitalization/Improvement Program. Said sum to (i) develop a car
park with 24 spaces on town owned land (Tax Map 101 Lot 85) abutting
the "Depot" building, and roadways to the river and abutting properties, (ii)
provide historic lighting in the vicinity and (iii) reconstruct an entrance road
and sidewalk area per the terms of Article 28 of the Year 2000 Town
Meeting, which approved a land swap with the Bank ofNew Hampshire to
facilitate Phase I as described."
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen, the Budget Committee, and the Economic
Development Committee.
Selectman Peter Russell reviewed the land swap agreement that was
approved at the 2000 town meeting. Article 12 would appropriate monies
to move forward with a portion of phase I. He explained the town's contri-
bution would be capped at $100,000, with the remaining $31,000 to be
absorbed by the Bank ofNH for the cost of construction for improvements,
which are pertinent to their situation.
After discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and declared Article
12 passed.
Article 13: The Moderator recognized George Calder for the purpose of
moving Article 13, seconded by Barbara Unger. "To see if the Town will vote
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to raise and appropriate the sum of $80,000 for the acquisition of a new
dump truck for the pubhc works department to replace the 1989 truck."
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
There being no discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 1 3 passed.
Article 14: The Moderator recognized Richard Gourley for the purpose of
moving Article 14, seconded by Peter Russell. "To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $123,700 to purchase a new ambulance
for the Hopkinton Fire Department."
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
There being no discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 14 passed.
Article 15: The Moderator recognized Deborah Young for the purpose of
moving Article 15, seconded by Peter Russell. "To see if the Town will vote
to (i) authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a four (4) year lease
agreement for the purposes of leasing a one-ton dump truck with plow for
the Public Works Department, and (ii) to raise and appropriate the sum of
$12,985 for the first years payment."
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
Selectman Peter Russell explained the contracted cost to the School District
was $18,000 for snow removal at the three schools for the past year. The
lease of a one-ton dump truck with plow would enable the Town to handle
snow removal for the schools. The School District will pay the Town
$48,000 over the next six years, ($8,000 per year) to plow the schools. He
explained a municipal lease. At the end of four years, the town will own the
vehicle.
After discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and declared Article
15 passed.
Article 16: The Moderator recognized George Carroll for the purpose of
moving Article 16, seconded by Celeste Hemingson. "To see if the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000 for the continued
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refurbishment and preservation of the "Houston" barn located on Map 221
Lot 83 at the Houston Playing Fields complex. Said refurbishment to
include siding and window replacement, where needed."
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
After discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and declared Article
16 passed.
Article 17: The Moderator recognized Kim Fuller for the purpose of mov-
ing Article 17, seconded by Barbara Unger. "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000 for engineering services, and per-
mitting for field planning purposes for phase II of the Houston Fields proj-
ect. Said planning, design, and permitting to include a soccer field, baseball
field and playground area."
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
After discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and declared Article
17 passed.
Article 18: The Moderator recognized Jeff Killam for the purpose of mov-
ing Article 18, seconded by Celeste Hemingson, "To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate (i) the sum of $45,000 for the purposes of con-
structing an addition to the recycling bay to facilitate mixed paper recycling
located at the Hopkinton/Webster Transfer Station and (ii) to accept any
grants that may be given to the town in this endeavor."
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
The Moderator recognized John Liptak who made a Motion to Amend to
delay the action on Article 18 for 12 months. Gerald Scala seconded the
Motion to Amend.
After discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote on Mr. Liptak's
Motion to Amend and declared the Motion defeated.
The Moderator called for a voice vote and declared Article 1 8 passed.
Article 19: The Moderator recognized Kathleen Schoch for the purpose of
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moving Article 19, seconded by Celeste Hemingson. "To see if the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 as a contingency fund
to be administered by the board of selectmen."
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
There being no discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 1 9 passed.
Article 20: The Moderator recognized Derek Owen for the purpose of mov-
ing Article 20, seconded by Celeste Hemingson. "To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000 for cleaning and repair of
headstones in the Old Hopkinton Cemetery, and to authorize withdrawal
of $30,000 from the Old Hopkinton Cemetery Trust Funds created for this
purpose, said sum indicative of accrued interest, not principal."
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen, the Budget Committee and the Cemetery Trustees.
There being no discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 20 passed.
Article 21: The Moderator recognized Don Lane for the purpose of moving
Article I, seconded by Barbara linger. "To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $2,000 in the interest of public health and safe-
ty to provide winter plowing and sanding on the following roads during the
winter of the year 2001:"
South Shore Drive 1500 feet
Ridge Lane 900 feet
Rolfe Pond Drive 2000 feet
Salachar Road 500 feet
Perch Lane 700 feet
This action shall in no way be interpreted as changing the status of these
roads from private to public roads. It is the general policy of the Town that
no work will be done on any private or Class VI highway."
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
There being no discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 21 passed.
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Article 22: The Moderator recognized Arnold Coda for the purpose ofmov-
ing Article I, seconded by Peter Russell. "To see if the Town will vote to (i)
establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the terms and provisions of RSA
35:1 for the purposes of replacement of transfer station equipment, and (ii)
to raise and appropriate the sum of $27,000 to be placed in this fund, and
(iii) to name the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend."
Special Warrant Article - Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
There being no discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 22 passed.
Article 23: The Moderator recognized Dale Warner for the purpose of mov-
ing Article 23, seconded by Barbara Unger. "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the following funds to be placed in previously estab-
lished Capital Reserve funds as follows:"
Established Reserve Funds $$ in Year 200
1
Community Center 25,000
Computer Hardware/Software Upgrades 5,000
Police Cruiser & Accessories 33,000
Sludge Removal 7,500
Total 70,500
Special Warrant Article - Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee.
There being no discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 23 passed.
The Moderator recognized Selectman Celeste Hemingson who moved to
postpone indefinitely Articles 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and 32.
Seconded by Barbara Unger.
The Moderator called for a voice vote on Selectman Hemingson's Motion
to Indefinitely Postpone Articles 24 to 32 and declared the Motion passed.
Article 24: "To see if the Town will vote to reclassify New Road (or Class VI
portion thereof) a Class VI highway, to a Class A Trail, in accordance with
RSA 231 -A. Said public way shall remain a public right-of-way subject to
public trail restrictions as may be developed by the Board of Selectmen, as
permitted by RSA 231-A:4. Said trail may not be used for vehicular access
to any new building, but it may be used by abutting landowners to provide
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access for agriculture, forestry, and to any building existing prior to its des-
ignation as a Class A trail."
Postponed indefinitely.
Article 25: "To see if the Town will vote to reclassify North Shore Drive (or
Class VI portion thereof), a Class VI highway, to a Class A Trail, in accor-
dance with RSA 231 -A. Said public way shall remain a public right-of—way
subject to public trail restrictions as may be developed by the Board of
Selectmen, as permitted by RSA 231-A:4. Said trail may not be used for
vehicular access to any new building, but it may be used by abutting
landowners to provide access for agriculture, forestry and to any building
existing prior to its designation as a Class A Trail."
Postponed indefinitely.
Article 26: "To see if the Town will vote to reclassify Patch Road (Class VI
portion only), a Class Vt highway, to a Class A trail, in accordance with RSA
231 -A. Said public way shall remain a public right-of-way subject to public
trail restrictions as may be developed by the Board of Selectmen, as permit-
ted by RSA 231-A:4. Said trail may not be used for vehicular access to any
new building, but it may be used by abutting landowners to provide access
for agriculture, forestry and to any building existing prior to its designation
as a Class A Trail."
Postponed indefinitely.
Article 27: "To see if the Town will vote to reclassify Buzzwell Corner Road
(or Class VI portion thereof), a Class VI highway, to a Class A Trail, in
accordance with RSA 231 -A. Said public way shall remain a public right-of-
way subject to public trail restrictions as may be developed by the Board of
Selectmen, as permitted by RSA 231-A:4. Said trail may not be used for
vehicular access to any new building, but it may be used by abutting
landowners to provide access for agriculture, forestry, and to any building
existing prior to its designation as a Class A Trail."
Postponed indefinitely.
Article 28: "To see if the Town will vote to reclassify Barton's Corner Road
(or Class VI portion thereof), a Class VI highway, to a Class A Trail, in
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accordance with RSA 231 -A. Said public way shall remain a public right-of-
way subject to public trail restrictions as may be developed by the Board of
Selectmen, as permitted by RSA 231-A:4. Said trail may not be used for
vehicular access for agriculture, forestry, and to any building existing prior
to its designation as a Class A Trail."
Postponed indefinitely.
Article 29: "To see if the Town will vote to reclassify Mill Road (or Class VI
portion thereof), a Class VI highway, to a Class A Trail, in accordance with
RSA 231 -A, Said public way shall remain a public right-Of-way subject to
public trail restrictions as may be developed by the Board of Selectmen, as
permitted by RSA 231-A:4, Said trail may not be used for vehicular access
to any new building, but it may be used by abutting landowners to provide
access for agriculture, forestry, and to any building existing prior to its des-
ignation as a Class A Trail."
Postponed indefinitely.
Article 30: "To see if the Town will vote to reclassify Drew Road (or Class
VI portion thereof), a Class VI highway, to a Class A Trail, in accordance
with RSA 231 -A. Said public way shall remain a public right-of-way subject
to public trail restrictions as may be developed by the Board of Selectman,
as permitted by RSA 231-A:4. Said trail may not be used for vehicular access
to any new building, but it may be used by abutting landowners to provide
access for agriculture, forestry, and to any building existing prior to its des-
ignation as a Class A Trail."
Postponed indefinitely.
Article 31: "To see if the Town will vote to reclassify George Road (or Class
VI portion thereof) , a Class VI highway, to a Class A Trail, in accordance
with RSA 231 -A. Said public way shall remain a public right-of-way subject
to public trail restrictions as may be developed by the Board of Selectmen,
as permitted by RSA 231-A:4. Said trail may not be used for vehicular access
to any new building, but it may be used by abutting landowners to provide
access for agriculture, forestry, and to any building existing prior to its des-
ignation as a Class A Trail."
Postponed indefinitely.
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Article 32: "To see if the Town will vote to reclassify Pet Dow Road (or Class
VI portion thereof), a Class VI highway, to a Class A Trail, in accordance
with RSA 231 -A. Said public way shall remain a public right-of-way subject
to public trail restrictions as may be developed by the Board of Selectmen,
as permitted by RSA 231-A:4. Said trail may not be used for vehicular access
to any new building, but it may be used by abutting landowners to provide
access for agriculture, forestry, and to any building existing prior to its des-
ignation as a Class A Trail."
Postponed indefinitely.
Article 33: The Moderator recognized Lynn Fenollosa for the purpose of
moving Article I, seconded by Cynthia Salsbury. "The undersigned wish to
petition the Town of Hopkinton to designate Patch Road as a scenic road as
provided in RSA 231:1 57; to establish as decisional criteria for any planning
board consent under RSA 231:158, paragraph II, whether the proposed
action may adversely impact the surrounding environment, wildlife, or the
rural and scenic character of such road; and to further provide that such
road shall not be widened or paved."
By Petition - Special Warrant Article
The Board ofSelectmen does not recommend this article.
Lynn Fenollosa made a Motion to Amend Article 33 to read "The under-
signed wish to petition the Town of Hopkinton to designate Patch Road as
a scenic road as provided in RSA 231:157". Seconded by Cynthia Salsbury.
The Moderator called for a voice vote on Mrs. Fenollosas Motion to Amend
and declared the motion passed.
The Moderator called for a voice vote and declared Article 33 passed as
amended.
Article 34: The Moderator recognized Richard Gourley for the purpose of
moving Article 34, seconded by Lynn Fenollosa. "The undersigned wish to
petition the Town of Hopkinton to designate Beech Hill Road from the
junction of Rollins Road to Patch Road, as a scenic road as provided in RSA
23 1 : 1 57; to establish as decisional criteria for any planning board consent
under RSA 231:158, paragraph II, whether the proposed action may
adversely impact the surrounding environment, wildlife, or the rural and
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scenic character of such road, and to further provide that such road shall not
be widened or paved."
By Petition - Special Warrant Article
The Board ofSelectmen does not recommend this article
Lynn Fenollosa made a Motion to Amend to read "The undersigned wish
to petition the Town of Hopkinton to designate Beech Hill Road from the
junction of Rollins Road to Patch Road, as a scenic road as provided in RSA
231:157." Seconded by Cynthia Salsbury.
The Moderator called for a voice vote on Mrs. FenoUosa's Motion to Amend
and declared the motion passed.
The Moderator called for a voice vote and declared Article 34 passed as
amended.
Article 35: The Moderator recognized Richard Gourley for the purpose of
moving Article 35, seconded by Anders Hogblom. "To see if the Town will
vote not to designate "Patch Road and Beech Hill Road" as "Scenic Roads"
under the terms and conditions of RSA 231:157 and RSA 231:158."
By Petition - Special Warrant Article
The Board ofSelectmen does not recommend this article
The Moderator called for a voice vote on Article 35 and declared it failed.
Article 36: The Moderator recognized Thomas Johnson, Jr. for the purpose
of moving Article 36, seconded by Barbara Unger. "To see if the Town will
rescind the action in Article 35 of the 1958 Town Meeting with respect to
the role of the Town Clerk and clerk's office for the sale of cemetery lots, and
disbursement of the money received to the Trustees of the Trust Funds, and
maintenance person(s). Said functions are vested with the Cemetery
Trustees who have consolidated all money transactions with the town's
accounting system."
Recommended by the Board ofSelectmen and the Cemetery Trustees.
There being no discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
declared Article 36 passed.
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Article 37: The Moderator recognized Rocky Andrus for the purpose of
moving Article 37, seconded by Mike McManus. "To see if the Town will
vote to designate current Class VI frontage on property known as Map 204
Lot 1 1 located off Bound Tree Road to Class V status."
By Petition - Special Warrant Article
The Board ofSelectmen does not recommend this article.
The Moderator recognized Rocky Andrus to explain the petition Article. He
explained he had owned land on Bound Tree Road for many years. He
requested that the Class V road status be extended by 250 feet so that he
could meet the frontage requirements necessary for conformance and con-
struction purposes.
After discussion, Theodore Kupper offered a Motion to Amend Article 37
to add "as long as the petitioner makes the necessary improvements to
Department of Public Works standards at the petitioner's expense".
The Moderator called for a voice vote on Mr. Kupper's Motion to Amend
and declared it passed.
After continued discussion, the Moderator called for voice vote on Article
37 as amended. The Moderator stated the voice vote was too close to call
and called for a standing vote.
The result of the standing vote was 91 in favor, 57 against. The Moderator
declared Article 37 passed as amended.
Article 38: "To hear the reports of agents, officers, and committees, hereto-
fore chosen, to pass any vote relating thereto, and to transact any other busi-
ness that may legally come before said meeting."
Selectman Peter Russell commented on his observation of the previous arti-
cles. He encouraged residents to participate in the Master Plan process.
Bruce Ellsworth commented on his observation about resident's mixed feel-
ings regarding expansion in town. He indicated the Planning Board encour-
ages guidance about how to handle expansion.
David Lancaster commended Woody Roberts for his time and effort devoted
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to building the "field house" at Houston fields.
The Moderator recognized Rick Schaefer for the purpose of moving to
adjourn the meeting, seconded by Peter Russell.
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Annual Report 2001
"Nothing astonishes men so much as common sense andplain dealing.
"
Ralph Waldo Emerson
In many respects the above quote sums up the board's approach to the
running of your town government. Our general philosophy focuses on con-
ducting business with civility and courtesy, providing town services in an
efficient manner, respecting our town employees (our most important
resource), taking a long-term view of problem solving and most important-
ly, realizing the necessity to adapt to the Town's changing needs, while being
respectful of the special community that we all share. The deeds of
September 1 1 th made all of us realize not only the importance of individ-
ual community, but that "community" did indeed have a bearing on the
importance of "one nation."
2001 was another highly productive year. The New Year kicked off in
high style with the opening of our new police facility located oflFHopkinton
Road, which we feel, was a project that reflects all of the above principles.
The approval rating for this project was very pleasing to both the Chief and
his staff and to the board. Most voters were convinced that this new facili-
ty would help our employees to work more effectively and efficiently and
eliminated the unsafe and crowded conditions at the old Houston
Farmhouse. Voters liked the positioning of the new station on the
Hopkinton Road that provides a "half-way" point to service the villages of
Hopkinton and Contoocook. At the same time, the police with the help of
the Architect wanted to project and maintain the Hopkinton Village image
to ensure the correct architectural blend with the neighborhood. We need
to work on the exterior of the building in terms of landscaping to continue
the visual blend.
The Chief has now fiilly staffed the Police Station and we welcomed in
2001, the Town's first Police Lieutenant, Anthony Shepherd. Lieutenant
Shepherd brings 1 1 years legal experience as an Assistant Merrimack
County Attorney to our Station and offers his expertise to the officers he
will supervise. The Chief, with assistance of Kathi Schoch and Officer
Steven Pecora, has taken the first steps in 2001 to gain accreditation for our
department and facility.
Once the Police had vacated the Houston Farmstead, we began the
process of demolition of the residential portion of the building, in the
spring. The Buildings Facilities Committee and Board jointly felt that the
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tired building could no longer serve in a useful capacity and would eventu-
ally cost taxpayers in terms of compliance and liability issues. We continued
the second phase of the Houston Barn exterior refurbishment with new clap
boarding and replacement windows where necessary. The barn has now
been preserved for any other future uses and functions as a storage facility
at this time.
Although we believe "the easiest way to get rid of a difficult task is to
just do it", the proposed athletic field expansion at the Houston Complex
has made us eat our words. The planning ideas, geographical realities, meet-
ings with other town departments and permitting processes as outlined by
the engineers has given rise to a new definition of patience! We thank the
Houston Fields Committee for their endless work under the able leadership
of Don Lane. This hardworking committee has stepped up to the plate by
also accepting the "Charge" of master planning Georges Park. The
Selectmen have received a number of requests during 200 1 for additional
facilities, namely. Skateboard Park, additional tennis courts, lighting issues,
kicking wall, and Memorial refurbishment. We felt because of all the
requests, that planning needed to be foremost so as to save any costly errors
which could be made through haphazard decision making and lack of plan-
ning.
The Public Works Department acquired a new dump truck to replace
the old 1989 version. This acquisition was indicative of the normal sched-
ule for replacement of aging equipment as reflected in the Capital
Improvement Plan. The Department also acquired a Ford 450 with plow
and wing in order to accommodate the school parking lot plowing per our
joint initiatives with the School Board. Our new Public Works Director,
Harold Blanchette, has provided a seamless leadership transition with the
retirement of David Story at the beginning of the year.
Steve Clough, in concert with the Public Works Department, supervised
the recycling addition at the Transfer Station. This much needed addition
now provides us with the capability to recycle paper products in a more effi-
cient manner and also simply to take more on. Mr. Clough was successful
in procuring a baler grant and waste oil heater grant for the new addition.
We must also take the opportunity to congratulate Mr. Clough for the man-
agement of the Wastewater Plant - his other hat as the expression goes. The
Hopkinton Wastewater Treatment Plan has been selected as a "200 1 EPA
Regional Wastewater Treatment Operations and Maintenance (O & M)
Excellence Award" winner.
We thank our newly reconstituted "Recycling Committee" for their dili-
gence, steerage and enthusiasm. Please take a moment to read their recom-
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mendations in the Town Report. It is very important for our constituents to
understand the importance that recycUng has on their tax dollars. This is
truly one area that you can help your community and your tax bills with rel-
atively little effort!
Year 200 1 saw the finale of the Townwide Revaluation - a shock for
some, a justification for others. The public hearings held in August pro-
duced a 10% turn out of folks interested in either learning how their assess-
ment was arrived at or clearly pointing out factors that could have produced
a degradation of property values. The State of New Hampshire has passed
new laws with respect to assessing practices and the requirements for all
towns to be "certified" every 5 years. This will have future impacts as to how
we collect our data, tracking of sales, and general administration of this
important area of town government.
Contoocook Village Revitalization became a reality in the fall — phase I
of a seven-year plan. The first phase of completing off-site parking, lighting
and landscaping abutting the Depot building has been completed and
appears to now be fully utilized by all in the Village. We wish to thank the
Bank ofNew Hampshire for their help, and cooperation in brokering a land
swap so that the town could have an access point to begin the parking lot
construction. We hope to engage engineers to begin design work at the Fire
Station/ Pine Street/Main Street intersection, and to complete the sidewalk
from the Bank of New Hampshire up to School Street in 2002.
The Fire Department has successfully hired new ambulance personnel —
we welcome Brian Nicholson, Kevin Culpon, Matthew Cox and Eric
Thomas who are all highly trained individuals to our ranks. The Fire Chief
took possession of the new ambulance in the summer, which replaced the
old 1991 model. We thank Concord Hospital for their contribution of a
defibrillator for the new vehicle, and their on-going contributions for
portable defibrillators for our cruisers.
We have interacted with the Hopkinton Community Center Inc. with
respect to Columbia Hall in which we agreed to share in the costs of a Water
Sprinkler Suppression system. This installation has helped to overcome a
number of code issues. We have been in discussions with the Board of
Directors to take over ownership of the building. As we see our present
interaction with the Community Center, we have a private, non-profit
group that houses a number of social and recreational programs. Hopkinton
Community Center Inc. are operating out of a town owned building that is,
at best, limited in its suitability for the existing programs. In the past, vot-
ers have indicated that they do not want to spend any money on the build-
ing other than emergency or repair items, and the private, non-profit group
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does not want to leave the building And the "Beat Goes On!"
During the year we conducted a number of Public Hearings, the most
important of which involved the acceptance of the Houston Field House
from the "Hopkinton Youth Soccer Association" - HYSA for short. This
facility was donated to the town following fundraising and labor contribu-
tions by the Association - once again, our gratitude, on behalf of the town,
is appropriate.
Another notable group, the Rotary Club, provided community service
by "sprucing up" the Hopkinton Village Green. Work has begun on re-
building the old stone walls and landscaping.
We added to our miles of public roads - we formally "layed out"
Autumn Ridge Road, located off of Bound Tree Road and Willoughby
Road, located off of Patch Road following Planning Board approvals, pub-
lic hearings and consulting engineering opinions.
It is not always "all work and no play" for the Board. On September 7th,
2001 it was our great pleasure to award the Boston Post Cane to Phebe
Ferguson who is our oldest resident. A small award ceremony was conduct-
ed at the Library to co-incide with Phebe's art exhibit — a two for one deal
for all who attended and one that everyone greatly enjoyed.
The Board of Selectmen is proud to work throughout the year with
dozens of hardworking, committed town employees and volunteers without
whom the town literally could not function. These people care for our
roads, protect our homes, lives and property, ensure sanitary living condi-
tions, protect the environment, and serve on boards, commissions, com-
mittees and special project groups. Everyone in town owes them a "thank
you" — please take the time to read their reports and consider the full scope
of that they do.
Finally, our special thanks to April, Sue, Karen, Jane, Margie, Sandi,
Nancy and Carol who keep the town offices functioning despite the
Selectmen! As we enter 2002 we offer the following:-








Town of Hopkinton, New Hampshire
2001 Building/Use Permit Report
Type of Construction 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
Residential 18 21 21 16 19
Residential Additions & Renovations
(incl. attached garages, etc.)
28 24 29 58 35
Garages, Barns & Sheds (detached) 61 81 50 42 42
Garages, Barns & Shed Additions thereto 6 5 4 4 2
Decks & Porches 36 39 30 27 15
Swimming Pools 9 11 6 10 4
Manufactured Housing
(Elm Brook Village & Deer Meadow)
20 24 17 8
Condominiums—Smithfield
(One Bldg., Two Units)
1 3
Commercial Buildings
(New Kearsarge Corp. & Family Physicians)
2
Commercial Addtns., Renov., Change in Use &
Accessory Structures (Mclane Corp. & Multi-Weld)
6 8 4 6 5
Home Occupations/Businesses/Accessory Uses 6 1 6 3 1
Conversions (Two-Family & Multi-Family) 1 1 2
Signs 8 3 4 5 3
Temporary Signs on Town Property - - 8 3 -
Demolition 3 9 4 3
Town Buildings
(Library @ Houston Park & Shed @ George's Park)
1 1 1
Private School—New Construction/Additions




(Towers, Antennae, Fuel Storage Tanks, Diesel
Generator, Scoreboard, etc.)
6 6 6 3 3
TOTALS: 212 228 194 191 135
Hopkinton Board of
Cemetery Trustees
The Hopkinton Board of Cemetery Trustees oversees 1 1 cemeteries in
Town and we have burials in 5 cemeteries (Old Hopkinton, New
Hopkinton, Contoocook Village, Stumpfield, and Blackwater). We meet
the first Monday of the month at 9:30 a.m. at the Cemetery Office in the
lower part of the Town Clerk building from May until November. The
cemeteries are closed during the winter months.
This past year gave rise to some unforeseen problems, mainly rock and
ledge in the Old Hopkinton Cemetery. Five out of six burials needed to be
blasted due to the rock and/or ledge. We decided that something needed to
be done. We hired a Radar Penetrating firm out of Gilford to test the area
for us. They reported that the whole area had rock and/or ledge anywhere
from a depth of 6 "-2 feet. We then hired an excavating company, Allen &
Associates, to clean out the area and ready it for burials. Tim Allen did an
excellent job and was very concerned and watchful of existing burials. We
are happy to say that the Old Hopkinton is once again ready for burials.
Our Maintenance workers had some problems in the cemeteries with
artifacts around gravesites and also the shrubs and bushes with encroaching
root systems reaching out to other headstones. The Board decided to elim-
inate a variety of items from burial sites and also to eliminate the new plant-
ing of any trees or shrubs. This has been received well by the Townspeople
and most everyone has been very cooperative and understanding.
Headstones in Old Hopkinton Cemetery were cleaned and repaired this
past year by Perry Brothers Monument Co. in Concord. They have done an
excellent job and the Board is very pleased with the outcome.
The Board belongs to the New Hampshire Cemetery Association which
meets twice a year in various parts of the State. These meetings are always
informative.






_ Hopkinton Conservation Commission _
Town Report 2001
Your conservation commission has been helping with the Town's Master Plan
re-write, which is currently taking place. Other commission members are also
working with the Houston Field's Committee, Smith's Pond Bog and helping
local school science classes.
The Town's Forest Management Plan was completed by FOREGO, under the
guidance of the HCC. Copies are available at Town Hall, Hopkinton High School
and the Conservation Commission Shelf at the Town Library. All 13 of the
Hopkinton Town Forest parcels are managed under the "multiple use" concept
where consideration is given to timber production, wildlife habitat improvement,
watershed protection, recreational and educational opportunities and ecosystem
preservation in determining the management goals and objectives of each lot.
The Commission and several citizens are still working on the idea of an active
land trust to help Hopkinton preserve its open space and rural town character. We
have talked with several other NH land trusts. It is hoped that this action might
serve as a "seed" for interested Hopkinton residents to investigate this idea further.
If you would like to work on such a project, please contact a HCC member.
Again this summer, the HCC sponsored a local high school student at a sum-
mer conservation camp. Several other young people were involved in local scout-
ing/conservation projects, assisted by HCC members.
Fall of 200 1 found several HCC members and the Webster Selectmen walk-
ing the Hopkinton-Webster town boundaries and checking corner posts.
As a note of interest, the Society for the Protection ofNH Forests, dedicated
the (Bob and Shirley) French Wing at its recently renovated Concord facilities.
The Frenches have been very generous in the donation of conservation easements
on large tracts of their property - much of it in Hopkinton.
Your commission continues to monitor the town's many natural resources
and assist Town Hall with environmental problems, including: dredge and fill
applications; subdivision abnormalities; logging infractions; wetland problems;
current use applications; monitoring LCIP lands; and open space initiatives.
Interested citizens are welcome to attend our monthly meetings and/or contact a
commission member with questions and concerns.
Respectfully submitted, Hopkinton Conservation Commission
Todd Aubertin Ron Klemarczyk
Erick Leadbeater Jed Merrow





Coming out of the design charrette held in January 2000, the
Committee developed a three-phase program for physical improvement of
the Fountain Square area. Phase 1 comprised construction of a public park-
ing area behind the Bank of New Hampshire, and construction of a brick
sidewalk along the front of the Bank and then running from the Bank along
Main Street to approximately opposite the junction of School Street.
Phase 2, the "Fire Station Phase," involves sidewalk improvements on
three streets and a new intersection to replace the current merging of three
streets in the area in front of the Station.
The final phase, the "Fountain Square Phase," proposes improvements
in the Square by re-constructing Maple Street into a T intersection with
Main Street, turning the fountain area into a mini-park/public space area,
and constructing more public parking behind the Community Center.
The purpose of all of the described work is multi-fold. Obviously,
improvement in the physical looks of the area is one goal. This, however,
and of more significance, is aimed at bolstering economic activity in the
Square through making it a more attractive place for existing businesses to
operate, and by attracting new businesses into the area so that, in the end,
an increased amount of Hopkinton household income will be spent here.
Another, and not inconsequential goal, is to make the Square safer for
pedestrian navigation.
During the past year, the majority of the Committee's work was con-
centrated on implementing Phase One. This was completed in late Fall,
2001, with the exception of continuation of the sidewalk beyond the Bank
of New Hampshire. Thus, there now is the new parking lot, with lighting,
for some 24 vehicles, thereby relieving some on-street parking.
With Phase 1 basically finished, specifications for the design work of
Phase 2 were published in late Fall and a contractor selected. This work will
include completion of the sidewalk originally included in Phase One.
Issuance of the contract for the work is dependent on approval of funding
by voters at the 2002 Town Meeting. If fiinding is approved, sidewalk com-
pletion and Phase 2 design will be done in 2002. Then, if Phase 2 con-
struction funding is approved at 2003 Town Meeting, that work will be
done that year. At the moment, all Phase 3 work components are contem-
plated for 2005.
The Committee also developed recommended modifications to certain
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zoning regulations in order to enhance tlie business climate in Contoocook
Village. Last year's Annual Report of this Committee noted that such
changes had been submitted to the Planning Board for consideration. At
that time, the Board of Selectmen felt that some reworking was in order.
The Committee agreed, but there was not time enough to make the changes
for submission to voters last year. Now, with the recommended revisions,
the changes have been approved by the Planning Board, which held a pub-
lic hearing on them. They will be put before the voters in March, 2002.
The Committee continues to work on developing a new access route
into industrial-zoned property on Burnham Intervale Road. Along with
enabling further development of that land, such a route will lessen, and
preferably eliminate, the heavy truck traffic that presently flows through the
Village and onto Pine Street in order to reach Burnham Intervale.
Elimination of this traffic also will improve pedestrian safety in Fountain
Square.
Since the Committee's formation in 1997, and until recently, JeffTaylor
has served as one of its two Co-Chairman. However, because of job-related
time constraints, Jeff felt that, while he can continue to serve on the
Committee, he cannot continue as Co-Chairman and therefore he has
stepped down from that position. Jeff has provided very valuable leadership
to the Committee, in large part due to his knowledge and experience in
community development and in equal measure, to his desire to work for the
improvement of our town. Hopkinton is fortunate to have Jeff as a com-
munity member and, fortunately, the Town and the Committee will con-
tinue to benefit from his continued membership on this Committee. The



















For the Hopkinton Fire Department, 2001 brought many changes. On
a sad note, the Department lost fellow Firefighter and friend, Les Townes,
who passed away in March. Les was an active Firefighter and Forest Fire
Warden for many years and was on the Department for over 53 years. He
is, and will be, greatly missed. We added two new fuUtime Firefighters/
EMS personnel. Two of our fulltime Paramedics moved on to other depart-
ments. Ray Eaton, Hopkinton's first paramedic went fulltime to Loudon
and Jeff Killam went to Concord Fire Department. Jeff remains active with
our call department and we wish the both of them the best. We currently
have two fulltime Paramedic Firefighters and three E.M.T. Intermediate
Level/Firefighters. Fulltime hours are Friday 6:00 AM to Monday at 6:00
PM, Tuesday-Thursday 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM.
After-hours calls; calls requiring the second ambulance, and all fire calls
are handled by our very dedicated and competent call staff. The training for
both E.M.S and Firefighting is ongoing and personnel do not get paid for
this vital part of the Fire service. 2001 also added some new training for our
department. With the threat of anthrax, the department found it necessary
to receive training on obtaining samples of unknown substances, opening
mail and, also, purchasing additional protective equipment. Fortunately, all
nine calls for this potential hazardous condition were negative.
Once again, the department sent five Fire Explorers to the New
Hampshire Fire Academy. This one-week class requiring them to stay in the
dorms at night, attend classes and train during the day, allows them to learn
about the Fire service and life at a Fire Station. I applaud them and their
advisors - these explorers are our future.
Fulltime Captain John Pianka spends considerable time preparing for
Fire prevention in our schools. Every October, John, with Fire and E.M.S.
personnel, visits kindergarten through sixth grade. The program ranges
from the students seeing the fire apparatus, ambulance and our fire fighting
gear; viewing a fire prevention movie to operating a fire extinguisher. At the
High School level, C.P.R. and Basic First Aid is taught throughout the year.
We continue to have a problem with houses not being numbered with
their addresses. Please have your home numbered on BOTH sides of your
mailbox or signpost with reflective numbers, especially ifyour house cannot be
seen from the road. Remember, ifwe cannot find you, we cannot HELP you.
The Department answered 944 calls. We had three motor vehicle
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related fatalities - one each on 1-89, 202/9 and Bound Tree Road. We had
two structure fires on Christmas morning this year. Both fires were in
Warner and we sent three trucks to each fire. The V' call came in at 8:00
AM and the 2"'' came in just as the trucks were put back in service from the
1st call. It was very gratifying to see the Firefighters give up the time with
their families to help people in their time of need.
I would like to thank the Selectmen, Police and Highway Departments,
Rescue Squad and, of course, the Fire Department personnel for their assis-
tance throughout the year. Also, I would to thank the businesses and private
citizens who have donated to the department's thermal-imaging camera
fund. Our goal is $20,000 and we currently have $10,000. The camera
would allow us to locate people in a smoke filled area or a building collapse
or help find a person lost in the woods. It sees the heat given off by one's
body or given off by an appliance and allows us to find the heat source to
extinguish it or rescue the person quickly and safely. If you can give any
money for this life saving device, please send it to Hopkinton FireFighters





CALLS FOR THE YEAR 2001
HOPKINTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL NUMBER OF CALLS 944
Medical Aid Calls (including 11 motor vehicle accidents) 685
Fire alarm activations 54
Mutual Aid to Other Towns 41
Brush and Non Permit Fires 29
Smoke Investigations , 8
Service Calls / Assist Public / Good Intent Call 1
8
Carbon Monoxide Detector Activations 5





Structure Fires (including mutual aid) 29
Vehicle Fires 10
Hazardous Conditions (no Fire) 1
Check For Possible Biological Exposure 9
Electrical Problems 4
Assist Police 3
Steam Mistaken for Smoke 8
Water / Ice Rescue 2
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^^_^^^__^^_ Highway Department =^^==
Annual Report 2001
2001 was an eventful year for the Public Works department. Our total
snow accumulation was 126 inches with the jackpot falling on February 5
& 6 delivering 26 inches ofsnow in a 24 hour period. This kept us very busy
for days!! We had 3 other storms that dropped 12 inches each. In addition
to snowfall, we had 8 1/2 inches of rain/ice during the winter months. In
addition to plowing the roads, we also had to push back the snowbanks to
make the roads safe and passable, especially for emergency vehicles.
Due to the large amount of snowfall. Spring was late in blooming. Our
regularly scheduled field maintenance didn't start until mid April. At that
time we were in high speed to get the fields in order and playable. We spread
4 tons of fertilizer and 2 1/2 tons of lime to make this possible. Our spring
road maintenance consisted of grading dirt roads, preparing College Hill,
Kast Hill, Clarke Lane and Blaze Hill roads for the shim and pave program.
A big thank you to the residents for the patience and cooperation while we
were working on the roads.
As the winter brought lots of snow, the summer brought little to no rain.
The result was dusty and rough dirt roads and dry playing fields. It is very
difficult to grade dirt roads when there is no moisture to help compact
them.
One of our summer projects was the reconstruction of Sugar Hill road.
This consisted of cutting trees in the ditch line, replacing 5 culverts, laying
700 feet of underdrain and spread 2,150 yards of gravel. Pike industries fin-
ished up the project by coming in and paving for us. Once again, thank you
to the residents for their cooperation and patience.
Our other summer project was preparing the site and building the new
recycle building at the transfer station. The new building is 1600 sq. ft of
heated working area.
In addition to these projects, we were busy doing the site work for the
town clerks office parking lot, routine maintenance of the playing fields
including daily dragging of the fields, mowing and watering (when the con-
ditions warranted).
This past fall we had very mild weather which allowed us to ditch
approx. 2 miles of dirt roads, clean culverts, shim roads with the town grad-
er and dump truck, cut brush and did routine maintenance on the town
equipment in preparation for coming winter. Overseeding was done on the
playing fields-600 pounds of perennial rye grass was applied and 145 ton of













37 new or replaced
All roads







32 roads, 5 parking lots
585 ton-town grader
200 ton-Pike Industries
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Kent, Kenny, Bob, Brian,
Dan, Bill and Dave, my crew for all your hard work and support this past
year. You all make my job a pleasure. I would also like to thank the depart-






Town Policy for Winter Maintenance
Snow Plowing
The Tdwh vehicles begin plowing when the snow has accumulated 2 to 3
inches. After roads are clear, sanding and salting will begin.
Winter Freezing Rain Storm
It is important to note that salt or sand is wasted if applied before rain stops.
There is nothing the Highway Department can do during a freezing rain
storm. However, as soon as the rain stops, salt and sand will be applied to
the roads.
Clean Road Policy
The T3wn of Hopkinton does not have a clean road policy In other words,
all roads and streets will not be kept completely clear of snow and therefore
only caution can be advised during winter driving. Salt will be used spar-
ingly. Dirt roads will be sanded, but with ice under the sand, it still makes
instant stops impossible.
Plow Routes
Each plow route is approximately 15 miles long and takes 3 to 4 hours to
cover. If plowing is started with two inches of snow, by the time the vehicle
finishes the route 3 to 4 hours later, there could be up to 6 inches of snow
on the first part of the route. Therefore, during a heavy snowstorm, at times,
there will be snow on the roads.
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Town Policy for Winter Maintenance -
Sidewalks and Town Parking Lots
1. Parking lots will be plowed after roads have been cleared. Snow might
accumulate several inches before parking lots are plowed.
2. Town sidewalks will be plowed after the storm is over. The individual who
plows the sidewalks also has a plow route. Therefore, no one is available to
plow the sidewalks until the roads are cleared and treated.
3. Sanding Town parking lots will be done when the roads are being treat-
ed after the storm is over.
4. Sanding Town sidewalks will be done as needed after roads have been
treated. Each Highway Department employee has a designated road sand-
ing route, so no one is available to sand sidewalks until after roads have been
treated.
5. Some sidewalks cannot be plowed because of their location and width,
particularly if there is substantial snow accumulation. These particular walks
have never been plowed. Some sidewalks that are located at the edge of State




The year of 2001 was a busy year for the Highway Committee, as we
had quite a few apphcations for subdivisions which needed reviewing to
determine what impact these developments would have on roads in the sur-
rounding areas. It was also necessary to make sure these roads were built to
specifications, so that there aren't any problems with the roads in the near
future. Two developments were actually constructed.
The reconstruction of Sugar Hill Road was completed. This included
new drainage; reclaiming, along with new base materials and new hot bitu-
minous pavement. The Highway Department did a fine job on this project.
Several roads received benefits from the shim and pave program, thus
providing these highways with a smooth ride.
We have had meetings with the Superintendent of Public Works to dis-
cuss and review what next year's projects will include. We agree that roads
like Farrington Corner and Putney Hill need to be reconstructed. With
these reconstruction projects, the goal is to improve the roads for safety and
ride but, in the same sense, we try not to disturb the setting of these coun-
try roads.
Lastly, the committee would like to say that we support the Contoocook
Village Revitalization Plan. We hope that by working with this plan it will
help to create a safe and efficient traffic and pedestrian pattern in the village.
If at any time, you have a concern or request or suggestion regarding the






"A library is not a luxury but one ofthe necessities oflife.
-Henry Ward Beecher
Our Library continues to expand its traditional services, to develop its
new technology, and to serve its community-building role. This past year,
5059 cardholders checked out 52,564 items, an average of 10.3 items per
Hopkinton resident. This circulation figure represents an impressive 18%
increase over 2000 and places us well above national and state averages.
Community groups used Library meeting rooms an average of 35 to 40
times per month.
"Octopi Your Mind - Read," our children's summer reading program,
was a huge success thanks to Karla Heck's planning, coordination and
enthusiasm. Children were enchanted from the sea chanteys program at the
beginning to the UNH Red Wagon Ocean Adventure program at the end.
Supporting Karla were donations of time and money from many groups and
individuals including the Friends of the Library.
With grants from the Library Foundation, we purchased new reference
materials including the Encyclopedia Britannica, the Columbia Gazetteer of
the World, the Encyclopedia of the Palestinians, and the Gale Encyclopedia
of Medicine. In addition, Foundation funds also provided the PBS
American Short Story Collection of 21 videos, a new collection of puppets
for Children's Room story time adventures, a scanner and a digital camera.
Throughout the year, the Friends continued their magnificent work.
They provided interesting programming such as John Archer's October
poetry reading and following discussion. They raised money through their
annual book sale. And, they provided more than 20 volunteers weekly to re-
shelve all returned materials daily, to repair books, and to maintain shelving
areas.
Thanks to the donation of a router and installation fee by MCT,
Internet access at the Library will improve in 2002 as will your ability to
access library information from home. A new DSL line made possible by
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HOPKINTON TOWN LIBRARY
this donation will provide stable Internet connection for the library's web-
site and accompanying card catalog. You will be able to search the catalog
from home as well as check your library record.
The web page will be revamped in the next few months. In addition to
the card catalog, you can find a calendar of children's events, library policies,
contact information, a description of the Friends of the Library, and a list-
ing of other programs. Send us your suggestions or comments on how the
website can serve you better. We'll try to accommodate your ideas as we
redesign the site in 2002.
I have been deeply impressed by the community support, involvement
and spirit reflected in the Library accomplishments cited above. I sense that
this is indicative of the way Hopkinton residents regularly fiinction as a
community.
As "the new kid on the block," I want to say how happy I am to be here,
I've got a great staff. Karen Dixon and Karla Heck maintained the Library
well between directors, helped me immensely in getting started, and are
highly caring and competent in their work. The same thing can be said of
all Library staff, something that I think is recognized by those who use our
services.
The Board of Trustees exhibits that same care and competence in their
policy making, budget work, and interactions with the staff. Town, and
community. And care and competence apply as well to the work of the
Library Foundation and to the Friends of the Library in their varied tasks.
I have particularly enjoyed meeting all ofyou who come into the library.
We could not have better library customers. Tall, short, young, older, those
who read a lot, those who need a quick piece of information or just a quiet
place to study, those who come for Book Discussion Group or to meet in
the Community Room - each is polite, inquisitive and contributes to mak-
ing the library a very positive experience for all.
Thanks also to the Town Administrator, Departments and staff for their







work with while explaining how things are done.
And, finally, thanks to the entire community for your welcome, your





Karen Dixon, Library Aide II
Karla Heck, Children's Librarian
Riva Pearson, Library Aide I
Dianne Pfundstein, Library Page
Nancy Raymond, Library Aide II
Emily Todd, Library Page
Hopkinton Town Library
Circulation Statistics for 2001
Category Adult Juvenile Totals
Fiction 13,739 20,969 34,708
Non-fiction 5,471 3,737 9,208
Audio/Video 3,351 2,663 6,014
Periodicals 1,734 19 1753






Perhaps we should have expected the first year of the millennium to be
a time of transition. For the library, it has been a period of change during
which former Library Director Becky Schulz resigned and new Library
Director Elizabeth Levy came on board. We hope all have had a chance to
meet Elizabeth, a Concord resident whose previous experience includes
Director of the Merrimack Public Library, Interim Director of the
Haverhill, Massachusetts Public Library, and Head of Reference Services for
the Cambridge Public Library. After interviewing numerous candidates, we
felt extremely fortunate to find someone with such a strong professional
background. Elizabeth's quiet but effective presence was felt immediately by
staff and Trustees. Many thanks are due staff members, particularly Karen
Dixon and Karla Heck, for pitching in during the six weeks between Becky's
departure in mid-March and Elizabeth's arrival in May.
Another departure took place in June with the death of longtime library
and community supporter, Dorothy Osborne. The new library building
owes much to Mrs. Osborne's friendship, vision and generosity. So does the
Hopkinton Public Library Foundation. Thanks to her commitment to an
endowment fund, the Foundation was able to supplement 200 1 tax dollars
by awarding the library $7031.63 this year. These funds have allowed us to
purchase reference materials, puppets for the children's program as well as a
scanner and digital camera. One particularly grateful resident was a
Hopkinton High School student who needed to look up an entry in the set
of new encyclopedias which Elizabeth was still unpacking. "Am I the first to
use this?," the teenager exclaimed excitedly, ripping through the plastic
cover. The joy of discovery took on new meaning.
One of the year's highlights was an art exhibit in the library's hall room
gallery by Phebe Archer Ferguson. In addition to being an accomplished
artist, Mrs. Ferguson inherited the Boston Post cane, awarded to the town's
most senior citizen, from Mrs. Osborne. Many members of the communi-
ty were on hand during the opening reception in September to applaud
Mrs. Ferguson for her dual honor.
During the past year, trustees have worked with the director to update
job descriptions and to finish a Personnel Policy and Procedure Handbook.
Much thanks goes to former Trustee Elissa Barr, whose term ended in
March, for drafting that document. The Board also helped prepare the
annual budget, and reviewed policies for accepting gifts and for using the
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Local History and Community Room. We remain grateful to those we work
with and to the continuing contributions of so many members of the
Hopkinton community.
Respectfully submitted,









Balance brought forward 30,210.29
Revenues
Appropriation $ 1 57,709.00
Trust Funds $ 9,991.42
Gifts/memorials $ 3,424.00
Interest $ 723.57





Salaries/Fixed Costs $ 92,243.03
Utilities/Insurance $ 22,221.76
General Operations $ 19,603.99





Programs/Continuing ED. $ 360.21
Library/Computer Supplies $ 2,132.43
Library Furniture/Fixtures $ 2,887.20
Other Expenditure Sub-Total $ 13,227.28
Sub-Total $169,652.12




The Hopkinton Wastewater Plant has been serving the Contoocook
Village area since 1985. There have been no major upgrades or extensions.
Minor modifications were made to the facility's aeration system tubing in
1998 which have improved the plant's performance. There were no viola-
tions in 2001 of the plant's discharge permit which is issued by the
Environmental Protection Agency and monitored by the New Hampshire
Department of Environmental Services. All discharges of treated water to
the Contoocook River have been within mandated standards.
There have been several services added to the system over the years but
all of them have been within the boundaries laid out with the original col-
lection mains. There were approximately 180 services in 1985 and there are
about 220 in 2001. Influent flows to the wastewater plant have remained
fairly consistent. The facility is currently operating at about fifty percent of
its designed capacity.
Sludge has not been removed from the wastewater treatment lagoons
since the plant's inception in 1985. This will have to be done within the
next few years. Financial planning for this project has been ongoing for sev-
eral years. The specifics of sludge removal and disposal as well as up to date
cost estimates will be explored in 2002.
The Wastewater Department Operation and Maintenance Committee
meets regularly to discuss facility related issues. Proposed budgets and serv-
ice applications are reviewed and recommendations are made to the
Hopkinton Board of Selectmen. The Department operates entirely from
service fees which are reviewed by the committee annually.
Stephen Clough
Assistant Superintendent of Public Works, Waste
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^^^_^^^_ Hopkinton/Webster Recycling ^^___^_^
Committee 2001 Report
Hopkinton and Webster are members of a 27-town Solid Waste
Disposal Co-operative. This Co-operative sends its trash to a Waste-to-
Energy Incinerator in Penacook, NH, the Wheelabrator Facility. The towns
receive a tipping fee of $37.50, lovi^er than the state average of $70.00.
There are two reasons the cooperative has lower tips fees:
1) The incinerator produces electricity as it burns the trash. Money
generated from the sale of electricity helps to offset costs.
2) Waste generated outside the Cooperative is accepted at a higher
price. This Non-Cooperative Waste tonnage subsidizes the lower tip
fees of Cooperative waste.
With a good economy, waste generation rates go up. New Hampshire
residents generated 8% more trash in 1999 than in 1998 (NHDES). In
2000, it was apparent that the amount of waste generated within the coop-
erative was increasing beyond projections. Waste generated from Hopkinton
and Webster is also increasing. Up to this point, so long as towns did not go
over their Guaranteed Annual Tonnage (GAT), they would not be penal-
ized. Now many of the towns within the Co-operative are going over their
GAT which is affecting the efficiency of the facility and does not allowing
as much Non-Cooperative waste to come in. The result is increased tipping
fees for towns within the Cooperative. Anticipated tipping fees are estimat-
ed at $70.00-75.00 per ton, double what they are now.
The Hopkinton Board of Selectmen recognized the seriousness of this
issue and met with Representative Derek Owen to discuss the matter. As a
result of their meeting the Select Board decided to reform the
Hopkinton/Webster Recycling in the winter of 2001.
The Hopkinton Selectmen appointed the following to the Recycling
Committee:
Marc Morgan, Chairperson (Hopkinton)
Rupert Leeming, Vice-Chairperson (Webster)







Steve Cough, Solid Waste Manager (Hopkinton)
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The Board of Selectmen issued a "Recycling Committee Charge" to
help guide and focus the committee. This Charge was to "assist the Joint
Boards of Selectmen and Public Works Deputy Director with the task of
increasing recycling awareness within the respective towns and to provide an
educational platform and material with respect to the "Pay as You Throw"
(PAYT) concept." The Selectmen hoped that the Committee would:
• Provide recycling information for the Town's Newsletter
• Design concepts for brochures
• Assist the Director with statistical numbers to show the projected
budget improvements
• Provide an information platform with a public hearing format to
circulate the concepts behind PAYT
• Work with the private haulers to fully understand their logistical
and working concerns regarding PAYT
• Work with local businesses to increase their recycling awareness and
how a good program may be implemented
The Recycling Committee meets monthly. Past discussions during
Committee Meetings included: concerns regarding private haulers, PAYT,
outreach and how to address recycling and PAYT to all of Hopkinton's res-
idents and businesses. The Committee is already making moves to help edu-
cate and encourage users of the Hopkinton/Webster Solid Waste Facility to
reduce their waste and to recycle. The Committee has designed and distrib-
uted a new brochure. Articles regarding recycling are being written and sub-
mitted to the Hopkinton Newsletter. Members of the committee have also
been surveying businesses in town to find out what their waste management
practices include.
Marc Morgan, Committee Chair, met with Superintendent Richard
Ayres to discuss and implement a recycling program in all of Hopkinton's
public schools. The High School already recycles its paper. The other
schools need to follow. A comprehensive program, involving the students, is
being planned. A School Recycling Task Force made up of teachers and
recycling committee representatives will be designing this program. The ele-
mentary schools will be recycling by October 2001, barring the purchasing
of appropriate bins. It is hoped that the schools will add more items as they
succeed with a paper-recycling program.
Overview of Solid Waste and Recycling
The Hopkinton/Webster Solid Waste Facility services 90+% of the res-
idents and businesses within the towns of Hopkinton and Webster. It is esti-
mated that 2/3 of the trash comes from Hopkinton and the remaining 1/3
comes from Webster.
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In 2000, the Town of Hopkinton generated 5,957 tons of trash (4,329
tons of mixed sohd waste, 915 tons of construction and demolition waste
and 713 tons of recyclables) . Nearly 83% of the trash was generated by
households (3593 tons). 63% of residents chose to have their trash picked
up. (This may be one reason for a recycling rate of 17%.)
The remaining 17% of the trash in Hopkinton comes from businesses
(735 tons). Some of the larger trash generating businesses includes the
Hopkinton Fair, Herrick Millwork and McLane (estimated trash for
McLane is 400-500 tons annually).
There are five haulers currently collecting trash within Hopkinton and
Webster. These haulers include Dockham, Kimball, Nevielle, Gleason and
Waste Management Inc. Dockham hauls the majority of Hopkinton's trash,
2456 tons (57%). Dockham offers cardboard recycling services to business
customers.
It is clear that a majority of the waste generated in Hopkinton and
Webster is hauled by private haulers and taken to the transfer station. To
ensure a successful waste diversion program, it will be necessary to include
all of Hopkinton's and Webster's solid waste haulers in all discussions involv-
ing any changes.
Based on the Hopkinton Selectmen's Charge and the above overview,
the Hopkinton/Webster submit the following recommendations:
1. Encourage recycling
Nearly three quarters of the trash that comes out of the home is recy-
clable. Although a recycling rate of 75% seems next to impossible, it is not
inconceivable to reduce a household's trash by half.
The two largest portions of the homeowners waste, comprising of near-
ly 60%, is paper and compostables (leaves, grass clippings and food waste).
The remainder consists of recyclables such as glass, plastic, aluminum, steel
and textiles; household hazardous waste and actual trash. The Town of
Hopkinton needs to encourage, at the very least, recycling of all paper and
backyard composting of leaves, grass and food waste. Encouraging these
practices can be difficult. In order to address learning styles the committee
will approach this in a variety of ways.
2. Workshops
The Recycling Committee will be holding a workshop for backyard
composting on October 7, 2001. It is hoped, that through education, resi-
dents will learn that composting is not difficult and will not encourage wild
animals to enter their yards. Additional workshops will be developed.
Subjects will include "How to Recycle at the Transfer Station" and
"Shopping to Reduce Waste".
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3. School Recycling
The Committee has been working closely with the School board and
will continue this relationship. Future projects at the school will include a
food waste-composting program. Students from wood shop class at the
High School will construct bins. Home Depot will provide materials for the
bins through a grant.
Toner cartridge and Inkjet recycling will also be instituted. All of these
developments will be passed along to parents via school newsletters.
4. Staff
The staff, working at the Transfer/Recycling Center, is on the frontlines.
It is the staff that interacts with both residents and businesses in town. They
know who is recycling and who throws everything away. By talking with res-
idents and showing them that recycling is an option; staff can have a posi-
tive effect on waste reduction.
It may be necessary to increase staffmg at the transfer station. An addi-
tional staff person devoted to recycling can potentially pay for themselves in
outreach to the public, increased revenues and avoided disposal costs.
5. Signage
It is important to remind people, as they are throwing away their
garbage, that recycling is a viable option. Additional signage could be placed
at the hopper opening as well as around the premises.
6. Equipment
The forklift used to load trailers with bales of recyclables is in need of
replacement. We recommend consideration of the acquisition of a skid steer
tractor. This acquisition would not only load trailers and replaces the fork
lift, but could also be used to move bales and Gaylord boxes of recyclables.
A skid steer would be safer to use around the public and use less ftiel than
the loader that is currently being used. Costs for a skid steer range from
$20,000-50,000 depending on the size and bucket attachments purchased.
The loader should remain at the Transfer Station for snow removal, glass
recycling and for moving the metal pile, the C & D pile, brush and leaf and
yard waste composting.
With the glass recycling market dropping due to increased use of plas-
tics; it may be necessary to reevaluate the facility's current method of col-
lection. Currently, glass is separated out by color and sold as clear flint,
green or amber. There is a number of other glass products (windows, mir-
rors, ceramics etc..) that are not recycled. All glass could be collected and
crushed for use on town construction projects. Towns such as Littleton and
Plymouth have used year's worth of glass on transfer station building proj-
ects with a great deal of success. Processed Glass Aggregate (PGA) can also
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be used as a road base, drainage or as back fill around foundations.
This new system would require less sorting by residents, which could
result in higher diversion levels. It would also require another piece of
equipment, a glass crusher. Glass crushers can cost as much as $15,000 and
has only one application, crushing glass.
We, again recommend another equipment acquisition - there is a piece
of equipment made by "Allu", which can be used on a skid steer or front-
end loader. It also has more than one application. This bucket attachment
can crush glass to 1 V2-, as well as mix and blend compost. The cost for a skid
steer attachment is approximately $5,000 while a 2V2 yard bucket would
cost around $30,000. By including all glass you not only can increase recy-
cling rates, but also create a usable product. This product comes at no cost
and avoids the purchasing of sand. Glass used in building and road projects
have also shown that it resists cracking from frost very well.
7. Reuse Program
The Hopkinton Conservation Commission has generously offered
funds to help in the construction of a building to house a reuse program. A
reuse program helps to reduce the amount of trash generated. Material that
would normally be destined for the Dumpster but still has value as it was
originally intended, could be placed in this shed for others to take home.
These programs encourage participation and reduce the amount of trash
going in the Dumpster. This program would require more staff time, how-
ever, the avoided disposal costs and increased participation in the recycling
program could offset any increased labor costs. This should be investigated
and seriously considered.
8. Construction and Demolition Waste
The amount of construction and demolition waste (C&D) is increasing.
C&D waste is typically more expensive to dispose of because it takes up a
great deal of "air space" in a landfill. C&D generated in Hopkinton and
Webster is being transported to the NCES Landfill in Bethlehem, NH. In
2000, 915 tons of C&D were sent out for disposal costing $85,643.00,
$93/ton (includes transportation). As members of the Northeast Resource
Recovery Association (NRRA), Hopkinton can take advantage of a C&D
disposal price of $56/ton (does not include transportation) at the
Environmental Resource Return Corp (ERRCO). This is approximately
$20/ton less than what is currently paid out. This option will require to be
explored further. It will require some initial training due to sorting require-
ments at the ERRCO facility. However, long term savings should discount
any costs associated with training of staff and residents.
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9. Warrant Articles
There may be ways to encourage waste reduction and recycling through
additional town ordinances. More than one hundred communities in New
Hampshire have adopted a "Mandatory Recychng" ordinance in hopes to
increase recychng and reduce soHd waste budgets. There are a number of
possibihties, Mandatory Recychng being only one. It is recommended that
the Town of Hopkinton should investigate the possible impact of the ordi-
nances described below:
(i) Pay As You Throw
Pay As You Throw (PAYT) is a part of a waste management system by
which the user pays for what they throw away. Currently, Hopkinton's solid
waste budget is funded through property taxes. With a PAYT program,
waste disposal costs are funded through a user pay system. In essence, you
pay for what you throw away. This system is a fairer system and encourages
recycling and waste reduction. Hopkinton has a great to deal to investigate
before suggesting a PAYT ordinance. PAYT should not be considered a sil-
ver bullet, but a part of a comprehensive solid waste reduction plan. The
Committee will be holding public discussions about PAYT. We will also be
working to inform residents through articles in the local paper and group
discussions.
(ii) Expendable Trust
An Expendable Trust would be created to help fund capital investments
at the Recycling Center. Investments could include buildings, equipment or
emergency maintenance. This fund would allow the Solid Waste Manager
to pay money out without Town Meeting approval. By allowing purchases
to be done outside of Town Meeting, the Manager can pay for services or
equipment when it's needed. Other Solid Waste Managers in NH that rely
on an Expendable Trust become more market savvy. With a greater reliance
on recycling revenues Managers want to maximize tonnage and returns so
that equipment that is needed can be funded. This option should not be
used as the only source of funding for solid waste operations. It can be used
to assist in a Capital Improvements Program.
(Hi) Vehicle Reclamation Fund
The State ofNH allows towns to create a special fund to assist in pay-
ing for automotive wastes such as tires, motor oil, and antifreeze. Money left;
over after these wastes are managed can be used for other solid waste activ-
ities.
Hopkinton can place a $3-5 fee to every vehicle registration. The town
would get $0.50 for administrative costs, while the rest goes into the fund.
The Town of Lancaster takes advantage of this resource and places excess
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funds in a capital investment program for replacing balers, used oil furnaces
and other equipment.
10. Town Planning
In order to be able to establish a sustainable solid waste and recycling
program, the Recycling Committee will need to work with the Planning
Board to develop a long-term plan for solid waste in Hopkinton. Solid
Waste planning is needed for a few reasons.
• The Concord Co-op Contract will be running out in the next 10-
12 years. That is a long time from now, however, it is necessary to
begin planning for that day. The result of this contract ending could
mean much higher disposal costs for the town. By addressing waste
reduction now the town is acting responsibly.
• As we see with the recent changes at the former Digital building,
now McLane, waste generation at local business (and housing devel-
opments) needs to be considered. Large additions to the Town waste
stream can have a larger effect on the entire town in a more present
fashion.
Conclusion
The recommendations listed above do have some increased costs; many
of them are low or no cost and require only changes in training and think-
ing. However, it is important to remember that these recommendations
should be considered investments and full cost accounting is necessary. The
Hopkinton/Webster Solid Waste Facility is going to be around for many
years. High costs for a piece of equipment should be spread out over its life
to find out its true cost. The cost avoidance should also be considered with
all capital investments.
The full effect of recycling on the Town budget cannot be overlooked.
It is not just the revenues that make recycling so attractive. The avoided cost
of disposal and transportation should also be remembered. As pointed out
by Steve Clough, Solid Waste Manager, the town of Hopkinton has saved
nearly $200,000 over the past ten years through recycling. These savings will
only increase as the cost for disposal and transportation rise.
RespectfiiUy Submitted
Hopkinton/Webster Recycling Committee —
Marc Morgan, Committee Chairman
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Hopkinton/Webster
Municipal Solid Waste Facilities
The Hopkinton/Webster Municipal Solid Waste Facilities had another
busy year in 2001. Over 4,000 tons of trash were sent to the WTieelabrator
Incinerator in Penacook. Close to 1,000 tons of demolition debris was
received and shipped out to a registered landfill. Nearly 200 tons of metals
were accepted, stripped for the highest value, and sent to Concord for recy-
cling. Leaf and yard waste was composted and brush was burned.
Approximately 500 tons of recyclables were collected, processed, and mar-
keted.
The new addition to the recycling center, which was approved at the
2001 Town Meeting, has been completed and is on line. The new building
houses our old baler, a new baler, and a waste oil furnace. The total cost was
approximately $37,000.00 with the acceptance of two grants totaling
$8,000.00. The new facility has improved efficiency and increased recycling
capacity. This project will pay for itself by expanding the town's recycling
efforts.
The Hopkinton/Webster Recycling Committee has also been busy in
2001. They presented the Board of Selectmen with a long range Solid Waste
Management Plan. This planning tool makes recommendations regarding
the recycling program and maps out a series of other goals which could
potentially save the towns some money. The goal of the Solid Waste Plan is
to reduce expenses and increase revenues.
The recycling committee has also been working with the schools, corre-
sponding with local businesses, and surveying the public. All input from res-
idents is appreciated. The committee is working in conjunction with town
management to formulate methods of reducing waste, making recyclable
collection easier, and providing more alternatives at the solid waste facilities.
Information on recycling and trash disposal is available at the MSW
Facilities on East Penacook Road. Any efforts to contribute to recycling,
large or small, are appreciated. All comments and questions are welcome
Stephen Clough




Month January 1-December 31 Year 2001
Product Weight Revenue Savings
Aluminum 4.73 Tons $3,781.20 $217.58
Tin 13.5 Tons $10.16 $621.00
Glass 144.37 Tons $1,036.90 $6,641.02
Plastic 13.57 Tons $1,255.94 $624.22
Textiles 2.95 Tons SO.OO $135.70
Magazines 43.62 Tons $413.24 $2,006.52
Mixed Paper 19.99 Tons $98.19 $919.54
Newspaper 121.74 Tons $2,574.09 $5,600.04
Cardboard 160.133 Tons $4,961.68 $7,366.12












Waste Oi 1,205 Gallons
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Liabilities
Time Processing 1,575 Hours $17,246.69
Shipping (Truck exp. & Wages) $0.00
Total Liabilities $17,246.69
Net Income/Savings




Net Income and Savings $21,016.45
Total Tons (excluding heavy metals & waste oil) 524.603 Tons
Net Income and Savings per Ton Processed $40.06
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2001 Annual Report





Wheelabrator Concord Company Service Fees $1 ,962,840
2. Rebates and Reconciliation 70,350
3. Bypass Disposal Cost Reserve 200,000
4. Franklin Residue Landfill
a. Operation and Maintenance $969,322
b. Expansion Sinking Fund 2,100,000
c. Closure Fund 23,000
d. Long Term Maintenance Fund 5,000
3,097,322
3,097,322
5. Cooperative Expenses, Consultants & Studies 407,520
TOTAL 2002 BUDGET $5,738,032
6. Less - interest, surplus, recycled tons and communities over GAT. -909,000
Net to be raised by Co-op Communities $4,829,032
2002 GAT of 130,515 and Net Budget of $4,829,032 =
Tipping Fee of $37.00 per ton
Tipping Fee of $66.50 per ton for tons over base tonnage
We are happy to report to all member communities that 2001 marked the twelfth complete year
of successful operations. Some items which may be of interest follow:
The 2002 budget reflects a tipping fee of $37.00 per ton. The same cost as in 2001
.
The fee for those tons over the FFT (133,600 tons) will be $66.50 per ton. This fee decreased $1
per ton for 2002.
Co-op waste delivered to the Wheelabrator facility this year totaled 139,638 tons. That represents an
increase of 718 tons over 2000, or a .5% increase. Compared to previous years the increase was
minimal.
A total of 63,168 tons of ash were delivered to the Franklin ash monofill for disposal. The Ashfill
continues to operate very well. Phase III Stage IV is being filled at this time. The most recent expansion
will provide disposal capacity for the next four years.
The air retrofit project at the plant has been completed. The project was completed on schedule and
close to budget. The retrofit will enable the plant to meet the most recent EPA and DES regulations.
The Cooperative continues to look to the future by planning for construction of Phase IV at the Franklin
site as well as expansion to a Phase V. There will be negotiations with Wheelabrator concerning




2001 was a year of consolidation for Houston Fields. With the comple-
tion of Phase I last year the Committee hoped to begin implementation of
Phase II but, unfortunately, ran into a major roadblock- a required reevalua-
tion of the wetlands characteristics of the entire park and a new determina-
tion ofhow much land was actually available for development. Working with
a private engineering firm and the state and federal departments that review
wetlands questions, it took the entire year to arrive at a conclusion that
apparently satisfies all concerned including town officials, our Conservation
Commission and the state and federal agencies. Although the paperwork is
not yet complete the Committee expects to be able to begin moving on Phase
II in Spring 2002.
To refresh everyone's memory. Phase II consists of a children's play-
ground, a third soccer field, a full-sized baseball field, extension of the walk-
ing paths and development of infrastructure such as expanded parking. Also,
during the past year a citizens group has asked that we consider a regulation
track to be built around the soccer field.
Certain items within Phase II enjoy major private financing. For exam-
ple, the Playground Committee, a committee within the Hopkinton
Woman's Club, is rapidly approaching its financial goal and should be able
to begin building the playground this Spring. It is also reasonable to expect
that the soccer field will achieve adequate fianding before the end of 2003.
The Committee and town government remain dedicated to the concept of
public/private partnerships for the development of playing fields.
Phase II remains a five year project beginning with year 2002. 2001 can
be considered a year in which very little concrete development occurred. The
field house was completed and organizations such as HYSA (Hopkinton
Youth Sports Association) began to develop income from the sale of refresh-
ments at its events. The well system for the watering of fields was completed
this past year also. Thanks to the Boy Scouts, Anne Frye and our town Public
Works and Highway Department a memorial garden dedicated to the mem-
ory of Edward Leadbeater, a long time resident and benefactor to the town
of Hopkinton, was completed around the base of the flagpole. It is situated
so that it can be enjoyed by both patrons of the fields and the library.
This past year the Houston Fields Committee was asked to assume
responsibility for the development planning of George's Park as well.
Although this facility is really quite mature there are a number of projects
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planned for implementation over the next few years that are designed to see
that the park services the community to the fullest. Combining the develop-
ment of Houston Fields and George's Park under the aegis of one committee
made good sense to our town officials and to the Houston Fields Committee
members and we look forward to this new challenge.
Respectfully submitted,
Don Lane
Work in Progress — Houston Barn located at Houston Fields
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Human Services 2001
This office exists as mandated by state law RSA 165:1. Pursuant to this
law, citizens of our community are assisted and served or, as the law states,
"relieved and mandated". The method of service may vary in accordance
with the need presented. The ultimate goal is to render assistance in a pro-
fessional manner at the lowest cost to the town.







Additional expenditures of monies received from Trust Funds and other
sources total $7,262.40.
Over 200 assistance inquiries were made to this office in 2001. Forty-
two households received direct assistance and seventy-seven households
were assisted by other means.
The challenge remains - to serve those in need without increasing the
burden to local taxpayers. The Hopkinton Food Pantry fills a vital need in
our community and continues to thrive under the direction of Tammy
Saltmarsh and through the generosity of its supporters and volunteers.
Thank you to all who contribute.
Operation Christmas was again a great success. Thank you to all who
participated. Fifty-eight families were served.
No person should be without food, shelter or medical attention in our







The Hopkinton Planning Board (PB) consists of ten members, each of
whom is appointed by the Board of Selectmen for three year terms (or short-
er terms, if appointed to complete an unexpired term). Seven of these mem-
bers are regular members (the seventh member is a representative of the
Board of Selectmen), who are expected to sit on all hearings before the PB.
The other three members are alternates, who sit in place of regular members
who either cannot attend a meeting or wish to step down from a particular
case.
The Planning Board is authorized to review applications for subdivision,
annexation, lot line adjustment and site plan review. The PB schedules a
hearing date, sends notice of that date and the applicant's intentions to all
abutters of the concerned property, and advertises the meeting and sched-
uled case in a local newspaper, as well as posting copies of that same notice
in various public places throughout the town. For each hearing the PB first
listens to a presentation by the applicant explaining their request. The PB
then votes on a motion to "accept the application for consideration" based
on whether or not the majority feels that the application is complete. Then,
the PB will open public testimony from any other board, commission or
department that wishes to comment on a particular application. If there is
any opposition, the first round of testimony is followed by a rebuttal round,
giving parties on both sides a chance to respond to statements made by the
other side. Once public testimony is closed the PB will deliberate the mat-
ter, asking questions if further information is needed, after which the PB
comes to a decision by voting on a motion to either approve, deny or defer
the matter to a later date in order to obtain additional information.
Generally, the PB will place conditions or stipulations on applications that
may in some way have an impact.
During the calendar year 2001, the PB processed thirty (30) applica-
tions of which twenty-five (25) were approved, one (1) application was dis-
missed, one (1) application was not reviewed, two (2) applications were not
accepted for consideration, and one (1) application is in the process of being
reviewed. The accompanying table shows the breakdown.
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App. # Name of Applicant(s)/Owner Reason for Application: DatcCs) Reviewed
2001-1 Independent Wireless One (Sprint
PCS)/ATC Realty—App.
MCT, Inc.—Owner
Co-location—Six (6) wireless communication
antennas on existing tower and to construct
related base equipment. Located at 125





2001-2 Fairchild, Peter & Jane—^App./Owner Subdivision—Two (2) lot subdivision located at
852 Broad Cove Road, R-4 zone, tax map 247,
lot 15.
1/16/01 Approved
2001-3 Flenniken, Wayne—App./Owner Subdivision—Thirteen (13) lot cluster
subdivision and construction of new road
located off Pinewood Drive, R-l/R-2 zones, tax
map 222, lot 22.
1/16/01 Not Accepted for
Consideration.
2001-4 Carlson, David &
Dorcas—App./Owner
Site Plan Review—Home Business (light retail
shop) located at 134 Cedar Street, R-1 zone, tax
map 102, lot 12.
2/20/01 Approved widi
conditions
2001-5 Fletcher, William L.—App./Owner
Fletcher, Bryce & Mary
Beth—Owner
Subdivision/Lot Line Adjustment involving
property located off Fletcher Lane, R-4 zone, tax




#2001-6 Flenniken, Wayne—App./Owner Subdivision—Thineen (13) lot cluster
subdivision and construction of new road
located off Pinewood Drive, R-l/R-2 zones, tax
map 222, lot 22.
1/16/01 Not Accepted for
Consideration.
#2001-7 Murphy, Carol—App./Owner Merger of two (2) contiguously owned parcels,
R-4 zone, tax map 250, lots 35 & 36.
4/17/01 Approved
#2001-8 PSNH Request to trim and remove trees along scenic
roads in accordance with RSA 231:158. Roads
involved: Brockway Road, Clement Hill Road,




Annexation/subdivision—p roperty shown on
tax map 224 as lots 34.1 & 34.2, R-3 zone.
5/15/01 PB Dismissed
Application.
#2001-10 Provan & Lorber Inc.—^App.
McLane Corporation-Owner
Site Plan Review—operate a distribution center
and to make modifications to the facility located
at 932 Maple St., M-1 zone.
5/15/01 Approved with
conditions.
#2001-11 Flenniken, Wayne—^App./Owner Subdivision—Thineen (13) lot cluster
subdivision and construction of new road
located off Pinewood Drive, R-l/R-2 zones, tax
map 222, lot 22.
6/19/01 Denied
11/7/01 ZBA Granted Appeal.
12/18/01 PB Continued
#2001-12 ATC Realty Inc. rep.
rWO/Sprint—App.
MacKnight, Arlan & Mary
Lou—Owners
Site Plan Review/Conditional Use
Permit—Construct a 90 foot stealth, tree tower
and associated equipment off Sugar Hill Rd., R-




12/18/01 Approved as Amended
#2001-13 Hopkinton, Town of—^App./Owner
Bank ofNH—Owner
Subdivision/Site Plan Review—Property located
at 846 and 884 Main St., B-1 zone, tax map
101, and lots 79 & 85.
8/23/01 Approved
#2001-14 Mrozek, Frank &
Lois—^App./Owners
Subdivision—Two (2) lot subdivision of
property located at 1 1 1 Sugar Hill Rd., R-4
zone, tax map 237, lot 40.
8/23/01 Approved
#2001-15 Ford, Lome &
Marjorie—App./Owners
Subdivision—Two (2) lot subdivision of
property located at 1057 Bound Tree Rd., R-3
zone, tax map 206, lot 1.
9/18/01 Continued
10/16/01 Approved
#2001-16 MCT Telecom—^App./Owner Request to trim and remove trees along Patch
Road designated as a scenic road. Request
submitted in accordance with RSA 21:158.
8/23/01 Approved
#2001-17 MCT Telecom—App./Owner Site Plan Review—Construct
telecommunication equipment cabinets on a 10'
X 14' concrete pad, located within the NHDOT
right-of-way, near Putney Hill Road and Route
202 & 9. Request in accoidance with Section





Site Plan Review—Construct a truck
maintenance/wash facility located at 932 Maple
St., M-1 zone, tax map 228, lot 34.
8/23/01 Approved
#2001-19 Frucci, Lindsay—App./Owner Site Plan Review—Operate a business office as a
home business located at 159 Clarke Ln., R-4
district, tax map 264, lot 31.
9/18/01 Approved
#2001-20 Hopkinton, Town of—App./Owner Request permission to remove trees along
Hatfield Road designated as a scenic road.
Request submitted in accordance with RSA
21:158.
10/16/01 Approved
#2001-21 Davis, Alan R. Rev.
Tr.—App./Owner
Davis, Susan—Owner
Subdivision for annexation purposes involving
properties located at 66 and 76 Pine Street,
shown on tax map 101 as lots 30 and 31.
10/22/01 Approved




Site Plan Review/Conditional Use








Site Plan Review—Addition to southeast corner
of main building to create seven (7) new dock
spaces, located at 932 Maple St., M-1 district,
tax map 228, lot 34.
10/22/01 Approved
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#2001-24 Dann, Paul L., NFI North
Inc.—^App./Owner
Site Plan Review—^Addition to rear of existing
building, known as the Contoocook School,
located at 40 Park Lane, R-1 district, tax map
101, lot 57.
10/22/01 Approved
#2001-25 Carney, Timothy &
Lynette—^App./Owners
Subdivision for Annexation Purposes—Located
off Dustin Road, R-3 district, tax map 224, lots
39&40.
10/22/01 Approved
#2001-26 Healy, Kent M.—App.
Norge Klaer LLC—Owner
Site Plan Review—Operate a country farm store
known as The Earth Connection. Located at
1325 Hopkinton Road, R-4 district, tax map
258, lot 73.
10/22/01 Application not
reviewed, returned to Applicant,
due to ZBA taking no action re:
Special Exception.
Fitzgerald, Michael & Mary Merger in accordance with RSA 674:39-a of
contiguous pre-existing lots located at 231 Dolly
Road, tax map 228, lots 51 & 52.
9/18/01 Approved
Ward, Robert L. Merger in accordance with RSA 674:39-a of
contiguous pre-existing lots located at 337 Little
Tooky Road, tax map 225, lots 102 & 103.
9/18/01 Approved
Christensen, Sandra Merger in accordance with RSA 674:39-a of
contiguous pre-existing lots located off Perch
Lane, tax map 208, lots 37 & 38.
10/22/01 Approved
Plante, Brian & Kadileen Merger in accordance with RSA 674:39-a of
contiguous pre-existing lots located off Old
Henniker Road, referenced in Book 2216, Page
1705 as lots 82 & 83 on tax map 238.
11/20/01 Approved
The Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission contin-
ues to assist the Planning Board in preparing a new Town Master Plan. We
are pleased to report the completion of the following chapters of the new
Master Plan:
Conservation, Preservation, and Open Space
Community Facilities
Historic and Cultural Overview
Contoocook Village
Transportation.
The Planning Board would like to thank the Planning Commission,
Working Groups, and Master Plan Steering Committee for all of their
efforts in drafting the many chapters that will go into the new Master Plan.
The new Master is scheduled for completion in early 2002.
Bruce Ellsworth, Chairman—Term Expires 2003
Timothy Britain, Vice Chairman—Term Expires 2004
Celeste Hemingson, Selectmen's Representative—Term Expires 2004
Peter Helm—Term Expires 2002
Jane Bradstreet—Term Expires 2003
Clarke Kidder—Term Expires 2003
Michael Wilkey—Term Expires 2004
Richard Schoch, Alternate—Term Expires 2003
Richard Flynn, Alternate—Term Expires 2004
_^^^^__^ Hopkinton Police Department =;^===
2001 Annual Report
To the Board of Selectmen and the Citizens of Hopkinton, I submit the
annual report of the Hopkinton Police Department.
I wish to extend my sincere gratitude to the townspeople, our town
departments, their employees and my staff for their continued support to
make this community all that it is.
During the past year we continued in our quest to improve services for
the town. In doing so we hired Lieutenant Anthony J. Shepherd ofWarner
to fill the position of nighttime supervisor. Attorney Shepherd, who worked
for eleven years as an Assistant Merrimack County Attorney, also serves as
our court prosecutor and legal advisor. In addition. Officer Rory Bohanan,
as well as Secretary Pamela Carruthers, both of Hopkinton, joined our team
as welcomed additions to our force.
Over the past year we joined the Northern New England Police
Accreditation Coalition as we strive to achieve accredited status for the
agency. The concept of accreditation is to maintain established professional
standards in all areas of police operations. While this is a challenging task
for any agency, the benefits are significant with respect to reduction in lia-
bility, higher morale and recognition for excellence by other law enforce-
ment agencies. Meeting standards that use progressive management tech-
niques and an on-going review process ensures accountability in all facets of
police service.
2001 also proved deadly on our roadways as we investigated 106 acci-
dents, which resulted in the deaths of 3 people and injury to 19. Certainly
weather played a significant factor in the cause of some of these accidents
however we remain vigilant to reduce speed and carelessness, as we work to
keep our highways and roads in the community safe.
As our mission statement states, we strive "to provide professional, qual-
ity and effective police service in partnership with the community, while
assuring fair and equal treatment to all." To that extent we could not be
effective without the support and cooperation of our citizens. Therefore, I
encourage your involvement in sharing any information you might have
when it comes to suspicious activity around the town. This way, we can con-













Driving While Intoxicated Arrests
All Other Motor Vehicle Arrests







Drunkenness / Protective Custody
False Pretenses / Swindle
Family Offenses / Domestic Violence
Incest
Intimidation / Criminal Threatening
Issuing Bad Checks
Liquor Law Violations






Theft / Motor Vehicle


















































At the 200 1 Town Meeting, Hopkinton voters supported a warrant arti-
cle which allowed the Parks and Recreation Department to create a 'revolv-
ing revenue fund'. The creation of this account has provided the department
with increased flexibility by allowing us to fund programs through user fees
as opposed to using only those funds which had been originally appropriat-
ed in the department's annual budget. The use of a revolving fund requires
greater accountability in regard to program costs. The impact has been
immediate. While the Parks & Recreation budget was reduced in 2001
($122,828 as opposed to $126,434 in 2000), the department has seen a sig-
nificant increase in its overall programming. Athough the town's general
fund no longer benefits from department revenues ($7905 in 2000),
Recreation Department program expenses (line item # 100-4520-680-00)
have decreased more than $13,000 since 2000 ($18,785 in 2000 as opposed
to $5000 in 2002).
The Hopkinton Rec. Department has continued to provide those pro-
grams and services which have been successful in the past. We staff and
maintain the town beach at Kimball Pond and the skating cabin at Kimball
Lake. For youngsters we sponsor lessons in ice skating, archery, ice hockey,
swimming and we contract Babysitter Certification Classes through the
American Red Cross. We sponsor adult volleyball, men's basketball and the
senior adult walking program (Silver Striders). We have expanded the num-
ber of day trips offered to senior citizens. In 2001 our seniors attended: the
Annual Irish Bash (featuring Andy Cooney and Conal Gallen), the Black
Watch (featuring the Royal Highland Canadian Regiment), a Mystery Day
Trip, a Really Big Show (featuring Joey Van), the Gaylords and a holiday
performance by the Vienna Boys Choir. Our family trips were also expand-
ed to include: the Boston Celtics, the Boston Red Sox, a fall foliage cruise
on the MV Mount Washington, the New England Flower Show, as well as
the Boston Theatre productions Stomp and Blue Man Group.
Probably the most significant new program to be offered in 2001 was
our Summer Day Camp for youngsters ages six through twelve years old.
The camp was based out of the Harold Martin School for forty hours per
week over eight weeks. It provided affordable, reliable child care to local
families in need of such services. Campers enjoyed games, arts and crafts,
swimming and weekly trips. We enrolled more than 70 different children,
averaging 27 campers per week staffed by three full time counselors. I want
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to thank the school district for their help by providing a facility and assist-
ing in the hiring of an experienced camp director.
In addition to creating the Day Camp program, the Recreation
Department sponsored youth lacrosse for youngsters ages 9 through 13
years old. In our first year, the program was offered on an instructional basis
and attracted 30+ participants. This year the program will be expanded to
include boys and girls ages 9 through 18 years old. We expect to register
enough participants to allow us to enter at least three teams in league com-
petition during the spring 2002 season. Thank you to Pete Mosseau, Dave
Sinclair and Doug Mumford for getting the program off the ground. The
Recreation Department also sponsored the development of a Camera Club
for adults (with the help of Jim Kociuba - HHS art instructor), a Nordic
Skiing Summer Training program for teens (thanks to Rob Nadeau), a seven
week instructional youth basketball program for boys and girls in grades K
through 5 (thanks Coach Chase and the varsity players who volunteered
their time) and a spring drop-in basketball program for boys in grades 6
through 10. We also worked cooperatively with other agencies to provide
needed programs. In 2001 we worked with the Hopkinton Teen Center and
the Concord Boys and Girls Club to co-sponsor a series of day trips for teens
(skiing, swimming and rock climbing) during the Christmas vacation
(thanks to John Ceriello for all his hard work). We also worked with Dave
Chase and the Hopkinton High School Athletic Department to co-sponsor
the 2001 Hawk Sports Camps in baseball, softball and basketball.
A number of steps were taken in 2001 to coordinate the department's
administrative responsibilities. At the direction of the Board of Selectmen,
the department created an Athletic Fields Use Policy, Agreement and
Application process. The process was created to provide a uniform set of
standards for all groups using the town's athletic fields. In addition, the
department assisted in the development of a new rental agreement for the
Kimball Lake cabin. In August, the Selectmen issued the Hopkinton
Recreation Commission the following charge:
1. Draw up a list ofall organizations, profit and non-profit, that provides
a privatefunction within the recreation definition to the Town ofHopkinton.
2. Assess what they provide and do for the community and what age range
that the activity, as provided, appeals to.
3. Design a grant requestform to be used byprivate entities requestingfunds
from the Town and recommend to the Board ofSelectmen a procedure for the
Commissions involvement in preparing such requests for Budget Committee
review.
On October 15th the Recreation Commission presented to the
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Selectmen the results of their "Recreational Services Survey" and a final draft:
of the Recreation Grant application form- Applications were made available
at various locations in town and were accepted through November 5th. On
November 26th the Commission made their final recommendations in a
meeting with the Hopkinton Board of Selectmen. I want to thank the mem-
bers of the Recreation Commission (Barbara Boat^-right, Rick Boss, Chuck
Fr\'e, Derek Owen and Steve Yianakopolos) for their diligence in complet-
ing this task and to Jane Bradstreet, Louise Carr and Christine Hamm for
assisting the Commission in creating the grant apphcarion form.
I would like to rhank the community volunteers who have worked so
hard to create recreational opportunities for the families of Hopkinton. Our
town is unique in that there are so many agencies working to improve the
quaht\" of life. Thanks to: HYSA, the Soccer Club, the Houston Fields
Committee, Hopkinton Community Center, Golden Group, Teen Center,
SAU #66, the Playground Committee, Skate Park Committee, all the scout-
ing, 4-H, church groups and individuals who give their time so that we
might enjoy ourselves. Thanks to Doug Fuller (HSC) and ^.fike Metcalf
(HYSA) for assuming the responsibiUty of scheduling practices and gaizies
during soccer season and to Lori ^^xner for doing die same during baseball
season (these are the most thankless jobs in town). Thanks to John
^lacAulifFe for coaching hockey once again. Thank you Maris Wo6y tor
coordinating adult volleyball and to Jeff Eitreim and Dave Beckwith for
picking up the slack with men's basketbalL Thanks to Georgia n na Alcus for
scheduling darkroom rim e tor the Camera Club. I want to express my
appreciation to the other town departments for their support. Thank you
Sandi Babson for maintaining the web page (the calendar has been a big
help), the staff at the Town Hall and to the Recreation Commission tor
being so supportive. I would like to extend a special "'thank you" to Herm
Blanchette and the Pubhc Works crew for all their efforts in maintTjining the





_ Hopkinton Zoning Board ofAdjustment _
2001 Annual Report
The Hopkinton Zoning Board of Adjustment (ZBA) is an appeals board
consisting of nine members, each of whom is appointed by the Board of
Selectmen for three year terms (or shorter terms, if appointed to complete an
unexpired term). Five of these members are regular members who are expected
to sit on all hearings before the ZBA. The other four are alternates, who sit in
place of regular members who either cannot attend a meeting or wish to step
down from a partictilar case.
The ZBA meets on the first Wednesday evening of each month. The ZBA




• Special Use Permits.
• Appeals of zoning administrative decisions made by the Town zoning offi-
cials or the Planning Board.
For Variances, which gives relief from the literal restrictions of the
Hopkinton Zoning Ordinance, state statutes require that a majority of the sit-
ting members find that an application meets all five requirements: (1) That no
decrease in the value of surrounding properties would be suffered, (2) That
granting the variance would not be contrary to the public interest, (3) That by
granting the variance substantial justice would be done, (4) That the spirit and
intent ofthe Ordinance will not be broken by granting the variance, and (5) The
denial of the variance would result in an unnecessary hardship to the owner
seeking it: (a) The zoning restriction as applied to the applicant's property inter-
feres with the applicant s reasonable use of the property, considering the unique
setting of the property in its environment, (b) No fair and substantial relation-
ship exists between the general purpose of the Zoning Ordinance and the spe-
cific restrictions on the property, and (c) The variance would not injure the pub-
lic or private rights of others.
For Special Exceptions, nine different requirements apply. The Hopkinton
Zoning Ordinance defines the conditions under which special exceptions can be
granted (for example, to allow a home business as a secondary use on residential
property). For these requirements, a majority of the sitting members must agree
that the intended use satisfies the requirements defined by the Zoning
Ordinance.
For Equitable Waivers to the dimensional requirements of the Zoning
Ordinance, the applicant has to prove to the Board's satisfaction the elements
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required by the statute. It is in the nature of a variance, but diflferent standards
apply. The equitable waiver applies to lots or structures that are in violation of
the dimensional requirements (e.g. setbacks, frontage or area) established by the
Zoning Ordinance. It does not apply to use restrictions.
For Appeals ofAdministrative Decisions, the ZBA moves either to uphold
the administrative decision or to reverse that decision. For such hearings the
majority of sitting members must find they would or would not have come to
the decision that is being appealed.
For Special Use Permits, the ZBA may approve events in the Fair District
that have an anticipated attendance greater than 1000, but no more than 26,000
people per day. The majority ofthe Board must find that the proposed use meets
the criteria required in the Zoning Ordinance, which includes the standards for
special exception.
For any of these types of cases the ZBA schedules a hearing date, sends
notice of that date and the applicants intentions to all abutters of the concerned
property, and advertises the meeting and scheduled cases in a local newspaper,
as well as posting copies of the same notice in various public places throughout
the town. For each hearing the ZBA first listens to a presentation by the appli-
cant explaining why the request should be granted and then from any abutter
or affected citizen who wishes to speak either in favor of or in opposition to the
request. If there is opposition, the first round of testimony is followed by a
rebuttal round, giving parties on both sides a chance to respond to statements
made by the other side. The ZBA members then deliberate the matter, asking
questions iffurther information is needed, after which the ZBA comes to a deci-
sion by voting on a motion to "vote on the application" (either to approve or to
deny, with occasional instances of deferring the matter to a later date in order to
obtain additional information). Citizens who feel aggrieved by the decision have
a period of 20 days in which to file a request for a rehearing, afiier which the
ZBA has a 30 day period in which to decide whether rehearing of the case is
warranted. In the event that a rehearing is granted, the matter is then treated as
a new case.
During the year 2001, the ZBA processed and approved a total of fourteen
(14) applications. The accompanying table shows the breakdown. Of the four-
teen (14) applications, twelve (12) applications were approved, one (1) applica-
tion was denied, and one (1) was referred back to the Selectmen for reconsider-
ation concerning the section of the Zoning Ordinance ofwhich the Selectmen
had denied the application.
Variances:
Timothy & Lynette Carney—Subdivision involving a nonconformity lot
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with no new lot created Dustin Road.
• Bruce Ellsworth—Subdivision involving a non-conforming lot with no
new lot created Tamarack Road.
• Oliver Burnham & Anthony Chouinard—Construction of a principal
structure without meeting the front setback requirement, Hatfield Road.
• Steve & Ellen Porter—Construction of an addition to a non-conforming
residence, Hopkinton Road.
Special Exceptions:
• Dorcas & David Carlson—Home Business operating a retail shop, Cedar
Street.
• CMT, Inc. (McLane Corporation)—Construction of a truck mainte-
nance/wash facility. Maple Street.
• Lindsay Frucci—Home Business operating a business office, Clarke Lane.
• Angela & Joe Dubois—Addition of a second living unit, Dustin Road.
• Kent Healy—Change use of former dress shop/art gallery to a country




• Wayne & Judith Flenniken—Planning Board's decision to deny applica-
tion for cluster subdivision, Pinewood Drive.
• Steve & Ellen Porter—Construction of an addition to a non-conforming
residence, Hopkinton Road. (Denied)
Special Use Permits:
• Hopkinton State Fair—Amateur Radio and Computer Flea Market.
• Hopkinton State Fair—NHMRO Annual Motorcycle Flea Market.
• Hopkinton State Fair—25th 7\nnual Sheep and Wool Festival.
The Board wishes to thank the Selectmen, Planning Board and residents for
their cooperation during 200 1
.
Janet Krzyzaniak, Chairman—^Term Expires 2003
Charles Koontz—Term Expires 2002
George Langwasser—^Term Expires 2004
Toni Gray—Term Expires 2002
Patricia Ayers—^Term Expires 2003
Carolyn Hackwell, Alternate—^Term Expires 2002
Richard Flynn, Alternate—^Term Expires 2003
Tony Lamarine, Alternate—^Term Expires 2002
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Central New Hampshire Regional
Planning Commission
Established in accordance with state law, the Central New Hampshire
Regional Planning Commission (CNHRPC) is a voluntary association of
20 towns in Merrimack and Hillsborough Counties and the City of
Concord. The Town of Hopkinton is a member in good standing of the
Commission.
The Commission's mission is to improve, through education, training,
and planning assistance, the ability of the municipalities of the region to
prepare and implement municipal plans; to prepare a plan for effective and
appropriate development and utilization of the resources of the region; and
to assist municipalities in carrying out the regional plan.
The Commission provides a variety of planning services, including tele-
phone consultations on planning issues; planning research; sample ordi-
nances, regulations, and planning documents; models; data and access to
data sources; grant information; review and comment on planning docu-
ments; development review; and educational programs. Membership also
entitles a community to affordable master planning assistance, geographic
information systems (CIS) mapping, and grant preparation.
During 2001, Commission staff provided the Town of Hopkinton with
assistance in the preparation of the Hopkinton Master Plan, which is sched-
uled to be completed in early 2002. Information on the Master Plan is avail-
able on the Town's web site at www.hopkintonnh.org.
Beyond master planning assistance, CNHRPC staff provided sample
impact fee methodologies, sample health code regulation language, and pro-
vided circuit rider planner assistance in January during the Planning
Coordinator's absence.
In addition to the local services described above, in 2001 the Central
New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission:
• Provided general local planning assistance to member municipalities
and responded to inquiries regarding zoning ordinance, subdivision
regulation, and site plan review regulation revisions. Prepared calen-
dar and narrative describing critical dates for Town Meeting.
• Held four meetings of the CNHRPC Regional Resource
Conservation Committee (R2C2), which seeks to bring representa-
tives of each of the region's communities together to work on conser-
vation issues that affect the overall region.
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Completed and distributed the Guide to a Municipal Open Space
Trail System Plan.
Completed the update of the FY 2003-2012 CNHRPC
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP).
Conducted approximately 200 traffic counts throughout the region,
including 10 counts taken in Hopkinton.
Organized and hosted five meetings of the CNHRPC Transportation
Advisory Committee (TAC).
Provided assistance to municipalities, groups and interested individ-
uals regarding the Transportation Enhancements (TE) and
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) programs.
Provided assistance to local communities in the development of Land
and Community Heritage Investment Program (LCHIP) proposals.
Continued work on the update of the CNHRPC Regional
Transportation Plan and preparation of the Regional Multi-Use Trail
Plan.
Provided continuing technical assistance to the Upper Merrimack
River Local Advisory Committee (UMRLAC) and the Contoocook
and North Branch Rivers Local Advisory Committee (CNBRLAC).
Completed the update of the CNHRPC Regional Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan and Regional Open Space Plan.
Provided assistance to CNHRPC member and non-member towns
regarding National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) participation
and compliance.
For additional information, please contact the CNHRPC staff or your rep-





2002 CONCORD AREA CENTER
PROJECTED OPERATING BUDGET
PERSONNEL:
Area Center Director $22,657
Outreach Worker 19,311
Part-time Office Worker 6,000
Payroll Taxes/Fringe Benefits 19,626
$67,594
OTHER COSTS:












Federal Share: 42% - $35,490
All Town Share: • 58% - 48,746
Total: 100% $84,236
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Summary of Services 2001
= Provided to Hopkinton Residents by the Concord Area =
Center Community Action Program
SERVICE DESCfaPTION uwrrs OF service households/persons value
COMMODTTY SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD
PROGRAM is a nutrition program that offers
participants free nutritious foods to supplement
their daily diet The program serves children
under six years of age, women during pregnancy
and up to 12 months after the t>Mh of their t»aby.
Value $22.00 per unit *(An irxlrvidual may not be
enrolled in both the WIC Program and CSFP but a
femily may have members on both programs.)
CONGREGATE MEALS- All elders are
welconte to our congregate meal sites/
Senior Centers for nutritious hot meals,
social/recreational activitiesand special events.
Value $6.43 per meal.
FUEL ASSISTANCE is available to income
eligible households to help with energy costs
during the prime lieating season. Priority is given
to tt)e elderly and disabled. The average benefit








scheduled demand response to and from towns in
Belknap and Menmack Counties to medical and
professional facilities, shopping centers, and
congregate meal sites. Value $6.13 per ridership.
MEALS^N-WHEELS provides the deSvery of
nutritionally balanced hot meals to homebound
elderly or adutt residents five days per week.
Value $6.43 per n^al.
WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN provides
specific food to suppiemerrt daily diet of preg-
nant or niA^ing women as weU as ctddren under
live. Participants receive medicaynutritional
screening, counseling arKJ educatkm. Value
indudes value of vouchers arxi cGnical services
at $41.10 per unit
USDA COMMODITY SURPLUS foods are now
distributed directly to local food pantries and
kitchens on a quarterty basis. These pantries
and soup kitchens service all in need, not
just town residents.
NEIGHBOR HELPING NEIGHBOR provides
emergency energy assistance up to $250 for
those not eligible for fuel assistance.
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL-CAP provides
utility, landlord/teirant, legal and health counsel-
ing as well as referrals for housirig, transportation
and other life concerns. These support/advocacy











GRAND TOTAL $ 70, 1 37.58
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CONTOOCOOK RiVERWAY ASSOCIATION
P. O. BOX 78a CONTOOCOOK, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03229
Residents of Hopkinton and Contoocook have contributed over
$60,000 to Contoocook Riverway Association, the non-profit organization
founded by local residents to restore historic Contoocook Depot, one of the
oldest surviving railroad stations in New Hampshire, which in 2002 marks
its 150th anniversary.
During 1999-2000, residents raised over $30,000 in the initial fund
appeal, which in turn secured $252,000 in federal funds administered for
"transportation enhancement" projects by the New Hampshire Department
of Transportation. To complete its 20% share of the $312,000 budget,
Contoocook Riverway launched in June a "Finish the Job Campaign."
Residents and others responded with $23,523, and through their gener-
osity, the project is fully funded and going forward in 2002.
The 2001 campaign thus far includes two named gifts: $10,000 from
Gene Slusser in the name of his former company, Aerotronics; and $5,000
from the CRA Board of Directors, for the semaphore signal. All donors will
receive handsomely produced "train tickets" to various destinations from
Concord to San Francisco. Thinking to the future, Contoocook Riverway
Association is now planning permanently to fund the Depot's annual oper-
ating costs.
This past autumn, CRA hired a distinguished architect. Max Ferro of
The Preservation Partnership in Weare, to draw up plans, engineering draw-
ings, and specifications for contractor estimates. These will be complete by
Town Meeting. The exterior will be restored as it was at the height of rail-
road prosperity in the 20th century. Top priority is the roof, which will be
finished in its original cedar shakes. Plans for the downstairs include an
accurate station master's office with telegraph and semaphore equipment,
and a large passenger waiting room for public events and exhibits. Under
discussion is a scale diorama of Contoocook village 100 years ago. Recent
acquisitions include a surviving railroad freight cart donated by Herb
Benedict; and the original Arch McDonnell painting of Contoocook's river
crossing in the 1930s, acquired through the generosity of Bob Lewellen.
Contoocook Depot was built by the Concord & Claremont Railroad
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Company in 1852 to serve the "beehive hub" where scores of trains were
daily routed to Claremont and Concord, or to Hillsborough and
Peterborough via the connecting Contoocook Valley Railroad. In the 1 870s
the C&C became a branch of the Boston and Maine.
The last passenger trains ran in 1955, and freight service ended after
construction of the Hopkinton-Everett Dam, The building later housed an
insurance company, but fell into disuse in the 1980s and was acquired by
the Town for back taxes. Contoocook Riverway Association, formed to
assure its restoration, acquired the Depot for a token dollar at the
Hopkinton Town Meeting in March 1999. The eastern gable end was
restored in 1999 and a cosmetic paint job was applied to the street elevation
in early 2000.
A unique feature is the adjacent covered railroad bridge, longest of only
eight survivors, which is owned by the New Hampshire Division of Historic
Resources. The Division is a partner with Contoocook Riverway in the fed-
eral grant application, which also provided $80,000 for bridge restoration.
Contoocook Riverway' s enthusiasm sparked widespread interest in
improving Contoocook Village. The Association has worked with the Town
of Hopkinton and other abutters on development of the surrounding area
as a riverfront park with enhanced parking and safer access to Route 103.
The Bank of New Hampshire generously ceded their parking lot on Route
103 in exchange for parking behind the bank, permitting the development
of a single entry to the area, instead of multiple lanes feeding into the street.
Contoocook Riverway seeks additional directors, program managers
and experts in local railroad history to assist in the now-imminent restora-
tion. This spring we will need "manual labor" to help strip out latter-day
alterations like the dropped ceiling, wall-to-wall carpets and non-original
furnishings. Anyone interested may telephone any Contoocook Riverway
Director: Dace and Mark Winzeler (746-3940), Bob Lewellen (746-3267),





Another exciting and VERY busy year, 2001 proved to be one of the
most eventful yet.
Partnered with the Hopkinton School District, the Center helped
implement a very successful out ofschool suspension program, again combin-
ing the energies and efforts of both agencies to meet the diverse needs of our
youth. Hats off especially to Steve Chamberlain, Assistant Principal at the
Hopkinton Middle School, for the many hours of dedication, caring, and
support he provided to help insure positive outcomes. Thanks also to Bill
Wiley, Joanie Mclntire, and Joy Bloomfield for their hours as mentors and
supervisors.
Along with new Aerobics and Yoga classes, the old faithfuls have con-
tinued to grow, providing activities, learning experiences, and services to
Hopkinton Citizens from toddlers to ninety (and on!!). Thanks to the HCC
staff, instructors and volunteers for the unending enthusiasm, commitment,
and flexibility that allows us to function smoothly and successfully while
providing a "place" for so many diverse people.
Respectfully Submitted,
Hopkinton Community Center Board of Directors and Nini Alen
REVENUE PRODUCING PROGRAMS
Preschool-ages 3 to 5
Ballet-ages 5 and up
Karate-preschool to adult
Performing Arts—grades 2 through 6
Tai-Chi-adults
Dog Obedience—all ages
Youth Basketball—grades 3 through 8
Major League Soccer Camp-ages 4 through 13
Hershey Track and Field—ages 9 through 14
SPECIALS
The "Almost Dinner" Theatre in the Square, Strawberry Festival for
the Fourth ofJuly, Preschool Halloween Party, Intergenerational Art
Show, Teen Activity Night
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Fall and Spring clean up
Holiday food baskets
Operation Christmas




















Sports $10,292.00 $9,145.57 $500.00
Preschool $32,344.00 $2,290.99 $22,659.78 2Tch./2Asst. $8,370.00
Senior Programs $1,168.35 $2,694.84
BaUet $1,297.00 $175.00 $440.00 ITchr. $350.00
Karate $5,926.00 $3,781.00 ITchr.
60/40 Workshops $1,330.00 $585.00 ITchr. $75.00
Fundraising $7,628.00 $3,050.10
Hopkinton School District
.SPED Grant $3,656.80 $3,656.80


























_________^^^ The Hopkinton ==^=isi=
Rotary Club
"MANKIND IS OUR BUSINESS"
September 1 1, 2001 has changed all of our lives. As one of the most suc-
cessful and hardest working volunteer organizations in the world, we were
challenged by these tragic events. The Rotary motto is "service above self"
and we are surely needed more today than at any other time in our history.
I'm pleased to report that our local club is very active, vibrant and
enthusiastic to support the local community as well as world wide activities.
We have increased our membership, at a time when service and fraternal
organizations nationwide are experiencing a serious decline in membership
to 35 members. Indeed we are fortunate to have attracted more, younger
members that infuse the club with renewed energy.
We are a self sustaining organization, 501(c) 3 not for profit, which rais-
es its own funds and disburses these funds for needy, worthwhile efforts.
Our major fundraiser is the annual Hopkinton Rotary scholarship golf tour-
nament. Through the generous support of corporate sponsors, business and
individual contributors we raised in excess of $ 1 1 ,000 last year. The club has
awarded $10,000 in scholarships the past two years to Hopkinton High
School graduates. It is our goal to increase our scholarship endowment fund
and be a major provider of scholarships for years to come.
Other fundraisers such as The Rotary Calendar, Cross Country Ski Race
and Festival of Music provide funds for the club to support both local and
International projects. Our objective is to maintain an 80%/20% relation-
ship of local to International effort.
The club meets every Wednesday morning at 7:15 AM in the Parish
House of the First Congregational Church in Hopkinton, where breakfast
is served. We are always eager to have new members and if you are interest-








The Hopkinton State Fair, held August 30th — September 3rd, had the
best weather in many years. The admission tickets purchased at the gate
showed a 17% increase over last year. Once advance ticket sales, passes and
complimentary tickets were totaled up, the total attendance at the 86th fair
was estimated at 125,000 people over the five days. The total numbers look
down from what was reported last year, due to the multiplier that was used.
Our grounds attendance will now be calculated by using ticket and pass
totals to report attendance.
Fairgrounds events this year included free stage shows, agriculture
exhibits, and daily shows including the Sons of Tennessee, 2001 Got
Chocolate Milk Mustache Mobile, live heritage art demonstrations in the
Morrill Family Farm Museum, "Eyes on Owls" at the Charmingfare Farm's
Petting Farm and Sheepdog Herding Demonstrations in the Horse Show
Arena.
Dean & Flynn Fiesta Shows of Scabrook, NH, provided the midway
with a pay one-price wristband on Thursday and Friday evenings. They
reported that their ride gross was up slightly over last year.
This year's grandstand events included the 991 Demolition Derby
where over $10,000.00 was raised in grandstand ticket sales. Grandstand
proceeds make up the prize purse, which goes back to the competing non-
profit organizations. On Friday evening, fairgoers had free admission to lis-
ten to Badfmger In Concert perform. The annual Demolition Derby's on




pull was in memo-







event for this year
fair was the
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Demolition Derby, which includes a 4-cylinder class.
Premiums paid out for the 2001 fair were $58,161.25. This is an
increase of over 2% from last year's premiums. Individual exhibits entered
totaled 4,276. A new area of competition was the Landscaping. Area land-
scapers competed for the top price of $500.00. This really added color and
beauty to the fairgrounds.
Seasonal Events started again with the Hopkinton Rotary 5th Annual
Nordic Ski Race held on February 10th and ended with the completion of
the Eastern Draft Horse Associations Round-Up Horse Pull on October
l4th. The seasonal events schedule ran a total of 46 days with over 55,000
people attending the events. All events with the exception of two were run
by and benefited a non-profit organization.
On behalf ofmy Board of Directors, I wish to thank the dedicated men
and women from the Town of Hopkinton Administrative Office, Fire
Department, Police Department, Rescue Squad, Highway Department and
Landfill for their efforts during the fair. A special thanks to Derek Owen
and Marc Morgan for helping us get a recycling project off the ground
whereby 1 1 tons ofwaste products were recycled in 200L Again, our thanks
to you all for your efforts during the 86th annual Hopkinton State Fair.
The dates for the 87th annual Hopkinton State Fair are August 29th-
September 2nd, 2002.
The Sons ofTennessee, "Americas Riding and Singing Cowboys"performed to capacity crowds at
most of their shows during the record breaking Hopkinton State Fair, August 30 through
September 3.
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j^_^^_____^_ Hopkinton Woman's Club ^j_j___^^_^_
2001 Annual Report
In 2001 the Hopkinton Women's Club (HWC) successfully built upon its
60 year tradition of addressing the needs of the Community through sharing the
Club's time, knowledge and talents by initiating and completing several need ori-
ented projects. The following exciting projects represent the hard work of over
166 dedicated and talented individuals:
• The HWC completed and successfully introduced the cookbook, "Stone
Walls and Warm Hearths". This book combined the talents of many dedicated
and talented individuals from the community and includes wonderful art work
and local stories along with some great recipes. The book completion was cele-
brated in October after over two years in the making. The proceeds from the sale
of this cookbook will be a long-term source of funds that will initially fiind a
"Ropes Course" to be located at Hopkinton High School. We would like to
thank all those that were involved in this project for their support.
• The HWC has also been working to fund a community playground. A vari-
ety of fundraising efforts were ongoing throughout the year and will continue
until the spring of 2002 when construction is planned to begin at Houston
Fields.
• TheHWC continues to support the community through the administration
of the HWC Community Scholarship Fund. In 2001, the HWC collected and
distributed $12,160 to 20 high school seniors in order to further their education.
These Scholarships are a gift from the town, thank you for your support.
• In 2001 contributions were also made to: Summer Reading Program,
Summer Parks and Recreation Day Camp, Dial-A-Ride, Hopkinton Food
Pantry, Riverbend-Contoocook Valley Counseling, Respite Care, Town Welfare-
Fuel Asistance, and Community Center Pre-School Tuition Asistance.
The HWC theme for 2001-2002 is "Nurturing die Mind, Body and Spirit",
we have organized a number of monthly events and activities that focus on this
and that promote our mission of fellowship. The following groups are available
on an ongoing basis: ADIS Project, Book Group, fundraising, cookbook, fly fish-
ing, gourmet group. Kitchen tour (2002), needlecraft, playground committee,
Wild woman singles. Focus groups can be started by any member at any time.
We welcome every Hopkinton Woman to join us.
The Hopkinton Woman's Club was established in 1 94 1
.
Our Mission: To unite a community ofwoman for fellowship and to address the
needs ofour town through sharing our time, knowledge, and talents. This organ-






It has truly been enjoyable working for the purposes of the Association this past year. NRRA has three primary missions:
marketing, education and innovation.
We market materieils for communities. This is how many of you have contact with us. Last year we marketed about 44,000
tons of recyclables. The creative side of this work is in searching for new markets and new recyclables to market. During the
past year we have worked to secure new programs for commingled containers, 1-7 plastic, glass, books and electronics. We
also added several new markets for our traditional recyclables.
Our second mission is to provide education in the field of solid waste management. Last year, we provided a series of 5 free
workshops. Our armual conference held in Hyannis offered 70 presentations and 60 hours of workshops. Workshops are
just part of the education program. We also provide technical assistance through site visits, evaluation of sites, site plans and
meetings with selectmen and regional officials.
Our final mission is innovation. This year, we addressed the issues of managing propane tanks and asbestos. We are
completing efforts to open a non-profit plastic manufacturing facility to take unsorted and unidentified plastic. The impact
of a program like this is to divert thousands of tons of material from landfills and increase recycling revenues to towns.
When youjoin NRRA, you become one ofa group of 225 communities who use the strength ofnumbers to create a strong tool
for all municipalities. NRRA is much more than a broker. It is a voice. It is a resource for growth and improvement. It is a
vehicle for change and it is yours! Your marketing fees pay for much, much more than marketing. In spite of our broad array
of services, we have reduced the rate of marketing fees aind membership fees during the past four years. This has happened
because you have trusted us enough to increase both membership and tonnage. Thank you. I am proud to be associated with
your efforts.
Mike Samson, Executive Director
TREASURER'S REPORT
Our pre-audit financial results indicate an approximate "break even" year for NRRA, with revenues and expenses in the
$476,400 range. A large portion of this amount includes funding/expenses for the NRRA plastics project. It also reflects
monies coUected/used for the purchase of NRRA's new operations center. As typical for NRRA, the majority of our operating
funds came from marketing fees, the conference/exposition, and membership dues. Much credit goes to the staff for main-
taining operations and balancing the budget despite the fact thatwe lowered dues and marketing fees from previous years. It
is also quite an accomplishment in the light of all of the excitement and increased activity we experienced during the past year.
NRRA looks forward to another successful year ahead.
Paula ]. Dow, Finance Manager
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This past year saw a change in the focus of our Marketing Committee. Realizing that most of
the marketing effortwas being assumed by staff, and that more effortwas needed in building
interaction with our municipalities, the committee voted to re-focus its efforts towards educa-
tion and service programs for our members.
While staying current on marketing trends, and active in marketing programs, the Committee
has initiated a program oftraining sessions and workshops which are meant to compliment,
rather than replace similar programs of other agencies. To date, we have sponsored work-
shops on propane tank handling/storage/safety, transfer station administration, recycling
plastics, and most recently on asbestos - combined with a tour ofERRCo recycling facility.
In addition, we are in the process of reactivating our SWAT (Solid Waste Advisory Team).
This is a group of individuals with recognized experience and expertise in sub-fields of recy-
cling such as facility layout, equipment maintenance, bookkeeping, etc. These individuals
offer (through the Association) their hands-on expertise to any municipality requesting assis-
tance.
Also, in an effort to increase attendance at our meetings, we are now scheduling several
meetings annually at host towns in different regions of the State, in conjunction with an
operator workshop presentation.
This committee - call it Advisory group ofMarketing - is still your vehicle for coming together,
expressing your concerns, learning and sharing your knowledge with others. As always, our
meetings are open and we strongly encourage your attendance and support. Please contact
staff for further details on our programs or meetings.
We feel this has been a positive year for the Association, and we look forward to anotheryear
of positive growth and success.
















































2001 was a relatively quiet year for response to emergency situations.
That may be considered a good thing for all.
We had a busy and productive year enhancing our Squad with addi-
tional ice rescue equipment. The additional equipment provides for two
people to execute ice rescue to over 1500 feet. With our current equipment,
we can cover any body ofwater in Hopkinton. Code approved turnout gear
was purchased for all members; the first code approval gear since our origi-
nal organization in 1965. The members not only present a more profes-
sional appearance, but their safety is more assured. We added highway safe-
ty equipment including cones and signs, which frees up personnel to per-
form other duties in a safer environment. A new portable generator allows
us to assist the other Town agencies in the event they need portable electri-
cal service.
As the first duly elected Captain of the Rescue Squad, I have watched it
not only grow in membership, but professionalism with regard to training,
equipment and expertise in responding to the needs of the Town. Three new
members have joined our ranks this year; Todd Olkonen, Jim Schoch III,
and Justin Dearborn. They are currently hard at work "learning the ropes"
of the Squad.
In 2002, 1 will step down as Captain of the Squad and a new leader will
take over.
I would like to express my sincere appreciation and thanks to all mem-
bers of the Community who have made our success a sure thing by their





Capital Area Mutual Aid Fire Compact
200 1 Annual Report To Board Of Directors
The following is a brief and general summary of activities by the Capital
Area Fire Compact for the year 2001.
The Compact continues to serve eighteen communities in the Capital
Area encompassing 644 square miles. The year 2000 resident population of
the area served is now listed as 102,5 13. Delivery ofemergency service varies
daily by community, based on tourism, special events, weather, and com-
mercial activity.
Fire and Emergency Medical dispatch service continues to be provided
by the City of Concord Fire Department through contract. The number of
dispatched incidents increased again by over a thousand to a total of 14,385.
A detailed report by community is attached. One additional dispatcher was
provided in 2001 with another planned for 2002 to keep pace with the
increasing number of emergencies.
The events surrounding and following the September 11, 2001 nation-
al tragedy have greatly impacted the need for safety services across the
nation. Although our departments have always trained for mass casualty and
terrorism responses, these new incidents and threats required a new aware-
ness and preparedness in handling anthrax and other threats. The Compact
and its personnel have been active participants in working with state and
community agencies in the planning and responses to mitigate these inci-
dents.
The Chief Coordinator responded to more than 100 mutual aid inci-
dents, and handles the administrative functions of the Compact. He partic-
ipates on several state and regional committees, including Hazardous
Materials, NH Federation of Mutual Aids, NH Association of Fire Chiefs
(and Legislative Committee), E 911 Remote ANI/ALI Implementation
Group, Forest Fire Wardens Associations, and others.
The Compact operated with a 2001 budget appropriation of $490,939.
This amount included dispatch service, and Compact operations. Funding
is provided by the member communities.
The following members served the Compact in 2001 in the following
positions:
President: Chief H. Dana Abbott, Bow
Vice President: Chief Paul Welcome, Webster
Secretary: Past Chief Peter Russell, Hopkinton
Treasurer: Firefighter John R. Burton, Bow
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Chief Coordinator: Chief Richard E. Wright, Loudon
Executive Committee: Chief H. Dana Abbott, Pres., Bow
Chief Paul Welcome, V. Pres., Webster
Chief Richard Brown, Warner
Chief Leonard Deane, Pittsfield
Chief Harold Paulsen, Pembroke
Chief Edwin Bowne, Salisbury
Dispatch Committee Chair: Chief Harold Paulsen, Pembroke
Training Committee Chair: Asst. Chief Richard Pistey, Bow
HazMat Committee Chair: Batt. Chief Donald DeAngelis, Concord
Central NH HazMat Team Chief Asst. Chief Richard Siegel, Belmont
The Dispatch Committee under the direction of Chief Paulsen contin-
ues to assist with CAD issues, and has worked with Lt. Petrin to receive E
911 direct download data at Fire Alarm. The Compact contracts with the
CAD provider for maintenance and training support of the computer aided
dispatch system.
Assistant Chief Dick Pistey and the Compact Training Committee once
again assisted all departments in hosting a mutual aid training exercise.
Drills were held throughout the Compact practicing fire suppression and
safety, emergency medical and mass casualty, and specialized areas concern-
ing hazardous materials. We appreciate the efforts, time, and expertise that
the Training Committee contributes to the Compact.
The Central New Hampshire Haz-Mat Team, comprised of Capital
Area and Lakes Region members continues to train bi-weekly and responds
to 53 communities in our combined coverage areas. The team operates with
three response units and will welcome personnel interested in joining, train-
ing, and operating with the team. Through donations and volunteer efforts,
two of the vehicles will be upgraded with newer (used) vehicles in early
2002. In addition to routine hazardous materials accidents and spills, the
team has played a major role in response to terrorism threats. Because there
are few if any haz-mat trained responders in several northern New
Hampshire communities, the Central New Hampshire Team has responded
to many requests for assistance well outside the primary response areas. We
extend our thanks and appreciation to all team members for their willing-
ness to respond to these emergencies. We continue to apply for and use
grant funding to perform data collection of hazardous materials inventories
reported by facilities in our operating area.
As we start the year 2002, the Capital Area Fire Compact's Regional
Approach Committee has met several times and is collecting data from our
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communities. The purpose of the committee is to conduct a study to deter-
mine the current levels of Fire and Emergency Medical Services and the uti-
lization of these resources to the Board of Directors identifying ways that we
might be able to improve our service delivery levels.
We encourage all departments to send representatives and actively par-
ticipate in all Compact meetings. Your input is needed on all issues and your
members need to be informed of Compact activities and planning.
Thanks to all departments for your great cooperation.
Please contact any Compact officer or the Chief Coordinator ifwe may
be of assistance.
Dick Wright, Chief Coordinator
CAPITAL AREA FIRE COMPACT
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The following incident totals have been compiled for the year 2001 for











Allenstown 20.4 4,843 684 677 -1%
Boscawen 24.4 3,672 187 212 13%
Bow 31.6 7,138 757 683 -10%
Canterbury 44.8 1,979 198 219 11%
Chichester 21.8 2,236 343 324 -6%
Concord 65.5 40,687 4872 6369 8%
Epsom 33.9 4,021 723 859 19%
Dunbarton 31.9 2,226 146 219 50%
Henniker 44.3 4,433 545 649 19%
Hopkinton 44.4 5,399 916 944 3%
Loudon 46.4 4,481 541 528 -2%
Pembroke 22.7 6,897 325 363 12%
Penacook Rescue N/A 402 424 5%
Webster 28.2 1,579 114 129 13%
HazMat Team N/A 10 41 410%
Northwood 29.7 3,640 i(,l 492 5%
Pittsfield 24.2 3,931 566 631 11%
Salisbury 39.6 1,137 82 90 10%
Warner 55.1 2,760 283 294 4%
Bradford 35.6 1,454 201 238 18%
TOTALS 644.5 102,513 13,362 14385 8%
*Population estimate from NH Office of State Planning-June 25, 2001
Sincerely,




The University ofNew Hampshire, Cooperative Extension is your local
link to practical, research-based education to people of all ages, helping
them make informed decisions that strengthen youth, families, and com-
munities, sustain natural resources, forests, wildlife and agriculture, and
improve the economy.
Merrimack County residents benefit from a wide range of Extension
offerings, which include 4-H and youth development programs, monitor-
ing water quality in lakes and rivers, reducing the use of pesticides, parent-
ing programs, land use management, food safety, forest stewardship, family
finances, meeting the needs of low income families, strengthening our com-
munities and developing a strong volunteer base while providing a wide
range of information to citizens. Extension also offers the public an outreach
hotline with a toll-free Family, Home & Garden Info Line, staffed Monday
through Friday, 9am to 2 pm (1-877-398-4769) and it handled a total of
1,198 requests from Merrimack County residents.
Extension staff provide education to forest landowners, food producers
and plant growers that help keep their enterprises profitable, thus preserv-
ing open space and protecting natural resources. Many studies show that
open space helps keep property taxes low, as it places few demands on tax-
payers for services. Extension also provides assistance in town planners, and
boards on zoning issues related to marketing from roadside stands, garden
centers, pick-your-own operations, and best management practices for the
production of agricultural crops and livestock.
A major statewide Extension initiative. Strengthening New Hampshire
Communities, has impacted Merrimack County. Extension staff have
worked with the communities in a variety of ways. Several Merrimack
County towns have participated in Extension's exciting Community Profile
process. This past Fall a Community Profile was completed in Hooksett. A
Community Profile is a tool to help community members create a vision
about what they want their community to be like, and then forms action
groups to reach those goals. In addition Cooperative Extension provides
publication notebooks for all town libraries. The Extension currently pro-
vides weekly radio spots on WKXL which offer information to the com-
munities throughout the County. Extension information can also be
obtained from the Web at ceinfo.unh.edu . Follow-up support is available
from UNH Cooperative Extension staff.
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Other community efforts include after school programs, teen assess-
ment projects, wellness towns, town office visits, the Master Gardener pro-
gram, working with town officials to make sure local ordinances are "agri-
culture-friendly" and assisting schools with maintenance of athletic fields
and landscaped areas.
The staff in Merrimack County includes nine Extension educators, two
state specialists and three support staff Educators reach approximately one









by Rep. Derek Owen
The 2001 legislative session was a busy one, with close to 700 bills com-
ing before the House and Senate. The most noteworthy accompUshment
was the passage of a new budget to fund state government for the next two
years. And as was the case in the last few sessions, school funding was the
major issue on the agenda.
Once again, the Legislature failed to pass a fairer, long-term solution to
New Hampshire's school funding crisis. The House voted down an income
tax, sales tax, and several other revenue plans. Instead, the Legislature enact-
ed House Bill 170 extending the statewide property tax at a rate of $5.80
per thousand. HB 170 also:
• Increases the rate of the Business Enterprise Tax (B.E.T) from .25%
to .50%;
• Raises the Business Profits Tax (B.P.T.) from 8% to 8.5%
• Increases the rate of the Communications Services Tax (C.S.T) to 7%.
This tax is on each of our telephone bills.
• Repeals the Legacies and Succession Tax.
• Establishes a property tax hardship rehef program.
However, in order to qualify for the hardship relief program, taxpayers
must live in a town where the school portion of the property tax rate
increased from 1998 to 2001, and must meet certain income requirements.
In Hopkinton and Contoocook, the school tax rate in 1998 was $22.06 per
thousand; the combined local and statewide education tax rate in 2001 was
$18.02. So regardless ofwhether your tax bills have increased, it appears that
town residents will not be eligible for help. If you have any questions,
though, you should contact the Department of Revenue Administration's
taxpayer assistance line at 271-6000.
Despite the lack of real progress on school funding, the Legislature did
pass other bills that may be noteworthy to town residents. HB 274 bans the
open burning of residential trash, and requires the state Department of
Environmental Services to develop a program to reduce harmful dioxin
emissions. The state budget also included $12 million for the Land and
Community Heritage Program (LCHIP), a comprehensive state grant pro-
gram that will help provide funding for preserving New Hampshire's histo-
ry, culture, and ecology.
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HB 240 requires the Department of Health and Human Services to
develop a plan to reduce the so-called 'wait list' of adults with developmen-
tal disabilities awaiting state services. These are individuals who qualify for
assistance, but have been made to wait-sometimes for years-because the
Legislature has failed to provide adequate funding. Hopefully, HB 240 will
provide some momentum towards righting this injustice.
One new law that has received a lot of attention deals with distracted
drivers. As ofJanuary 1 , police may now stop drivers whose cell phone con-
versations, eating, drinking, or even reading behind the wheel may pose a
danger to other drivers. It does not mean you will get a ticket for drinking
a cup of coffee in the car, but it does mean you should stay focused on the
road.
Looking ahead at the 2002 session, the Legislature will be taking up
more than 500 bills, as well as bills held over from 200 L The school fund-
ing issue is ongoing, supporters of fairer school funding will continue the
fight, and the Claremont lawsuit is likely to keep grinding forward in the
courts. But we will also deal with issues such as mercury pollution, clean
power, judicial reform, land conservation, and legislative redistricting, to




Report of the New Hampshire Senate
to the Town of Hopkinton
I appreciate this opportunity to report to the residents of Hopkinton from the New
Hampsliire Senate.
Once again the frinding ofthe states share ofthe cost ofpublic education overshadowed the
biennial budget process. Public education represents the largest single public expenditure in New
Hampshire. The Legislature has committed the state to frinding more than halfthe total cost of
the public school system. But, several questions ~ including how to distribute state frinds among
school districts most efficiendy, how to hold school districts accountable for the quality ofedu-
cation they provide and how to raise the revenue required to frind the states contribution -
remain subjects ofongoing debate. At the same time, whether the state has frilfilled its constim-
tional duty to define and provide every educable child with an adequate education is the subject
ofrenewed litigation before the Supreme Court.
This session I will chair the Banks Committee as well as serve on the Finance, and Executive
Depamnents & Administration committees. The slowed economy has put pressures on the state
budget, prompting the Governor to instma departments and agencies to reduce spending. The
timing and strength of the economic recovery will determine whether frirther adjustments are
required during the session. Meanwhile, the Legislature will continue to address issues sur-
rounding public education and judicial reform while completing the task ofredrawing the con-
gressional districts along with the House and Senate districts to match the 2000 census.
Ifyou wish to raise these or other issues with me or ifI can help with a problem, please con-
taa me by calling or writing my office at 271-3207, Room 120, State House, Concord, NH
03301.
Education Funding
Type RSA Reference Fiscal Year 2002 Fiscal Year 2003
Building Aid 198: 15a-15h 80,787 80,787
Special Education 186-C:18, III & IV 92,623 92,623
Tuition &Transport 188-E 1,332 1,332
Driver Education 263:52 13,500 13,500
Adequate Education 198:38,40 3,967,953 4,014,330
Totals 4,156,195 4,202,572
Other Funding
Type RSA Reference Fiscal Year 2002 Fiscal Year 2003
Environmental 486 136,230 136,230
Meals & Rooms 78-A:26 140,695 163,531
Revenue Sharing 31-A 71,975 71,975
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Annual Town Meeting
SS: State ofNew Hampshire Merrimack County
The Polls will openjrom 7:30 a.m. to 7:00 PM
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Hopkinton, in the County of Merrimack, in
the said State, who are qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hopkinton Town Hall on Tuesday,
March 12"^, 2002 at 7:30 a.m. to act upon the following subjects:
Article 1: "To choose all necessary Town Officers by ballot and major vote in the ensu-
ing years as enumerated."
1 Selectman 3 Year Term
1 Moderator 2 Year Term
1 Town Treasurer 1 Year Term
2 Budget Committee Members 3 Year Terms
1 Trustee of Trust Funds 3 Year Term
1 Trustee of Trust Funds 1 Year Term
2 Hopkinton Library Trustees 3 Year Terms
1 Cemetery Trustee 3 Year Term
1 Supervisor of the Checklist 6 Year Term
Article 2: "To see what action the Town will take with respect to the following amend-
ments to the Zoning Ordinance by voting by ballot upon the following questions."
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 1 as petitioned by the voters for the
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend Section 3.6 Table of Uses, A-3 and
Section 4.4.7 Maximum Number of Dwelling Units to allow a maximum of nine (9)
dwelling units per building.
{Not Recommended by the Planning Board)
Yes No
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 2 as petitioned by the voters for the
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend Section 3.6 Table of Uses, A-3 to allow a
multi-family dwelling with a maximum of none (9) dwelling units per building by
Special Exception in the M-1 zone.
(Not recommended by the Planning Board)
Yes No
Piit you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No.3 as proposed by the Planning Board
(by vote 6-1) for the Town of Hopkinton Zoning Ordinance as follows: To rezone
Contoocook Village creating three (3) new districts to be called :
F2
Village High Density Residential (VR - 1)
Village Commercial (VB — 1)
Village Industrial (VM - 1)
to replace specific areas of the existing R - 1, B - 1, and M - 1 districts.
Amendment will include changes in the sign ordinance, reduction in the
setback requirements, reduction in the parking restrictions and configura-
tion requirements, reduction in the minimum open space requirements, as
well as amending the types of permitted uses within each district.
Amendment will also involve the rezoning of a portion of the current R —
1 district to VB - 1."
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
(Recommended by the Economic Development Committee)
Yes No
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 4 as proposed by the Planning
Board (by vote 6—1) for the Town of Hopkinton Zoning Ordinance as follows: To
amend Section 8.6.4 Internal Dimensional Requirements for Cluster Developments by
omitting the spacing requirement of fifty (50) feet between structures, and in its place
require a twenty-five (25) foot side line set back from structures.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
Yes No
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No 5 as proposed by the Planning
Board (by vote 7 — 0) for the Town of Hopkinton Zoning Ordnance as follows: To
amend Section 3.10 Personal Wireless Serve Facilitates Ordinance by clarifying the proce-
dures on applications and appeals of the Planning Board decision.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
Yes No
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No.6 as proposed by the Planning Board
(by vote 7 — 0) for the Town of Hopkinton Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend
Section 15.8.3 Variances by modifying standards for unnecessary hardship to be consis-
tent with the recent New Hampshire Supreme Court decision in Simplex Technologies,
Inc. - V - Town of Newington and by modifying the language concerning the standard
for public interest to be consistent with the New Hampshire Revised State Statutes
Annotated.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
Yes No
Note: by Law the Meeting mtist open before the voting starts. Therefore, the Meeting
andpolls will open at 7:30 a.m. for the consideration ofArticles 1 and 2. At 12:00
(Noon), the Meeting will recess, but the polls will remain open until 7:00 PM. The
Meeting will reconvene at the Hopkinton High School Gymnasium on Wednesday, March
13^", 2002 at 7:00PM to act upon thefollowing Articles:
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Article 3: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $928,018 to
defray the cost of General Government Operations."
General Government Functions $$$ in Year
2002
Executive 124,832
Election, Registration, Vital Statistics and Tax Collection 205,299
Financial Administration 136,914
Assessing and Tax Map Administration 24,000
Legal 25,000
Personnel Administration 47,621
Planning and Zoning Departments 76,699
General Government Buildings 109,829
Cemeteries 42,098
Insurance 71,424
Hopkinton State Fair Celebrations 64,302
Totals 928,018
(Majority Vote Required)
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 4: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000,510
to defray the cost of Public Safety Operations:






Rescue Squad Support 8,775
Totals 1,000,510
(Majority Vote Required)
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 5: "To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,456,428
to defray the cost of Public Works Operations."
Public Works Operations $$$ in Year
2002
Highway Administration 389,466
Highways & Streets 444,670
F4
Street Lighting 1,500
Transfer Station Operations 490,781




The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 6: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $96,545 to
defray the cost of Health and Human Services Operations."
Health & Human Services Operations $$$ in Year
2002
Health Administration 2,269
Contribution to Hopkinton Community Center, Inc. 15,000
Contribution to Community Action Program (CAP) 4,1 16
Human Services Administration 25,160
Human Services Vendors 50,000
Totals 96,545
(Majority Vote Required)
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 7: "To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $339,175 to
defray the cost of Culture and Recreation Operations."







The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 8: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,725 for
Conservation and Tree Planting & Beautification Program."
Conservation and Tree Planting $$$ in 2002
Conservation Commission 1,725
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Tree Planting and Beautification Program 2,000
Totals 3,725
{Majority Vote Required)
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 9: "To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for (i)
the payment of Principal and Interest of long-term debt; and (ii) interest for Tax
Anticipation Notes i^lANS), if required."
Long-term Debt and Tax Anticipation Note Interest $$$ in Year 2002
Principal - Bonds and Notes 265,021
Interest - Bonds and Notes 1 12,624
Tax Anticipation Note Interest 5,000
Totals 382,645
(Majority Vote Required)
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 10: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 for
permitting fees and engineering services for athletic field(s).
(Majority Vote Required)
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 11: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $135,000
to purchase a new grader for the Public Works Department."
(Majority Vote Required)
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 12: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,000 for
architectural assistance and expertise to formulate a conceptual renovation plan for the
Hopkinton Town Hall."
(Majority Vote Required)
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 13: "To see if the Town will vote to (i) raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000
for cleaning and repair of headstones in the Contoocook Cemetery, and (ii) to authorize
the withdrawal of $15,000 from the Contoocook Cemetery Trust Funds created for this
purpose, said sum indicative of interest only, not principal."
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(Majority Vote Required)
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 14: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 as
a contingency fund to be administered by the Board of Selectmen."
(Majority Vote Required)
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 15: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 in
the interests of public health and safety to provide winter plowing and sanding on the
following roads during the winter of the year 2002:
South Shore Drive 1500 feet
Ridge Lane 900 feet
Rolfe Pond Drive 2000 feet
Salachar Road 500 feet
Perch Lane 700 feet
This action shall in no way be interpreted as changing the status of these roads from "pri-
vate" to "public" roads. It is the general policy of the Town that no work will be done on
any private or Class VI highway."
(Majority Vote Required)
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 16: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 for
the purpose of funding a recreational grant to "The New Vision Teen Center Inc." for a
summer adventure camp program. This grant is a new and innovative recreational pro-
gramming idea open to all private, non-profit groups following appropriate application to
the Recreation Commission."
(Majority Vote Required)
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 17: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following funds to
be placed in previously established Capital Reserve funds as follows."
Established Capital Reserve Funds $$$ in Year 2002
Community Center 25,000
Computer Hardware / Software Upgrades 5,500
Police Cruiser and Accessories 33,000
Sludge Removal 7,500
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Transfer Station Equipment 27,500
Totals $98,500
(Majority Vote Required) Special Warrant Article
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article
Article 18: "To see if the Town will vote to (i) establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the terms and provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purposes of funding engineering expertise,
road, parking lot and sidewalk refurbishment, construction and landscaping for the
Contoocook Village Revitalization and Improvement project, and (ii) to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $100,000 to be placed in this fund, and (iii) to name the Board of
Selectmen as agents to expend."
(Majority Vote Required) Special Warrant Article
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 19: "As permitted by RSA 4l:l4-c, to see if the Town will vote to adopt the pro-
visions of RSA 4l:l4-a that will grant the Board of Selectmen the authority to acquire or
sell land, buildings, or both; provided, however, they shall first submit any such proposed
acquisition or sale to both the Planning Board and to the Conservation Commission for
review and recommendation by those bodies, and after recommendations from both bod-
ies, they shall hold two (2) public hearings in accordance with RSA 4l:l4-a."
(Majority Vote Required)
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
Article 20: "To see if the Town will vote to (i) establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the terms and provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of establishing funds for
Conservation Land or Easement acquisition (s) and (ii) to raise and appropriate the sum
of $8,000 to be placed in this fund, and (iii) to name the Board of Selectmen as agents to
expend."
(Majority Vote Required) Special Warrant Article
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 21: "To see if the Town will vote to (i) establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the terms and provisions of RSA 35:1 for ambulance and defibrillator acquisition, and
(ii) to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000 to be placed in this fund, and (iii) to
name the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend."
(Majority Vote Required) Special Warrant Article
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 22: "To see if the Town will vote to (i) establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the terms and provisions of RSA 35:1 for Fire Department Vehicle and Equipment acqui-
sitions, and (ii) to raise and appropriate the sum of $85,000 to be placed in this fund,
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and (iii) to name the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend."
(Majority Vote Required) Special Warrant Article
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 23: "To see if the Town will vote to (i) establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the terms and provisions of RSA 35:1 for well construction at the Blackwater Cemetery,
(ii) to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 to be placed in this fund, and (iii) to
authorize withdrawal of $3,000 from the Blackwater Cemetery Trust Funds created for
maintenance purposes, said sum indicative of accrued interest, not principal, and (iv) to
name the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend."
(Majority Vote Required) Special Warrant Article
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 24: "To see if the Town will (i) vote to create an Expendable General Trust Fund
under the provisions of RSA 31:1 9-a, to be known as the Recreational Facilities
Expendable Maintenance Trust Fund, (ii) to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000
towards this purpose, and (iii) to name the Board of Selectmen as Agents to Expend."
(Majority Vote Required) Special Warrant
Article
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 25: "To see if the Town will (i) vote to create an Expendable General Trust Fund
under the provisions of RSA 31:1 9-a, to be known as the Town Facilities Expendable
Maintenance Trust Fund, (ii) to raise and appropriate the sum of $22,500 towards this
purpose, and (iii) to name the Board of Selectmen as Agents to Expend."
(Majority Vote Required) Special Warrant
Article
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 26: "To see if the Town will vote to change the status of Sparrow Lane and
Robin Lane from current "private" road status to "Class V" status - town maintained
roads." By Petition
(Majority Vote Required) Special Warrant
Article
The Board ofSelectmen does not recommend this Article.
Article 27: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three hundred
dollars ($300.00) for the purpose of purchasing American flags to be given to children at
the 2002 Fourth of July Parade and Celebration."
By Petition
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(Majority Vote Required) Special Warrant
Article
The Board ofSelectmen recommends this Article.
The Budget Committee recommends this Article.
Article 28: "To see if the Town will allow Thomas Komisarek to receive a building permit
for a private residence, to be built on Buzwell Corner Road in Hopkinton, NH Map 261
Lot 1, a Class VI road, with signing a Disclaimer Covenant to be inserted in Deed of
Record releasing the Town of any liability whatsoever and to allow Thomas Komisarek to
maintain said road as necessary at Thomas Komisarek's expense." By Petition
(Majority Vote Required)
The Board ofSelectmen does not recommend this Article
Special Warrant Article
Article 29: "To hear the reports of agents, officers, and committees, heretofore chosen, to
pass any vote relating thereto, and to transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting."
Given under our hands andseal this 21st day ofFebruary, in the Year ofour Lord two thou-
sand and two.














We hereby certify that on the 21st day ofFebruary, 2002 we posted an
attested copy ofthe within Town Warrant at the place ofmeeting within
named andposted a like copy at:
Hopkinton Town Hall
Hopkinton Town Clerk I Tax Collectors Ojfice — Bates Building
Hopkinton Town Library
Beingpublic places in said Town on the 21st day ofFebruary, 2002.
A True Copy ofWarrant:
Attest:






Town Meeting Warrant Narrative
2002
As in prior years the Town is presenting the Warrant by operational functions in order to
follow the Budget Form as prepared by the State of New Hampshire. The State Budget
Form (MS - 7) provides the prior years appropriation and expended end of year totals for
each of the departments.
EHot Articles
Articles 1 and 2 are ballot-voting articles, which will require action either by voting in
person at the Town Hall on Tuesday, March 12th, 2002 or by absentee vote. All absentee
voting should be directed through the office of the Town Clerk. To confirm - voting will
take place
Where: Hopkinton Town Hall
When: Tuesday, March 12th, 2002
Polls Open: 7:30 a.m. and will close at 7:00 PM.
NOTE: (Ifyou have not yet registered to vote, you may register on the actual day ofvot-
ing. Please bring a means ofidentification denotingphysical abode and location.)
Article 1: Election ofTown Officers for the ensuing year.
Article 2: Zoning amendments as proposed and approved by the Planning Board per
Public Hearing scheduled and deliberated on January 15th, 2002.
Explanation & Rationale:
Amendment 1 & 2: By Private Petition
Amendment 3: In 1998 the Economic Development Committee hired applied Economic
Resources to help determine what could be done in the Town of Hopkinton to diversify
the tax base. As part of this study, the firm ofWhiteman & Taintor was used to conduct
a Zoning Ordinance review. In addition to reviewing the existing Zoning Ordinance,
their scope of work included discussion with residents and businesses within the Town.
Their final report was submitted in May 1998. Following receipt of the report, the
Economic Development Committee and Planning Board met to discuss the report and in
particular, the Zoning Ordinance Review chapter. As a result of the meeting and at the
request of the Planning Board, the Economic Development Committee presented pro-
posed changes to the Zoning Ordinance. Amendment #3 mirrors the changes with
minor modifications by the Planners. Many of the proposed changes stem directly from
the report as well as similar regulations that have been adopted in towns in
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and New Hampshire.
The proposed changes include three (3) new zoning districts called "Village Districts."
Although these new "Village Districts" are meant only to apply to specific areas in
Contoocook Village, they are applicable to other areas in Town at a later date, should this
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be desired. This is the primary reason that the new zones were chosen as opposed to the
formation of an Overlay District.
In reviewing the new zones, the primary goal was to change only those items that were
believed to have the greatest impact. As you review specific line items in the Table of
Uses, you will see that changes were made to 17 of the 87 lines. Nine of which are more
restrictive and eight are less restrictive. Specific issues that were addressed in the new
zones include:
• Signage.
• Reduction in Setback Requirements to allow existing buildings to be in compliance
with the Ordinance.
• Relaxation of parking restrictions to allow public parking to satisfy parts of the mini-
mum requirements of individual establishments.
• Reduction in minimum open space requirements.
• Changes to permitted uses within each of the proposed new Districts.
These changes are being proposed to assist in preservation and enhancement of the
pedestrian friendly historic character of the Contoocook Village Center. Although
changes to the Zoning Ordinance can, at times, be controversial, the Economic
Development Committee and Planning Board feel that this amendment is the best
method to systematically change and /or preserve the very character of the Community.
It is with this goal in mind that the Committee and Board are recommending the passage
ofAmendment #3.
Amendment #4: Provides for an equal sideline setback for structures within "Cluster
Developments." The distance between houses will remain the same.
Amendment #5: Proposes to clarify procedures on applications by making the procedure
relative to notification of communities within twenty (20) miles of the Town be consis-
tent with the requirements of the NH Revised Statutes Annotated (RSA 1 2-K) . Further
changes include clarification of the appeals process of the Planning Board's decision by
referencing RSA 676:5 and by noting that appeals under the "Wireless
Telecommunication Ordinance" cannot be appealed to the Board of Adjustment, but
may be appealed under State or Federal law.
Amendment #6: This proposed amendment will omit the current criteria listed in the
Zoning Ordinance for a hardship and insert a new standard that is consistent with the
NH Supreme Court Decision, "Simplex -versus- the Town of Newington." Further
changes include amending the criteria for a Variance by making the standard referencing
"public interest" be consistent with the NH Revised Statutes Annotated.
Deliherative Session — Operational BudgetsMeeting will reconvene:-
Where: Hopkinton High School Gymnasium
When: Wednesday, March 13th, 2002
Time: 7:00 PM
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Article 3: This article addresses the annual operating expenses of "General
Government" operations exclusive of all individual or special warrant articles. The total
appropriation request for General Government functions is indicative of a 7. 1% increase
over the prior year's budget. Percentile increases due to: -
• Proposed postage machine and copier acquisitions for Town Clerks office since the
inception of mail-in registrations, and public reminders, which has proved to be popu-
lar administrative initiative.
• Cemetery Maintenance bid contract.
• Admission of elected officials into the Town's Health Trust pool. Please note that pre-
miums are 100% reimbursable to the town. Municipal Accounting and the Budget
Law demands gross presentation of appropriations on expense sheets with the defraying
revenue noted on the revenue sheet (Account #3506).
• New computer licensing fee for revaluation software.
• Salary and benefit issues
Article 4: This grouping of departments represents the function of Public Safety. The
requested appropriations for the public safety grouping are indicative of a 16.74%
increase over the prior years grouped request. It should be noted that the emergency
management budget is directly defrayed 100% with incoming grant money denoted in
Account 3319 on the Revenue sheet. The percentile increase is attributable to: -
The inclusion of the two new ambulance personnel, as approved in Article 4 of the 2001
Town meeting, into the 2002 operating ambulance budget.
• Salary and benefit issues
• Increases in County Dispatching fees.
Article 5: This article addresses the operating requests of our Public Works Operations.
Please note that the Sewer Department budget is 100% defrayed by user fees, (see
Revenue Account #3403), thus producing a zero effect on the tax rate. The requested
appropriations for this grouping are indicative of a less than 1% increase over the prior
year's requests. Increased recycling is having a positive effect on our tipping and hauling
costs despite a lack luster recycling market in general. Small increase attributable to: -
• Salary and benefit issues
• Engineering contract for Landfill maintenance, monitoring and permitting.
Article 6: This article addresses the Health and Human Service operations of the budget
and is indicative of a less than 1% increase. The Town Report hold statistics and reports
as to help rendered to the community from the agencies requesting town support as well
as assistance rendered by the town's human services division.
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Article 7, 8 & 9: These requests represent the operating requests of Culture and
Recreation Operations, Conservation and Debt obligations of the Town. The Culture
and Recreation section of the budget is indicative of a 10.84% increase over the prior
year's requests. The Board of Selectmen in concert with the Public Work Director has
combined two part-time positions into a full-time position. This position is proposed to
be split between the Park's budget and Highway budget. The Public Works department
has taken over an additional 1 1 miles in road care, plus field maintenance and manage-
ment for landscaping. The Recreation budget will be defrayed by funding from the
Revolving Recreation fund, which was created at last year's town meeting, thus producing
a net increase of 1.07% in actuality for the recreation account.
cipital Budgets and Permission Articles
Article 10: Appropriation requested to cover wetland permitting fees, and Army Corp of
Engineer's application fees in continuation of development of recreation fields.
Article 11: Proposes acquisition of a new grader for the Public Works Department. This
acquisition replaces the current 1992 model, and is indicative of the replacement sched-
ule for aging equipment cited in the Capital Improvements Program.
Article 12: Appropriation request will provide the ability to formulate a renovation plan
for presentation purposes at the 2003 Town Meeting and continue the cycle of facilities
improvements. The interior of the Town Hall is deteriorating, and in need of basic ren-
ovations in keeping with the historic exterior appearance. The building is also shy of
safety and ADA considerations, and lacks basic utility needs for the employees and cus-
tomers alike. Other age-related problems concern the acoustics in the main meeting
room and lack of additional meeting rooms.
Article 13: This article seeks permission to use accrued interest only, not principal, from
the Cemetery Trust Funds to refurbish stones at the Contoocook Cemetery, and will have
a zero effect on the tax rate.
Article 14: This article provides the basis of a fund for any unforeseen emergency that
may be experienced by any town department. The unexpended money is returned annu-
ally to the General fund of the Town and is reflected in the annual audit.
Article 15: This article seeks approval from the Town to provide winter plowing and
sanding on certain private roads in the interests of health and safety.
Article 16: This article brings a new proposal to the town to fund a recreational grant
program. Grant applications have been advertised and have been received and scruti-
nized by the Recreation Commission followed by recommendations to the Board of
Selectmen. For 2002 the request is to fund a program as proposed by the Teen Center
for a weekend summer adventure camp under the supervision and guidance of their new
Director, John Ceriello.
Article 17: Represents requests for continued funding of existing Capital Reserves as
established in prior years.
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Articles 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 & 23: Requests the establishment of new Capital Reserves
and one permission article in order to activate the Capital Reserve for fUture Land
Acquisition or easement.
Article 18: Continuation of the Contoocook Village Revitalization Program.
Recommendation of the Economic Development Committee and Board of Selectmen to
fund the proposed improvements over the next six (6) or seven (7) years by way of the
Capital Reserve Funding mechanism. The proposed funding plan will allow for greater
flexibility for engineer planning in one year and construction in another without pressure
on the tax rate.
Article 19: This is new legislation, which allows Selectmen to negotiate land/building
acquisitions and/ or sale of town property in concert with the Planning Board and
Conservation Commission recommendations and public hearing provisions, without the
need to present the acquisition at Town Meeting. This legislation has been passed to
allow town's more flexibility to negotiate with sellers. In the past any sale negotiations
had to be tempered with the need to bring the same before Town Meeting for approval.
Often sellers in a good real estate market are unwilling to wait or inflate pricing accord-
ingly, which resulted, in the past, of many instances where towns were unable to make
important acquisitions for their community's benefit. Without approval passage of this
article the board will need to amend the proposed Capital Reserve Article for
Land/Easement Acquisitions to take out the provision of naming the Board as Agents to
Expend.
Article 20: In concert with the Master Planning process and efforts by the Conservation
Commission, it has become timely to begin funding for land or easement acquisition to
maintain open space areas. Open space acquisition is an important tool for the town's
overall future planning. These open spaces may parallel trails, abut conservation green
space, or provide for view or watershed protection, and are generally viewed as a public
and community benefit.
Article 21 and 22: Self-explanatory as to future equipment acquisitions and will allow
for better management of the tax rate
Article 23: Self-explanatory as to intent. Reserve funding will not impact the tax rate.
Articles 24 & 25: Trust funding is proposed to better manage improvements/renovations
to town and recreational facilities. A 20-year plan for replacements of roofs, fiirnaces,
windows, carpets etc has been drawn up and it is anticipated that fiinding of the trusts on
an annual basis will provide future funds to cover replacement items without impacting
the tax rate. Such planning for replacement schedules also allows for the town to look at
the proposed replacement and follow up, if determined necessary at the time of review.
The proposed trusts have been broken out as many of our recreational facilities will
require on-going care of the fields, facilities and equipment, rather than just facilities.
Article 26: By Petition.
The Board of Selectmen is not recommending passage of this article. The Town of
Hopkinton currently has 29 private roads. These roads have been constructed without
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benefit of Planning Board and engineering oversight during their construction phases,
and over their Ufe span have generally had no maintenance or very little.
The board's second concern rests with potential long-term taxpayer impacts caused by the
action of acceptance of these private roads to town maintained roads. Road upgrades,
and on-going maintenance to Class V status (town maintained) will require town budg-
et expenditures.
Article 27: By Petition.
Article 28: By Petition.
The Board of Selectmen is not recommending passage of this article. Class VI roads are
roads that are not maintained by the Town, may be subject to gates and bars, and are
almost always gravel in composition. Class VI roads provide the basis for many recre-
ational opportunities for residents and help to provide creation of a greenway trail net-
work. Boards of Selectmen, both current and prior administrations, have not approved
building permit applications on Class VI roads because of safety, maintenance and liabili-
ty issues, and have deferred to RSA 674:41. Under RSA 674:41, I (c), for any lot whose
street access (frontage) is on a Class VI road, the issue of whether any building can be
erected on that lot is left up to the "local governing body" (Selectmen) who may, after
"review and comment" by the Planning Board, vote to authorize building along that par-
ticular Class VI road, or portion thereof Without such a vote, all building is prohibited.
Further, issuance of a building permit would encourage the process of other Class VI
landowners seeking the same for their properties. The draft Master Plan Transportation
Chapter recommends discouraging scattered and premature development along the
Town's Class VI roads. Once again, the board cites potential long-term taxpayer impacts
due to creeping development that may require road upgrades to Class V status (town
maintained) at the town's expense.
Article 29: This article allows voters to transact any other business that may legally come
before Town Meeting. Items brought up for discussion can only be advisory or informa-
tional in nature. Any items requesting the Town to raise and appropriate money cannot
come before the meeting under this article.
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SIAl h OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARl'MENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION




BUDGET OF THE TOWN/CITY
OF: HOPKINTON
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVEADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
Appropriations anJ Ectimates o£ Revenue for tlie Ensuing Year January 1, 2002 tp Decemler 31, 2002
or Fiscal Year From to
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all nranicipalities.
1. Use fliis lorjn lo list tlie entire budget in tlie .ippropriate reconimenaed and not recommended area.
I Ins means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must Le posteJ..
2. Hold at least one public hearing on tliis budget.
3. Wben completed, a copy or tbe budget must be posted with tne warrant. Another copy must be
placed on tile witb tlie town clerb, aiiJ a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Aamlnis(ration
at tlie above address.
We Certify This Form Was Posted on (Dale): February 21. 2002
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Budget - Town/City of
_
HOPKINTON FY 2002
1 ^ - ^ 4 =1 (=:
Actual ESTIMATED
WARR. Estimated Revenues Revenues REVENUES
Acct.# SOURCE OF REVENUE ART.# Prior Year Prior Year ENSUING YEAR
^5
TAXES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
3120 Land Uae Change Taxaa 18,000 28,852 15,000
3180 Resident Taxes
3185 Timber Taxes 20,500 21,854 15,500
3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes
3189 Other Taxes 20,883 23,407 20,750
3190 Interest £ Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 70,000 54,449 55,000
Inventory Penalties
3187 Excavation Tax ($.02 cents par cu yd)
3188 Excavation Activity Tax 18,750 18,750 18,000
LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3210 BuBinaas Llcensas £ Pennita 2,500 2,365 2,500
3220 Motor Vehiclo Pertnit Foes 740,000 941,382 870,000
3230 Building Pormita 6,500 11,401 10,000
3290 Other Licenaea, Permits C Feea 13,000 19,208 18,000
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOA^RNMENT 140,000 132,404 24,000
FROM STATE XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
3351 Shared Revenues 44,400 69,300 44,400
3352 Meala fi Kooms Tax Distriliutlon 140,695 140,695 140,695
3353 Highway Block Grant 143,796 143,796 146,820
3354 Water Pollution Grant
3355 Houaing fi Comminity Development
3356 State fi Federal Forest Land Reimburaement
3357 Flood Control Reimburaement
116,862 113,455 113,455
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax)
23,000 29,335 26,300
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
CHARGES FOR SERVICES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx




MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3501 Sale of Municipal Property




INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
3912 From Special Revenue Funds
3913 From Capital Projects Funds
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1 5 ^ 4
Acct.#
WARR.









INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN cont. xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX





3915 From Capital Reserve Funds
3916 From Trust £ Agency Funds 56.000 55,250 46,500
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3934 Proc. from Long T«rm Bonds £ Notea
Amts VOTED From F/B ("Surplus")
Fund Balance ("Surplus") to Reduce Taxes 441,000 530,905






SUBTOTAL 1 Appropriations Recommended (from page 5) 4,207,046 4.207.046
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 6) 352,300 352,300
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 6) 204,000 204,000
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended 4,763,346 4,763,346
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues S Credits (from above, column 6) 2,958,826 2.958.826
Estimated Amount of Taxes to be Raised
1,804,520 1,804,520
Maximum Allowable Increase to Budget Committee's Recommcndeti Budget per RSA 32:18:
(See Supplemental Schedule With 10% Calculation)
5,201,416
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2. Principle: Long-Term Bonds & Notes
265,021
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes 112,624
4. Capital Outlays Funded From Long-Term Bonds &Notes
per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b.
5,000
5. Mandatory Assessments
6. Total exclusions (Sum of rows 2 - 5) ^ 382,645 >
7. Amount recommended less recommended
exclusion amounts (line 1 less line 6)
4,380,701
8. Line 7 times 10% 438,070
9. Maximum Allowable Appropriations (lines 1 + 8) 5,201,416
Line 8 is the maximum allowable increase to budget committee's recommended budget. Please enter
this amount on the bottom of the posted budget form, MS7, 27, or 37.
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Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 Non'i Main Street » Concord « New Hampshire « 03301-5063 603-225-6996 « FAX-224-138Q
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR 'S REPORT
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Hopkinton
Hopkinton, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of Hopkinton as of
and for the year ended December 31, 2001 as listed in the table of contents. These general purpose
financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are fi-ee of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable
basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets account
group which should be included in order to conform with accoimting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the
Town of Hopkinton has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should
be recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opkiion, except for the effect on die financial statements of the omission described in the preceding
paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects , the financial position of the Town of Hopkinton as of December 3 1 , 200 1 , and the results of its
operations and the cash flows of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in conformity with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements of
the Town of Hopkinton taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed
as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required
part of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Hopkinton. Such information has been
subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and,
in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general purpose financial
statements taken as a whole.




Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street » Concord » New Hampshire » 03301-5063 » 603-225-6996 » FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR'S COMMUNICATION OF
REPORTABLE CONDITIONSAND OTHER MATTERS
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Hopkinton
Hopkinton, New Hampshire
In planning and performing our audit of the Town of Hopkinton for the year ended December 31 , 2001
,
we considered the Town's internal control structure in order to determine the scope of our auditing
procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements. Our review of these
systems was not intended to provide assurance on the internal control structure and should not be relied
on for that purpose.
Under the standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, reportable
conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating to significant deficiencies in the design or
operation of the internal control structure that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the Town's ability
to record, process, simimarize, and report financial data consistent with the assertions of management
in the financial statements. A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or
operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low
level the risk that errors or irregularities, in amounts that would be material in relation to the financial
statements being audited, may occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the
normal course of performing their assigned functions. Our consideration of the internal control structure
would not necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control structure that might constitute reportable
conditions and, accordingly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable conditions that are also
considered to be material weaknesses as defined above.
During the course of our review, the following condition was noted that was considered to be a material
weakness as defined above:
Tax Collector's Records
During the year, a change in the computer software resulted in many errors and misclassifications in the
tax accounts. This required substantial additional audit time in order to determine the correct amounts
of uncollected 2001 property taxes at December 31, 2001. The Tax Collector is working diligently with
the software vendor to correct the problems with the tax software.
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We also noted the following condition that we do not consider to be a material weakness:
Allocation of Trust Fund Gains/Losses
At the beginning of the year, the Nonexpendable Trust Funds of the Contoocook Village Precinct were
held in a money market account. However, when allocating the net gain/losses realized on the sales and
redemptions of investments held at the beginning of the year, a portion ($6,614) was allocated to the
Precinct. The Precinct should not receive a share of this amount because it was never part of the
investments that generated the gains and losses. From the time that the Precinct was pooled with the
common trust, it would receive its pro rata share of gains and losses. We recommend that the Trustees
contact the bank and have the $6,614 removed from the Precinct and reallocated among the funds that
were part of the common trust at the begiiming of the year.
Other weaknesses or considerations coming to our attention were generally procedural in nature and dealt
with administrative or recordkeeping practices. In these instances, we made specific recommendations
or provided instruction to applicable individuals during the course of our audit fieldwork.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of management and others within the
administration. This restriction is not intended to limit distribution of this report, which is a matter of
public record.
February 4, 2002 T^ifidUiL 4 /&<Wi2A>Ct©^
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EXHIBITA
TOWN OF HOPKINTON. NEWHAMPSHIRE
Combined Balance Sheet
All Fund Types and Account Group
December 31, 2001
Governmental Fund Types











Amount to be Provided for
Retirement of General Long-Term Debt
TOTAL ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS
Special Capital
General Revenue Project
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Designated For Special Purposes
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Total Equity
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The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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EXHIBITB
TOWN OF HOPKINTON, NEWHAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement ofRevenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds

















































































Excess rPeficiency') of Revenues
and Other Financing Sources
Over (Under') Expenditures
and Other Financing Uses (146,644) 28,086 78,000 67.031 26,473
Fund Balances (Deficif) - January 1
(As Restated. See Note 50 1.918.530
Fund Balances (Deficif) - December 31 $ 1.771.886
279.791 (151.4631 65.163 2.112.021
$ 307.877 $ (73.463 ') $132.194 $2.138.494
The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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EXHIBIT C
TOWN OF HOPKINTON, NEWHAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement ofRevenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Budget and Actual (Budgetary Basis)
General and Special Revenue Funds















































Excess (Deficiency') of Revenues and
Other Financing Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Financing Uses S (441.000) 30,520 $471.520
Unreserved Fund Balances - January 1
(As Restated. See Note 5C)





































































The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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TOWN OF HOPKINTON, NEWHAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement ofRevenues, Expenses and Changes in Fund Balances
All Nonexpendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2001
Operating Revenues
New Funds $ 14,600
Interest and Dividends 32,763
Net Decrease in Fair Value of Investments C4.286'>
Total Operating Revenues 43.077
Operating Expenses
Trust Income Distributions 23,142
Transfers Out To Other Funds 46.161
Total Operating Expenses 69.303
Operating Loss (26,226)
Fund Balances - January 1 1 .009.527
Fund Balances - December 31 $ 983.301
The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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TOWN OF HOPKINTON, NEWHAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Cash Flows
All Nonexpendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2001
Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Cash Received as New Funds $ 14,600
Cash Received as Interest and Dividends 35,665
Cash Paid as Trust Income Distributions (23,142)
Cash Paid to Other Funds r46.161')
Net Cash Used by Operating Activities d9.038')
Cash Flows From Investing Activities
Purchase of Investments (624,991)
Proceeds from Sales and Redemptions of Investments 540.447
Net Cash Used by Investing Activities <'84.544>
Net Decrease in Cash (103,582)
Cash - January 1 144.878
Cash -December 31 $ 41.296
Reconciliation of Operating Loss to Net
Cash Provided by Operating Activities
Operating Loss $ (26.226')
Adjustments to Reconcile Operating Loss to Net
Cash Used by Operating Activities
Net Decrease in Fair Value of Investments 4,286
Increase in Intergovernmental Payable 2.902
Total Adjustments 7.188
Net Cash Used by Operatmg Activities $ (l9SyiEs
The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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NOTE 1 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANTACCOUNTING POLICIES
The financial statements of the Town have been prepared in conformity with accounting principles
generally accepted La the United States of America (GAAP) as applied to the governmental units. The
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) is the accepted standard-setting body for establishing
governmental accounting and financial reporting principles. The more significant of the government's
accounting policies are described below.
A. Financial Reporting Entity
The Town of Hopkinton, New Hampshire is a municipal corporation governed by an elected
3-member Board of Selectmen. As required by accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America, these financial statements present the Town of Hopkinton (primary'
government). Component units are organizations for which the primary government is financially
accountable or for which the nature and significance of their relationship with the primary
government are such that exclusion would cause the reporting entity's financial statements to be
misleading or incomplete. Based on the foregoing criteria, no other organizations are included in
the Town's financial reporting entity.
B. Basis of Presentation - Fund Accounting
The accounts of the Town are organized on the basis of fimds and account groups, each of which is
considered a separate accounting entity. The operations of each fund are accounted for with a
separate set of self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities, fund equity, revenues, and
expenditures/expenses, as appropriate. The various funds are grouped by type in the financial
statements. The following fund types and accoimt groups are used by the Town:
Governmental Fund Types
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the Town. All general tax
revenues and other receipts that are not allocated by law or contractual agreement to another fimd
are accounted for in this fund. From the fund are paid the general operating expendimres, the fixed
charges, and the capital improvement costs that are not paid through other funds.
Special Revenue Funds - Special Revenue Funds are used to account for the proceeds of specific
revenue sources (other than expendable trust or major capital projects) requiring separate accounting
because of legal or regulatory provisions or administrative action.
Capital Project Fund - Transactions related to resources obtained and used for the acquisition,
construction, or improvement of capital facilities are accounted for in Capital Projects Funds.
Fiduciary Fund Types
Trust and Agency Funds - These funds account for assets held or established under a formal trust
agreement or Town Meeting vote, or assets held by the Town as a trustee or agent for individuals,
private organizations, and other units of government.
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Account Groups
Account groups are not "funds." They are concerned only with the measurement of financial
position. They are not involved with the measurement of results of operations. The Town uses the
following account groups:
General Fixed Assets Account Group - General fixed assets have been acquired for general
governmental purposes and have been recorded as expenditures in the applicable fund. These
acquisitions are required to be capitalized at historical cost in the General Fixed Assets Account:
Group. In accordance with the practice followed by most other municipal entities in the State, the
Town does not maintain such a record of its general fixed assets and, accordingly, a statement of
general fixed assets, required by accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America, is not included in this financial report.
General Long-Term Debt Account Group - This account group is established to account for all
long-term debt of the Town.
C. Measurement Focus/Basis of Accounting
Governmental, Expendable Trust and Agency Funds use the modified accrual basis of accounting.
Under this method, revenues are recognized in the accounting period in which they become both
available and measurable (flow of current financial resources measurement focus). Licenses and
permits, fines and forfeits, and most miscellaneous revenues are recorded when received in cash.
General taxes, intergovernmental revenues, charges for services, and investment earnings are
recorded when earned (when they are measurable and available). Expenditures are recognized in the
accounting period in which the fund liability is incurred, if measurable, except expenditures for
prepayments, debt service, and other long-term obligations, which are recognized when due.
Nonexpendable Trust Funds are accounted for using the accrual basis of accounting. Using this basis
of accounting, revenues are recognized when they are earned, and expenses are recognized when
they are incurred (flow of economic resources measurement).
D. Budgetary Accounting
General Budget Policies i
General governmental revenues and expenditures accounted for in budgetary funds are controlled by
a formal integrated budgetary accoimting system in accordance with various legal requirements which
govern the Town's operations. At its annual meeting, the Town adopts a budget for the current year I
for the General and Sewer Department Funds. Project-length financial plans are adopted for all
Capital Projects Funds. Except as reconciled on the following page, budgets are adopted on a basis
consistent with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
Management may transfer appropriations between jperating categories as deemed necessary, but
expenditures may not legally exceed budgeted appropriations in total. All annual appropriations
lapse at year-end unless encumbered.
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State statutes require balanced budgets, but provide for the use of beginniag unreserved fund balance
to achieve that end. In the fiscal year 2001 , $441,000 of the beginning General Fund fund balance
was applied for this purpose.
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders, contracts, and continuing appropriations
(certain projects and specific items not fully expended at year-end) are recognized, is employed in
the governmental funds. Encumbrances are not the equivalent of expenditures and are therefore
reported as part of the fund balance at December 31 and are carried forward to supplement
appropriations of the subsequent year.
Amounts recorded as budgetary expenditures in the Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures
and Changes in Fund Balances - Budget and Actual - General and Special Revenue Funds (Exhibit C)
are presented on the basis budgeted by the Town. The amounts differ from those reported in
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America in the
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances - All Governmental





Expenditures and Other Financing I
Per Exhibit C (Budgetary Basis) $ 4,290,642 $ 105,177
Adjustments
Basis Difference
Encumbrances - December 31, 2000 234,043
Encumbrances - December 31, 2001 (56,879)









Per Exhibit B (GAAP Basis) $4,529,130 % 164,691
Assets. Liabilities and Fund Equity
Cash, Cash Equivalents and Investments
For financial reporting purposes, cash and cash equivalents include amounts in demand deposits and
money market funds, as well as certificates of deposit and short-term investments with original
maturities of 90 days or less.
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The town treasurer is required by New Hampshire statute to have custody of all moneys belonging
to the Town and shall pay out the same only upon orders of the selectmen. The treasurer shall
deposit all such moneys in participation units m the public deposit investment pool established
pursuant to N.H. RSA 383:22 or in solvent banks in tiie state. Funds may be deposited in banks
outside the state if such banks pledge and deliver to a third party custodial bank or the federal reserve
bank collateral security for such deposits. United States government or government agency
obligations or obligations of the State of New Hampshire In value at least equal to the amount of the
deposit in each case.
Whenever the treasurer has in custody an excess of funds which are not immediately needed for the
purpose of expenditure, the treasurer shall, with the approval of the selectmen, invest the excess
funds in obligations of the United States government, in the public deposit investment pool
established pursuant to RSA 383:22, in savings bank deposits, certificates of deposit and repurchase
agreements of banks incorporated under the laws of the State of New Hampshire or in banks
recognized by the state treasurer. Any person who directly or indirectly receives any such funds or
moneys for deposit or for investment in securities of any kind shall, prior to acceptance of such
funds, make available at the time of such deposit or investment an option to have such funds secured
by collateral having a value at least equal to the amount of such funds. Such collateral shall be
segregated for the exclusive benefit of the Town. Only securities defined by the bank commissioner
as provided by rules adopted pursuant to RSA 386:57 shall be eligible to be pledged as collateral, i
The Town participates in the New Hampshire Public Deposit Investment Pool established m
accordance with N.H. RSA 383:22-24. Based on GASB Statement No. 3, Deposits with Financial
Institutions, Investments (including Repurchase Agreements), and Reverse Repurchase Agreements,
investments with the Pool are considered to be unclassified. At this time, the Pool's investments are
limited to short-term United States treasury and United States government agency obligations. State
of New Hampshire municipal obligations, certificates of deposit from A1^1 -rated banks, money
market mutual funds (maximum of 20% of portfolio), overnight to 30-day repurchase agreements
and reverse overnight repurchase agreements with primary dealers or dealer banks. Under the terms
of GASB Statement No. 31, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Certain Investments andfor
External Investment Pools, the Pool is considered to be a 2a7-like pool which means that it has a
policy that it will, and does operate in a manner consistent with the SEC's Rule 2a7 of the Investment
Company Act of 1940. This rule allows SEC-registered mutual funds to use amortized cost rather
than market value to report net assets in computing share prices if certain conditions are met.
Therefore, the Town reports its investment in the Pool at amortized cost which would equal the
Pool's share price.
Other investments are stated at fair value as of the balance sheet date. The fair value is based on the
quoted market price for all investments.
The Trustees of Trust Funds file annual reports with the New Hampshire Attorney General.
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Receivables
Receivables have been recorded for the following:
a. Tax revenue is recorded when a warrant for collection is committed to the Tax Collector.
However, an allowance has been established to provide for future abatements. This allowance
amounted to $100,000 at December 31, 2001.
As prescribed by law, the Tax Collector places a lien on properties for all uncollected property
taxes in the following year after taxes are due. The lien on these properties has priority over
other liens and accrues interest at 18% per annum. If property is not redeemed within the 2-year
redemption period, the property is tax-deeded to the Town.
b. Certain grants received from other governments require that eligible expenditures be made in
order to earn the grant. Revenue for these grants is recorded for the period in which eligible
expenditures are made.
Interfund Receivables and Payables
During the course of normal operations, the Town has transactions between funds, including
expenditures and transfers of resources to provide services. The accompanying governmental and
fiduciary fund financial statements reflect such transactions as transfers. To the extent that certain
transactions have not been paid or received as of December 31, balances of interfund amounts
receivable or payable have been recorded. As well, an interfund receivable/payable has been
established to account for the Agency Fund assets that are held in the General Fund.
Long-Term Liabilities
General Obligation Debt - General obligation bonds, notes, capital leases, and other forms of long-
term debt supported by general revenues are obligations of the Town as a whole. Accordingly, such
unmatured obligations of the Town are accounted for in the General Long-Term Debt Account
Group.
Compensated Absences - Employees are entitled to certain compensated absences based on their
length of employment. Compensated absences accumulate and are recorded as expenditures when
they are paid.
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Fund Equity
The portion of fund balance which has been legally segregated for a specific future use, or that is not
appropriable for expenditures, is shown as reserved. The following reserves are used by the Town:
Reserved for Endowments - represents the principal balance of Nonexpendable Trust Funds which
must be held for investment purposes only.
Reserved for Special Purposes - is used to account for the unencumbered balance of restricted
funds. These consist of the Town's Expendable Trust Funds and the income portion of the Town's
Nonexpendable Trust Funds.
The portion of unreserved fund balance for which management has specific plans is shown as
designated. The following designation is used by the Town:
Designated for Special Purposes - is used to account for the unencumbered balances of Special
Revenue Funds.
F. Total Columns (Memorandum Only) on Combined Statements
Amoimts in the "Total (Memorandum Only)" columns in the combined financial statement line items
of the fund types and account group are presented for analytical purposes only. The summation
includes fund types and an account group that use different bases of accounting, includes interfund
transactions that have not been eliminated and the caption "amount to be provided," which is not an
asset in the usual sense. Consequently, amounts shown in the "Total (Memorandum Only)" columns
are not comparable to a consolidation and do not represent the total resources available or total
revenues and expenditures/expenses of the Town.
NOTE 2 - STEWARDSHIP, COMPLIANCE, AND ACCOUNTABILITY
A. Deficit Fund Balances
Project Deficit
There is a deficit of $73,463 in the Capital Project Fund at December 31, 2001. This deficit willi
be financed in 2002 by an appropriation and transfer from the General Fund.
B. Excess of Expenditures Over Appropriations
The Sewer Department Fund had an excess of expenditures over appropriations in the amount of
$14,617 for the year ended December 31, 2001. Overexpenditures occurred partially due to the
receipt and expenditure of unanticipated funds.
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NOTE 3 -ASSETS
A. Cash and Equivalents
The Town maintains a common bank account in which the cash balances of most fimds are
maintained. The common bank account is used for receipts and disbursements relating to all these
funds. All time deposits are the property of the General Fund.
All bank deposits as of December 31, 2001, were insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC) or collateralized with securities held by the Town or its agent (Bank of New
Hampshire) in the Town's name.
During 1995, the Town of Hopkinton entered into an agreement with the Hopkinton School District,
whereby the Town wiU deposit to a bank account, a sum equal to the estimated cash requirements
submitted by the School District. The account is fully collateralized and invested in United States
government obligations. Although the School District draws daily from this account, it remains the
property of the Town. Interest earned on this account will accrue to the Town. These fimds are not
included in the above summary.
B. Investments
Investments made by the Town are summarized on the following page. The investments that are
represented by specific identifiable investment securities are classified as to credit risk into three
categories as follows:
Category I Includes investments that are insured, collateralized, or registered for which the
securities are held by the Town or its agent in the Town's name.
Category 2 Includes uninsured and unregistered investments for which the securities are held by
the Town, broker, counter party's trust department or agent in the Town's name.
Category 3 Includes uninsured and unregistered investments for which the securities are held by
the broker, counter party, counter party's trust department or agent, but not in the
Town's name.
The Town's Trust Fund investments are under the management of the Bow MUls Bank and Trust
which is the Town's agent for these fimds. These investments are designated as Category 3 because
they are held by an agent, but not in the Town's name.
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Category Fair






















The property tax year is from April 1 to March 31 and all property taxes are assessed on the
inventory taken in April of that year. The net assessed valuation as of April 1 , 2001 , upon which
the 2001 property tax levy was based is:
For the New Hampshire Education Tax $ 402,480,900
For All Other Taxes $ 422, 870, 100
The Town subscribes to the semi-annual method of tax collection as provided for by RSA 76:15-a.
Under this method, tax bUls are sent on or around June 1 and November 1 of each year, with interest
accruing at a rate of 12% on bills outstanding for more than 30 days. The June 1 billing is
considered an estimate only and is one half of the previous year's tax bUling. The remaining balance
of taxes due is billed in the fall after the New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration has
calculated and approved the Town's tax rate for the fiscal year.
In connection with the setting of the tax rate. Town Officials with the approval of the Department
of Revenue Administration, establish and raise through taxation an amount for abatements and
refunds of property taxes, known as overlay. This amoimt is reported as a reduction in tax revenue
and is adjusted by managemenL for any tax allowances at year-end. The property taxes collected by
the Town include taxes levied for the State of New Hampshire, Hopkinton School District,
Merrimack County, and Hopkinton Village and Contoocook Village Precincts, which are remitted
as required by law. The taxes collected for these other entities are recorded in an Agency Fund.
The ultimate responsibility for the collection of taxes rests with the Town.
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The tax rates and amounts assessed for the year ended December 31, 2001, were as follows:
D.
Property
Per $1,000 of Taxes
Assessed Valuation Assessed
Municipal Portion $ 4.49 $ 1,896,664
School Portion
State of New Hampshire $ 5.90 2,375,055
Local $12.12 5,126,031
County Portion $ 2.28 964,904
Precinct Portion $ 2.40 174.781
Total Property Taxes Assessed $10,537,435
During the current fiscal year, the Tax Collector placed a lien on May 15 for all uncollected 2000
property taxes.
Taxes receivable at December 31, 2001, are as follows:
Property
Levy of 2001







Less: Allowance for estimated uncollectible taxes
Net Taxes Receivable
Other Receivables
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E. Interfund Receivables/Payables











NOTE 4 - LIABILITIES
A. Intergovernmental Payable
Amounts due other governments at December 31, 2001 consist of:
General Fund
Town of Webster $ 3,735
Federal Government - COPS Grant 4.404
Total General Fund $ 8,139
Trust Funds
Held for School District $ 134,268
Held for Precincts 274.287
Total Trust Funds 408,555
Agency Fund
Due to School District 4.051.316
Total $ 4.468.010
B. Landfill Postclosure Care Costs
The Town ceased operating its landfill in 1997. Federal and State laws and regulations required that
the Town place a final cover on its landfill when closed and perform certain maintenance and
monitoring functions at the landfill site after closure. A liability is being recognized in the General
Long-Term Debt Account Group based on the future postclosure care costs that will be incurred.
The estimated liability for landfill postclosure care costs has a balance of $525,000 as of
December 31, 2001, which is based on the amount that would be paid if all equipment, facilities, and
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services required to monitor and maintain the landfill were acquired as of December 31, 2001.
However, the actual cost of postclosure care may be higher or lower due to inflation, changes in
technology, or changes in landfill laws and regulations. The Town expects to finance the postclosure
care costs by armual appropriations.
C. Long-Term Debt
The following is a summary of the Town's general long-term debt transactions for the fiscal year




Payable Payable Care Costs Total
Balance, Beginning of Year $2,613,389 $ 67,095 $ 598.000 $ 3,278,484
Issued 46,967 46,967
Retired (184,107) (44,420) (228,527)





Balance, End of Year $ 2.429.282 $ 69,642 $ 3.023.924
Long-term debt payable at December 31, 2001, is comprised of the following:
Interest Outstanding
Original Issue Maturity Rate at
Amount Date Date % December 31. 2001
General Obligation
Bonds/Notes Payable
Transfer Station $ 800,000 1989 2009 6.75 $ 320,000
Landfill Closure $ 1,859,384 1998 2017 Variable 1,599,282
Library Building $ 725,000 1998 2007 4.57 510.000
2,429,282
Capital Leases Payable
Loader $ 104,025 2000 2002 6.65 34,627
Pick-up Truck $ 46,967 2001 2004 6.95 35.015
69.642
Accrued Landfill
Postclosure Care Costs 525,000
Total General Long-Term
Debt Account Group $3,023,924
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 2001
The annual requirements to amortize all general obligation debt outstanding as of December 31,
2001, including interest payments, are as follows:
Annual Requirements To Amortize General Obligation Bonds/Notes Payable
Principal Interest Total

























AU debt is general obligation debt of the Town, which is backed by its full faith and credit, and will
be repaid from general governmental revenues. The lease-purchase agreements contain non-
appropriation funding clauses whereby, in the event no funds or insufficient funds are appropriated
by the Town, the leases shall terminate without penalty or expense to the Town.
Bonds or Notes Authorized - Unissued
Bonds and notes authorized and unissued as of December 31, 2001 were as follows:
Principal Interest Total
$ 46,213 $ 4,667 $ 50,880
11,321 1,628 12,949
12,108 841 12.949











TOWN OF HOPKINTON. NEWHAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 2001
NOTE 5 - OTHER INFORMATION
A. Risk Management
The Town is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts; theft of, damage to, or destruction of
assets; errors or omissions; injuries to employees; or natural disasters. During fiscal year 2001, the
Town was a member of the New Hampshire Municipal Association Property-Liability Insurance
Trust, Inc. and the New Hampshire Public Risk Management Exchange (Primex) Workers'
Compensation and P/C Group. These entities are considered public entity risk pools, currently
operating as common risk management and insurance programs for member towns and cities.
The New Hampshire Municipal Association Property-Liability Insurance Trust, Inc. is a Trust
organized to provide certain property and liability insurance coverages to member towns, cities and
other qualified political subdivisions of New Hampshire. As a member of the NHMA
Property-Liability Insurance Trust, Inc. , the Town shares in contributing to the cost of, and receiving
benefits firom, a self-insured pooled risk management program. The membership and coverage run
from July 1 to June 30. The program includes a Self-Insured Retention Fund (SER) from which is
paid up to $500,000 for each and every covered property, auto physical damage or crime loss,
subject to a $1,000 deductible, and each and every covered general liability and public officials'
liability loss.
The Trust maintains, on behalf of its members, the following reinsurance policies shared by the
membership for the year ending June 30, 2002:
1
.
Signet Star Reinsurance Policy #9-02-AMD-07-0001-l which provides excess package coverage
in the amount of $1,500,000 in excess of the Trust's SIR for each and every loss.
2. Swiss Remsurance Policy #2300895 which provides Excess Property/Excess Flood coverage in
excess of the Trust's SIR.
3. Hartford Steam Boiler Policy #FBP-CH-2213346 which provides a $50,000,000 lunit resulting
from any "one accident" subject to a $1,000 deductible.
4. Royal Insurance Company Policy #RHD309238 which provides a $51,000,000 limit resulting
from Flood and Earthquake and $7,000,000 resulting from any "one accident" for Flood in
Zone A subject to a $1,000 deductible.
Contributions paid in 2001 for FY2002 ending June 30, 2002, to be recorded as an insurance
expenditure totaled $43,259. There were no impaid contributions for the year ending June 30, 2002
and due in 2001. During December 2001, $6,005 was returned to the Town in the form of a check
as its 2001 "dividend" for the years 1994, 1995 and 1996. The Trust Agreement permits the Trust
to make additional assessments to members should there be a deficiency in Trust assets to meet its
liabilities. At this time, the Trust foresees no likelihood of an additional assessment for any of the
past years.
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TOWN OF HOPKINTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 2001
The New Hampshire Public Risk Management Exchange (Primex) Workers' Compensation
Program is a pooled risk management program under RSAs 5-B and 281-A. The workers'
compensation and employer's liability policy provides statutory coverage for workers' compensation
and up to $2,000,000 of employer's liability coverage. Primex retained $300,000 of each loss
through June 30, and $500,000 from July 1 onward. The membership and coverage run from
January 1 through December 31. The estimated net contribution from the Town of Hopkinton billed
and paid for the year ended December 31, 2001 was $28,807. The member participation agreement
permits Primex to make additional assessments to members, should there be a deficiency in
contributions for any member year, not to exceed the member's aimual contribution. At this time,
Primex foresees no likelihood of an assessment for this or any prior year.
B. Defined Benefit Pension Plan
Plan Description and Provisions
The Town of Hopkinton participates in the New Hampshire Retirement System (The System) which
is the administrator of a cost-sharing multiple-employer contributory pension plan and trust
established in 1967 by RSA 100-A:2 and is qualified as a tax-exempt organization under
Sections 401(a) and 501(a) of the Internal Revenue Code. The plan is a contributory, defined benefit
plan providing service, disability, death and vested retirement benefits to members and their
beneficiaries. Provisions for benefits and contributions are established and can be amended by the
New Hampshire State Legislature. The System issues a publicly available financial report that may
be obtained by writing the New Hampshire Retirement System, 4 Chenell Drive, Concord, NH
03301.
Description ofFunding Policy
The System is financed by contributions from both the employees and the Town. Member
contribution rates are established and may be amended by the State legislature while employer
contribution rates are set by the System trustees based on an acmarial valuation. All employees
except police officers and firefighters are required to contribute 5 % of eamable compensation.
Police officers and firefighters are required to contribute 9.3% of gross earnings. For the period
January 1 dirough June 30, 2001, die Town contributed 4.93% for police officers, 5.70% for
firefighters and 4.24% for other employees. From July 1 through December 31, 2001, the rates
were 5.33% for police officers, 6.61% for firefighters and 4.14% for other employees. The
contribution requirements for the Town of Hopkinton for the years 1999, 2000, and 2001 were
$40,686, $64,366, and $53,475, respectively, which were paid in full in each year.
The State of New Hampshire funds 35% of employer costs for firefighters and police officers
employed by the Town. The State does not participate in fiinding the employer costs of other Town
employees. GASB Statement No. 24, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Certain Grants and
Other Financial Assistance requires this amount to be reported as a revenue and expenditure in the
Town's fmancial statements. This amount $14,357 has been included on Exhibit B - Combined
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances - All Governmental Fund Types
and Expendable Trust Funds and is reconciled to the budgetary expenditures in Note ID.
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C. Restatement of Fund Balances





of interfiind balances $ 3,494 $ (3,494)
Fund balance, as previously stated 1.915.036 33.705
Fund balance, as restated $ 1.918.530 $ 30.211
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SCHEDULE A-1
TOWN OF HOPKINTON, NEWHAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2001
Over
(Under)
REVENUES Estimated Actual Estimate
Taxes
Property $1,752,649 $ 1,867,139 $ 114,490
Land Use Change 18,000 18,754 754
Yield 20,500 21,854 1,354
Excavation 18,750 18,748 (2)
Payment in Lieu of Taxes 20,883 23,407 2,524
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 70,000 54.449 (15.551)
Total Taxes 1.900.782 2.0C4.351 103.569
Licenses. Permits and Fees
Business Licenses, Permits and Fees 15,500 21,573 6,073
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 740,000 941,382 201,382
Building Permits 6.500 11.401 4.901
Total Licenses, Permits and Fees 762.000 974.356 212.356
Intergovernmental
State
Shared Revenue 69,301 69,301
Highway Block Grant 143,796 143,796
Rooms and Meals Distribution 140,695 140,695
State and Federal Forest Land Reimbursement 855 855
Flood Control Reimbursement 116,862 112,600 (4,262)
Other 25,000 29,337 4,337
Federal
FEMA 18,000 13,249 (4.751)
Entitlement Lands 2,000 3,002 1,002
COPS 12O.O00 73.249 (46,751)
Total Intergovernmental 636.509 586,084 ^50.425)
Charges For Services
Income From Departments 410.000 417,493 7.493
Miscellaneous
Interest on Investments 150,000 155,469 5,469
Other 195.423 133,998 ^61.425^




Special Revenue Funds 3,250 3,250
Trust Funds
Nonexpendable 48.840 46.161 (2,679)
Total Other Financing Sources 48,840 49.411 571
Total Revenues and Other Financing Sources 4,103,554 $4,321,162 $ 217.608
Unreserved Fund Balance
Used To Reduce Tax Rate 441.000
Total Revenues. Other Financing
Sources and Use of Fund Balance $4,544,554




TOWN OF HOPKINTON. NEWHAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement ofAppropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2001
Encumbered Expenditures Encumbered (Over)
From Appropriations Net of To Under
2000 2001 Refunds 2002 Budget
Current
General Government
Executive $ $ 116,497 $ 113,861 $ 1,479 $ 1,157
Election, Registration,
and Vital Statistics 1,995 182,138 166,134 17,999
Financial Administration 130,041 128,683 1,358
Revaluation of Property 20,000 19,037 963
Legal 2,433 25,000 20,152 3,892 3,389
Personnel Administration 20,003 32,026 (12,023)
Planning and Zoning 1,664 76,160 75,158 2,666
General Government Buildings 21,000 136,323 138,131 19,192
Cemeteries 34,142 27,465 6,677






Total General Government 27.092 5.371 52,715
Public Safety
Police Department 13,000 560,061 574,066 (1,005)
Ambulance 166,145 162,203 3,942
Fire Department 165,631 150,910 14,721




902.018Total Public Safety 13.000 17.994
Highways and Streets
Administration 355,952 339,196 16,756
Highways and Streets 477,824 394,973 30,000 52,851






Total Highways and Streets 30.000 70.187
Sanitation
Solid Waste Disposal 490,205 463,560 26,645







Administration 2,244 1,010 1,234
Health Agencies and Hospitals 19.116 19.116
Total Health 21.360 20,126 1.234
Welfare
Administration 24,464 24,110 354
Vendor Payments 50.000 48.741 1.259
Total Welfare 74,464 72.851 1.613
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SCHEDULE A-2 (Continued)
TOWN OF HOPKINTON, NEWHAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement ofAppropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances











Principal - Long-Term Debt
Interest - Long-Term Debt



































From Appropriations Net of To












































S 234.043 R 4.544.554 S 4.467.806 $ 56.879
See Independent Auditor's Report, page 1.
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SCHEDULE A-3
TOWN OF HOPKINTON. NEWHAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Changes in Unreserved - Undesignated Fund Balance
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2001
Unreserved - Undesignated
Fund Balance - January 1
(As Restated. See Note 50 $ 1,684,487
Deduction
Unreserved Fund Balance Used
To Reduce 2001 Tax Rate (441,000)
Addition
2001 Budget Sunmiarv
Revenue Surplus (Schedule A-1) $ 217,608
Unexpended Balance of
Appropriations (Schedule A-2) 253.912
Total Addition 471.520
Unreserved - Undesignated
Fund Balance - December 31 $ 1.715.007
See Independent Auditor's Report, page 1.
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SCHEDULE B-1





































Designated For Special Purposes 72.854 116.892 35.374 13.116
TOTAL LL\BILITIES
AND EQUITY $ 81.070 $116.892 S 35.374 $ 13.116
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31.381 35.014 3.246 307.877
$31.381 $ 35.014 $ 3.246 $316.093
SCHEDULE B-2
TOWN OF HOPKINTON, NEWHAMPSHIRE
Special Revenue Funds
Combining Statement ofRevenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances








































Operating Transfers Out 3.250
Total Expenditures and
Other Financing Uses 105.177 492 3.344 40.472
Excess CDeFiciency") of Revenues
and Other Financing Sources
Over (Under') Expenditures
and Other Financing Uses (8,398) 14,340 5,163 (35,960)
Fund Balances - January 1
(As Restated. See Note 5C) 81.252 102.552 30.211 49.076




























See Independent Auditor's Report, page 1.
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14.632 597 164.714
31,381 (597) 25,524 127 31,580
597 9.490 3.119 276.297
$ 31.381 $ -0- $ 35.014 $ 3.246 $ 307.877
SCHEDULE C-1
TOWN OFHOPKINTON, NEWHAMPSHIRE

























Escrow and Performance Deposits


















AND EQUITY $ 470.755 $1,053,295 $4,087,429 $5,611,479
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Current Use 2,472,290 136,940 41,110
Residential 118,237,010 23,129,860 7,559,150
Commercial/Industrial 7,289,950 2,453,740 246,940
Total Taxable Land 127,999,250 25,720,540 7,847,200
Value of Buildings
Residential 236,092,600 52,360,600 18,131,200
Manufactured Housing 10,282,200 122,900
Commercial/Industrial 29,933,800 10,769,100 740,900
Total Taxable Buildings 276,308,600 63,252,600 18,872,100
Public Utilities 20,389,200 21,200




Solar/Windpower 66,900 7,250 3,000
Water/Air Pollution Control 950,050
Total Amount of Exemptions 1,826,950 77,250 33,000
Net Value on Which Tax Rate
For Municipal, County &
Local
Education Tax is Computed 422,870,100 88,895,890 26,686,300
Less Public Utilities 20,389,200
Net Value Less Public Utilities
On Which Tax Rate for State
Education Tax is Computed 402,480,900
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UTILITY SUMMARY
Name of Public Utility Companies Valuation
Bio Energy Corporation $ 5,994,600
Concord Electric Company 1 4 1 ,400
New England Hydro-Transmission Corp. 5,787,700
New England Power Company 2,918,600
Public Service Company of N.H. 5,546,900
Total Value $20,389,200







Contoocook Village Precinct (1 .78) $26.57
Hopkinton Village Precinct (0.62) $25.41
FIVEYEARSUMMARY- T^X RATES - HOPKINTON
Municipal-Town TaK Rate
CountyTax Rate
Local Education Tax Rate




1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
4.35 4.39 4.39 4.49 4.49
1.82 1.95 1.98 2.26 2.28
21.10 22.06 12.68 14.59 12.12
6.28 6.18 5.90
27.27 28.40 25.33 27.52 24.79
1.87 2.10 1.94 1.89 1.78
0.41 0.40 0.42 0.67 0.62
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Current Use Report
Current Use Classification # Acres Receiving C.U. Assessment
Farmland
Forest Land








Other Current Use Statistics
3,835.84 acres receiving 20% recreation adjustment.








SCHEDULE OF TOWN/SCHOOUPRECINCT PROPERTY
TOWN
Location Map/Lot Acreage Value
Community Center 101/007 0.10 $394600
Contoocook Fire Station 101/020 1.10 289,700
Bates Library 101/085 2.04 168,400
Town Garage & Sewage Treatment Plant 102/009 49.32 4,582,200
Kimball Lake & Cabins 106/003 52.50 348,600
Town Hall 106/023 0.47 425,100
Hopkinton Fire Station 106/049 1.20 156,800
Houston Park, Library 221/083 68.38 1,501,300
Police Station 239/037 0.91 560,300
Landfill & Buildings 244/6&11 133.00 470,400
W/S Cedar Street 101/017 0.56 48,800
S/S Pine Street (Inc Dam) 101/021 0.55 808,200
W/S Park Ave & E/S Kearsarge Ave 101/052 0.05 7,200
Off N/S Carriage Lane 102/022.01 1.42 3,200
Jet Maple Street & Cedar Street 102/038 0.03 100
Off E/S Maple Street 102/085 0.67 45,000
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E/S Penacook Rd & S/S Gould Hill Rd
W/S Woodland Drive
Jet Main St & Penacook Rd
N/S Old Putney Hill Road
Jet Old Henniker Rd & Hopkinton Rd
OfFW/SKrzyzaniakLn
N/S Bound Tree & W/S Clement Hill Rd
N/S Bound Tree & E/S Clement Hill Rd
N/S Bound Tree Rd
N/S Tamarack Road
W/S Hatfield Road
Off E/S Galloping Hill Road




Off N/S Spring Street
E/S Kearsarge Avenue
W/S Bluebird Lane
N/S Gage Hill Road
S/S Little Frost Road
W/S Bassett Mill Road
N/S Eugene Foote Road
OffW/S Irish Hill Road
Off E/S Sugar Hill Road
N/S Gage Hill Road
Jet Old Irish Hill Road & South Road
N/S Old Putney Hill Road
Off E/S East Penacook Road
N/S Patch Road
Jet Patch Road & Briar Hill Road
S/S Rollins Road
S/S Rollins Road (Kimball Pond)
E/S New Road
N/S Hawthorne Hill Road
Jet Hopkinton Road & Garrison Lane
W/S Jewett Road
Jet Currier Road & Beech Hill Road
N/S Farrington Corner Road
E/S Upper Straw Road












































Location Map/Lot Acreage Value
Hopkinton School District 102/003 0.48 136,000
Maple Street School 102/004 5.80 2,119,400
Harold Martin School 106/007 8.00 2,078,000
Hopkinton High School 222/067.1 9.63 4,876,100
CONTOOCOOKVEIAGE PRECINCT
Location
Off E/S Hopkinton Road
N/S Bound Tree Road
N/S Pleasant Pond Road
N/S Bound Tree Road










Location Map/Lot Acreage Value
N/S Old Putney Hill Road 105/022 15.00 115,100
Old Fire Station, Main Street 105/049 .11 62,100
S/S Old Putney Hill Road 239/059 .75 46,600
W/S Briar Hill Road 250/006 14.74 33,500
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2001 Tax Rate Calculation
Per Department of Revenue
TOWN/CITY: Hopkinton Tax Rat
Appropriations 4,636,114
Less: Revenues 2,858,554
Less: Shared Revenues 18,502
Add: Overlay 99,106
War Service Credits 38,500
Net Town Appropriation 1,896,664
Special Adjustment -0-
Approved Town/City Tax Effort 1,896,664
TOWN RATE 4.49
SCHOOL PORTION
Net Local School Budget 9,093,984
Regional School Apportionment -0-
Less: Adequate Education Grant -1,592,898
State Education Taxes -2,375,055
Approved School(s) Tax Effort 5,126,031
LOCAL SCHOOL RATE 12.12
STATE EDUCATION TAXES
Equalized Valuation (no utilities) x $6.60
359,856,755 2,375,055
Divide by Local Assessed Valuation
(no utilities)
402,480,900
Excess State Education Taxes to be
Remitted to State
Pay to State -0-
STATE SCHOOL RATE 5.90
COUNTY PORTION
Due to County 971,303
Less: Shared Revenues -6,399
Approved County Tax Effort 964,904
COUNTY RATE 2.28
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Total Property taxes Assessed
Less: War Service Credits
Add: Village District
















Appropriation Valuation Tax Rate Commitment
CONTOOCOOK VILLAGE
PRECINCT
157,470 88,895,^ 1.78 158,235
HOPKINTON VILLAGE
PRECINCT
16,463 26,686,300 0.62 16,546
TOTAL VILUGE DISTRICT COMMITMENT 174,781
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2001 Tax Collector/Town Clerks Report
In 2001, the Town Clerk's office became an on-line agent for the
Department of Motor Vehicles, offering residents the abihty to complete
most motor vehicle transactions in our office, saving the visit to the state. In
addition to passenger, trailer and motorcycle plates, we are able to issue van-
ity, conservation "moose" and tractor plates. We are able to complete regis-
trations for most vehicles up to 26,000 lbs.
We also began offering residents the option to complete the registration
renewal process through the mail. A notice is sent during the month prior
to renewal listing the town and state fees. Residents may send checks for the
registration renewal to the Town Clerk's office. Upon receipt of payment,
the registration will be processed and new decals will be returned by mail.
For residents who choose to complete the registration in person, the previ-
ous year's registration or the renewal letter you receive is required to renew
the registration.
The Town Clerk's office is also a boat agent for the State of New
Hampshire. Residents may bring the renewal notice issued from the State to
our office to complete the boat registration process and receive the boat
decal for 2002. A note to boaters, effective January 1, 2002, no person born
after January 1, 1983, may operate a power boat with an engine in excess of
1 5 hp, including electric motors, on public waters of NH without a valid
safe boating education certificate. The new law will be phased in over seven




License Plates Issued 894
Boat Registrations Issued 176
Marriage Licenses Issued 30
Dog Licenses Issued 1183
UCC Filings 107
Town Clerk Revenue Collected $1,174,667.51
Tax Revenue Collected $10,631,340.00
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The Supervisors of the Checklist completed the required ten-year purge
of the voter checklist. The purpose of the purge was to update and provide
an accurate checklist. All listed voters who did not vote in at least one elec-
tion during 2000 or the Town Election in 2001, were notified by mail and
removed from the voter checklist. Residents may register to vote at the Town
Clerk's office, or at the polls on election day.
We want to express our appreciation to the residents for their friendly
attitudes and tidbits of wisdom. It makes our job gratifying. Our office





Tax Collector s Report
MS-61
For the Municipality of Hopkinton, NH Year Ending 2001




Land Use Change 826.00





Property Taxes #3110 10,533,379.00 45,879.00
Land Use Change #3120 28,026.00
Yield Taxes #3185 22,071.14
Excavation Tax #3187
Excav. Activity Tax #3188 4,883.00




Land Use Change #3120
Yield Taxes #3185
Excavation Tax #3187
Excav. Activity Tax #3188
Interest- Late Tax #3190 2,818.47 26,177.62 595.77












Property Taxes 9,936,305.02 571,879.34
Land Use Change 28,026.00 826.00
Yield Taxes 19,407.45 1,551.61 1844.40 466.58
Interest 2,818.47 26,177.62 595.77
Penalties
Excavation Tax @$.02/yd
Excavation Activity Tax 3,748.00
Utility Charges 74,272.19 5,508.35




Property Taxes 66,478.00 4,627.00
Land Use Change
Yield Taxes 1243.33









Excavation & Excav. Activity Taxes 1,135.00
Utility Charges 5,891.25











at Beg. of Fiscal Year 126,804.08 86953.86 14726.18
Liens Executed During Fiscal Year 231,875.12
Interest & Costs Collected
(After Lien Execution)
2,945.55 5,387.18 14810.38 1734.28






Redemptions 56,291.81 49,255.59 62602.42 3606.43
Interest & Costs Collected
After Lien Execution #3190
2,945.55 5,387.18 14810.38 1734.28
14.23
Abatements of Unredeemed Taxes 5,566.37 10,022.45 9617.11
Liens Deeded to Municipality
Unredeemed Liens Bal End of Yr #1 1 10 170,016.94 67,511.81 14734.33 11119.75
TOTAL CREDITS $234,820.67 $132,191.26 $101,764.24 $16,460.46
Does your municipality commit taxes on a semi-annual basis (RSA 76:15-a) yes
Tax Collector's Signature Sue B. SMckford Date: 1/29/02
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Town Clerk's Report
January 1, 2001 through December 31, 2001
TOWN RECEIPTS
Motor Vehicle Permits $918,046.00
MV Town Clerk Fees 5,506.00
MV Title Fees 2,780.00
MV Decal Fees 15,327.50
Dog License Town Fees & Penalties 4,991.00
Town Boat Fees 2,984.60
UCC Fees 2,365.25
Miscellaneous 1,717.10
Certified Copies Town Fees 466.00
Marriage License Town Fees 210.00
STATE OF NH RECEIPTS
Motor Vehicle Registrations $211,602.56
Boat Registrations 3,951.00
Certified Copies 874.00
Dog License Fees 2,706.50








Bonita A. Cressy, Treasurer, in Account with the Town of Hopl<inton, NH
RECEIPTS:
Balance at the time of settlement -December 31
,
U. S. Government




























Refunds-Landfill Closure-Town of Wamer
Refunds-Overpayments
Income From Departments
License, Penmits and Fees
Ella Tarr Trust
Ambulance Fees-Concord Hospital
Ambulance Fees-Town of Wamer






Payment in Lieu of Taxes-CHI
Payment in Lieu of Taxes-HDI
Payment in Lieu of Taxes-NFI North
Capital Recovery-Sewer




























































Dog License Penalty Fees
Town Boat Fees
State Certification Copy Fees
State Dog License Fees
State Boat Fees
State Marriage Fees



















SUE B. STRICKFORD. TAX COLLECTOR:
2001 -Property Taxes
2001 -Property Tax Interest
2001 -Land Use Change Taxes





2000-Land Use Change Taxes






















1 999 Taxes Redeemed
1999-Taxes Redeemed Interest & Cost
1999-Yield Taxes
1999-Yield Tax Interest & Cost
1 998-Taxes Redeemed
1998-Taxes Redeemed Interest & Cost
1997-Taxes Redeemed
1997-Taxes Redeemed Interest & Cost
1996-Yield Taxes
TOTAL
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM DEPARTMENTS
GRAND TOTAL
LESS PAID ORDERS OF SELECTMEN
BALANCE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2001
BANK BALANCES:
Checking Account $ 60,000.00
Checking Account $ 85,000.00


















Balanceasof December 31, 2000 $ 2,025.49
Income from McKercher Trust $ 1,579.91
Interest on deposits-NHPDIP $ 77.22
Interest on deposits-BNH POOL $ 22.83
Balance as of December 31 , 2001-BNH POOL $ 3,705.45
MCKERCHER POLICE FUND
Balance as of December 31 , 2000 $ 2,025.52
Income from McKercher Trust $ 1,579.89
Interest on deposits-NHPDIP $ 77.22
Interest on deposits-BNH POOL $ 22.83
Balance as of December 31, 2001-BNH POOL $ 3,705.46
POLICE/DRUG FORFEIT FUND
Balance as of December 31 , 2000 $ 45,024.84
Income from State of NH $ 510.58
Interest on deposits-NHPDIP $ 598.79
Interest on deposits-BNH POOL $ 43.25
Total $ 46,177.46
Expended $ 40,472.41
Balance as of December 31 , 2001-BNH POOL $ 5,705.05
SAFE SCHOOLS
Balanceasof December 31, 2000 $ 3,119.03
Interest on deposits-NHPDIP $ 102.63
Interest on deposits-BNH-POOL $ 24.52
Balance as of December 31 , 2001 -BNH POOL $ 3,246.18
GAMBLE SECURITY
Balance as of December 31, 2000 $ 2,019.83
Interest on deposits-NHPDIP $ 66.42
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Interest on deposits-BNH-POOL 15.87
Balance as of December 31 , 2001 -BNH POOL $ 2,102.12
PATTERSON SUBDIVISION
Balance as of December 31 , 2000
Income
Interest on deposits-NHPDIP
Interest on deposits-BNH POOL
Total
Expended













Balance as of December 31 , 2000
Sue Strickford-2000 Sewer Fees
-2000 Sewer Fees Interest
-2001 Sewer Fees
-2001 Sewer Fees Interest
-2001 Water Fees
Interest on deposits-NHPDIP



















Balance as of December 31 , 2001 $ 75,178.46
Balance as of December 31 , 2001 -BNH POOL






Balance as of December 31 , 2000 $ 24,138.55
F82
Income $ 89,631.70
Interest on deposits-NHPDIP $ 1,679.42
Interest on deposits-BNH POOL $ 873.46
Total $ 116,323.13
Balanceasof December 31, 2001-BNH POOL $ 116,152.88
Balance as of December 31, 2001-CHECKING $ 170.25
Total $ 116,323.13
HOPKINTON TOWN FOREST
Balance as of December 31 , 2000 $ 9,489.68
Income Town of Hopkinton $ 24,565.13
Interest on deposits-NHPDIP $ 694.31
Interest on deposits-BNH POOL $ 264.41
Balance as of December 31 , 2001 -BNH POOL $ 35,013.53
HOPKINTON CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Balance as of December 31 , 2000 $ 87,256.33
Interest on deposits-NHPDIP $ 2,863.91




Balanceasof December 31, 2001-BNH POOL $ 87,001.42




Interest on deposits-NHPDIP $ 13.75
Interest on deposits-BNH POOL $ 87.61




Interest on deposits-BNH POOL




























Balance as of December 31 , 2001-BNH POOL








Interest on deposits-BNH POOL
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;;^^^^^^5=^^ Contoocook Village Precinct -——^-^-——^
Annual Report
The Contoocook Village Precinct took steps in 2001 to ensure a safe
and secure source of water for the coming years. The Precinct's sole water
source is Bear Pond located entirely in the Town ofWarner. The Precinct has
always been concerned with the land abutting Bear Pond and had over the
years discussed purchasing additional property. The need to protect this
valuable water source became clear in the past year when, after logging the
area, the owner offered the property for sale. The Precinct sought and
obtained a Grant from the State ofNew Hampshire to pay for the full cost
of a Watershed survey and Protection Plan. The Watershed Protection Plan
for the Bear Pond Watershed was completed this past year. At the same time
the Watershed Protection Plan was being finalized, the Precinct was con-
tacted by the Warner Conservation Commission with regard to the possible
purchase of the land abutting the pond. The Precinct then coordinated its
efforts with Warner Conservation Commission and successfully purchased
138 Acres +/- and obtained a watershed protection easement on another
212 Acres +/- for the sum of $57,352.61. This was under the $58,000 con-
tained in our budget. The purchase of this property secures approximately
90% of the Bear Pond Watershed land and will insure that no development
could take place and endanger the Precinct's water source. In the next few
years, the Precinct will be expanding its water storage to meet the increase
in demand, renewing the 100 year old pipeline from Bear Pond to the treat-
ment plant and improving the Bear Pond Dam. The Commissioners would








STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION




BUDGET FORM FOR VILLAGE DISTRICTS
WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32=24
DATE OF MEETING:.
VILLAGE DISTRICT OF:







Phone #: 603-224-8225 Fax#: 603-224-8225 E-Mail* niaxcon@sprynet . com
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. RSA 32:5 requires tnis budget fee prepared on a Vross basis snowing all revenues anoappropriations.
At least one public bearing must be bela on tbis budget.
2. Tbis budget must be posted witb tbe Village District warrant not later tban tne niteentn day before tbe
day oi tbe meeting.
3. Wben completed, a copy o{ tbe budget must be posted witb tbe warrant. Anotber copy must be placed
on file witb tlie village district clerk, and a copy sent to tbe DRA at tbe address above.
We Certify This Form Was Posted On (Date): February 22, 2002
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Budget - Village District of CONTOOCOOK
1 2
FY 2002









TAXES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3190 Intaraat £ Panaltias on D«linqu«nt Taxas
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
hKUM SJlAIb xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3351 Shared Ravanuea 2,539 2,539 2,539
3354 W«t«r Pollution Grant
3359 Othar (Includlna Railroad Tax) 23,366 23,366 23,038
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
CHARGES FOR SERVICES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3401 lncoa« from Departmants
3402 Watar Supply Svatam Chartraa 70,000 80,447 70,000
3403 Sawar Usar Charqas
3404 Garbaga - Rafuaa charqaa
3409 Othar Charqaa 1,000 1,000 1,000
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3501 Sala of Vlllaqa Dlatrict Proparty
3502 Intaraat on Invaatmanta 450 251 300
3503-3509 Othar 1,500 1,910 1,500
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3912 From Spadal Ravanua Funds
3913 From Capital Proiacts Funds
3914 From Proprietary Funda
3915 From Capital Rasarva Funda 38,555 38,555 80,000
39ie Froo Truat C Aqancy Funda 11,445 11,535
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3934 Proc. from Lonq Tatm Bonds £ Notaa
Amta VOTED From F/B ("Surplua")
Fund Balanca ("Surplua") to Raduca Taxaa
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDITS 148,855 159,603 178,377
"BUDGET SUMMARY" |
COMMISSIONERS BUDGET COMMITTEE
SUBTOTAL 1 Racommandad (fron paga 4) 333,975 333,975
SUBTOTAI. 2 Spaclal warrant artlclas Racosusandad (froB paga 6)
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" warrant articlaa Racomaandad (from paga 6)
TOTAL Appropriationa Racommandad
333,975 333,975
Lasa: Amount of Estlmatad Ravenues t Cradits (from abova, column £)
178,377 178,377
Eatimatad Amount of Taxaa to be Ralaed
155,598 155,598
Maximum Allowable Increase to Budget Committee's Recommended Budget per RSA 32:18:
(See Supplemental Schedule With 10% Calculation)
352,015
F95
BUDGET COMMITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
(For Calculating 10% Maximum Increase)
(RSA 32:18, 19, & 32:21) Revised2ooo
VERSION #1 : Use if you have no Collective Bargaining Cost Items or RSA 32:21 Water Cos!
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL UNIT: Contoot^oQ^^ village FISCAL YEAR END 2002






2. Principle: Long-Term Bonds & Notes 130,000
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes 14,975
4. Capital Outlays Funded From Long-Term Bonds &Notes
per RSA 33:8 &33:7-b.
8,600
5. Mandatory Assessments
6. Total exclusions (Sum of rows 2-5) <153,575 >
7. Amount recommended less recommended
exclusion amounts (line 1 less line 6) 180,400
8. Line 7 times 10% 18,040
9. Maximum Allowable Appropriations (lines 1 + 8) 352,015
Line 8 is the maximum allowable increase to budget committee's recommended budget. Please entee
this amount on the bottom of the posted budget form, MS7, 27, or 37.
F96
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION




BUDGET FORM FOR VILLAGE DISTRICTS
WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
DATE OF MEETING:
VILLAGE DISTRICT OF:





C/0 Ray U Mills, Treasurer






Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. RSA 32:5 remiires tliis inid^et be prepared on a 'Woes" basis showing all revenues and appropriations,
.t least one public bearing must be beld on tbis budget.
12. Tbis budget must be posted witb the Village District warrant not later tban tbe nrteentb day before tbe
day of tbe meeting.
3. Wben completed, a copy of tbe budget must be posted with tbe warrant. Anotber copy must be placed
on fde witb tbe village district clerk, and a copy sent to tbe DRA a^ the address above.
We Certify This Form Was Posted On (Date): February 22, 2002
^(ftuWOUUL
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Budget - Village District of HOPKINTON FY 2002
2 R
Actual Estimated
WARR. Estimated Revenues Revenues Revenues
Acct.# SOURCE OF REVENUE ARTJ Prior Year Prior Year E„.uineV«r
TAX£S xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3190 Interest & Penalties on Delincruent Taxes
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3351 shared Revenues
135 68 201
3354 Hater Pollution Grant
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax)
3379 FROM OTHER GO\^RNMENTS
CIURGES FOR SERVICES XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3401 Income from Departments 32,429 32,234 31,020
3402 Hater Supply System charges
3403 Se»sr User Charges
3404 Garbage - Refuse Charges
3409 other Charges
100 185 100
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
3501 Sale of Village District Property
3502 Interest on Investments
10 35 25
3503-3509 Other
INTERFLTND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3912 rrom Special Revenue Funds
3913 From Capital Projects Funds
From Proprietary Funds
From Capital Reserve Funds
From Truat t Agency funda
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
Froc. from Long Term Bonds t notes
Amta VOTED From F/B ("Surplua")
Fund Balance ("Surplua") to Raduea Tax«B











SUBTOTAL 1 Reconanended (from page i)
SUBTOTAL 2 Special warrant artidaa Racomnandad (from page 6)
StJBTOTAL 3 "Individual" warrant articlea Raconunendad (from page 6)
TOTAL J^jpropriationa Raeomnended
Leaa: Amount of Eatimatad Ravanues t, Credits (from above, colunn 6)















Maximum Allowable Increase to Budget Committee's Recommended
Budget per RSA 32:18:
(See Supplemental Schedule With 10% Calculation)
F102
93,037.50
BUDGET COMMITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
(For Calculating 10% Maximum Increase)
(RSA 32:18, 19, & 32:21) Revised20oo
VERSION #1: Use if you have no Collective Bargaining Cost Items or RSA 32:21 Water Costs
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL UNIT: hopkinton village piscAL YEAR END 2002
pill: .
1. Total RECOMMENDED by Budget Comm. (See Posted





2. Principle: Long-Term Bonds & Notes 5,000
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes 3,375
4. Capital Outlays Funded From Long-Term Bonds &Notes
per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b.
5. Mandatory Assessments
6. Total exclusions (Sum of rows 2-5) < 8,375 >
7. Amount recommended less recommended
exclusion amounts (line 1 less line 6)
76,966.50
8. Line 7 times 10% 7,696
9. Maximum Allowable Appropriations (lines 1 + 8) 93,037.50
Line 8 is the maximum allowable increase to budget committee's recommended budget. Please enter
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JoanAnn Craig andJanice Gilligan
School Nursing is a specialized practice and for decades the Hopkinton
School District was tended by two of the best. They were part of a magnif-
icent team.
After service as a US Naval Commissioned
Officer, Joan Craig, RN spent 25 years as a
school nurse in Hopkinton. She was an advi-
sor for Peer Outreach, a popular class advi-
sor, and a trusted friend to students. She
always had time to listen and to hear and
to care for each person who came to her.
Janice Gilligan, LPN, was one of two
health assistants in the Hopkinton
Elementary schools. For 22 years Janice's
warm nature and quick humor magnified
her care of both staff and students — and on
St. Patrick's Day her office softly glowed
emerald green.
The area's health and morale were kept high by Joan and Janice. Both of
these women had untimely deaths in the same year. Their nursing wisdom,
their humor, and their wisdom are remembered and missed by all. In this
tribute we honor them by dedicating the School District Annual Report to
their service and memory.







AUDITORS Vachon & Clukay
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS Richard W. Ayers
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR Pamela Urban-Morin
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT SERVICES Carol Kosnitsky
PRINCIPALS
William Carozza Harold Martin School
Mary Beth Stevens Maple Street School
Sandra Burney Hopkinton High School
Steve Chamberlin, Assistant Principal Hopkinton High School
SCHOOL BOARD
Arpiar G. Saunders Term Expires 2004
Joy Bloomfield Term Expires 2002
Kim M. Fuller Term Expires 2002
Deborah Young Term Expires 2003
Ed Kaplan Term Expires 2003
Becky Colandris, Student Rep,
S3
Hopkinton School Board Report
It is impossible to begin this report without immediately remembering
September 11, 2001 and it's impact on all of us. Some had the sense of
immediate loss, some needed to talk or be counseled. Some needed to just
get away and deal with their grief in a personal way. The administrators,
teaching and support staff of this district performed in a remarkable way in
the days following this tragedy. Somehow, we managed to meet the needs of
our staff and students.
When we got beyond the day the District didn't stop. Bob Wolner put
together special programs to help people understand the geography, the
political climate and the circumstances that could let something like this
happen. No one could have anticipated how much publicity they would
generate and how well they would be received. The Board and the Town is
indebted to our administrators, teachers and staff for their courage and car-
ing during this difficult time.
Other than September 11,1 am pleased to report that this has been a
good year for the District. We managed to keep the vast majority of our
administrators and teaching staff and watched as they continued their
exceptional efforts. We succeeded in providing better services for our special
needs students while we took important steps to integrate them in our reg-
ular programs and have gained more control over our special education costs
while we provided those services. We did, reluctantly, accept the resignation
ofTodd Selig who, in a relatively short tenure as our Business Administrator,
developed a style, processes and procedures that were the envy of all that
reviewed them. Although we will miss Todd, we have welcomed Pam
Urban-Morin as our new Business Administrator with the expectation that
she will provide new and innovative services to the District.
This year the Board has reviewed and recommitted itself to the District's
goals while we have taken steps to evaluate whether or not our decisions are
consistent with those goals. We have continued our review of District poli-
cies and have revised any that are outdated or that are inconsistent with our
goals. The development of a Master Plan for Professional Development by
a team of staff and administrators; our commitment to improving commu-
nication about the District to students, parents and guardians and the com-
munity; and development of a quarterly district newsletter are all consistent
with the District's goals. We have followed our goals to seek out and gain
the participation of community members in connection with many chal-
lenging issues such as graduation requirements, professional development,
S4
performing and fine arts, technology and the FaciHty Planning and Advisory
Council at each of our buildings.
We will be challenged in the upcoming year while we face increasing
enrollment which has become inevitable in a community like Hopkinton,
We need to explore the expanded use of our buildings and the best possible
use of our existing physical space. The challenge presented by combining
the remarkable benefits of technology with traditionally successful teaching
methods will continue to be high on our priority list.
These various efforts have proved successful. Our District enjoys a won-
derful reputation. Unlike other districts, most of our vacancies are prompt-
ly filled with exceptional candidates. Our students score very well at all lev-
els of the New Hampshire state tests. The pre-engineering program. Project
Lead the Way, continues to be a model program. Our students continue to
succeed at all-state levels in instrumental and vocal music while the product
of Hopkinton art students is displayed in several settings.
We are very appreciative of the support the community has provided
for the Board and the programs we have put in place. Of course, none of
our successes would be possible without the dedicated efforts of our teach-
ers, administrators and support staff.
Respectfully submitted.
Edward M, Kaplan, Chair
On behalf of the Hopkinton School Board
S5
Superintendent s Report
A brief presence in a classroom in our district provides an opportunity
to gain a perspective of the realities of teaching and student learning in a
time of increasing national attention to education reform. Our district con-
tinues to meet the challenge to provide a meaningful and comprehensive
learning opportunity to the youth and community we are responsible to.
We place increasingly higher standards upon ourselves in working for
improvements in the climate for teaching and learning in each school and
classroom. There are several noteworthy evidences of this effort from the
recent adoption of a Master Professional Development Plan which guides
the improvement process for all professional and support staff, to the ongo-
ing discussions in curriculum coordination, character and citizenship devel-
opment and improvement in teaching strategies. The stature of our district
is a reflection of the teachers, administrators and support personnel who are
creating the agenda for continuing improvement in classroom instruction,
student management and meaningful engagement of parents and the com-
munity in our schools.
Throughout the past year, your school district has faced the challenges
of a changing educational and economic environment. This is reflected in
the collaborative efforts of staff through the development of the Master
Professional Development Plan, the completion of a revised K-12 curricu-
lum continuum, the initiation of discussions to define a philosophy and
methodology for assessing student achievement and the tradition of shared
learning through the Hopkinton Summer Teacher Academy as well as other
ongoing in-service programs. Our district also benefited from an in depth
study of graduation requirements by a representative group of teachers,
administrators and community members. We anticipate forthcoming rec-
ommendations for expanded requirements that relate to the characteristics
of Hopkinton graduates beyond the traditional requirements for course-
work, class time, etc.
The district continues to work closely with the Town of Hopkinton and
has relied upon a strong working relationship with the Hopkinton Police
Department and Hopkinton Public Works Department. The shared teach-
ing of the principles of citizenship and character development to all K-6 stu-
dents through Project Second Step, we believe, will make a difference. Other
attributes of the districts curriculum which expand student learning include;
the Geographic Information System elective for high school students, the
elementary Artist-in-Residence Program, the expansion of the Project Lead
S6
The Way, pre-engineering program, the newly estabhshed Debate and
Forensic Program and the elementary Mathematics and Science enrichment
programs.
It also has been a consistent philosophy within our district to include
parents and community members in the discussion of issues which signifi-
cantly impact our future. These include; Graduation Requirements
Committee, Professional Development Committee, Performing and Fine
Arts Committee, Technology Committee, Facility Planning Committee and
Building Level Advisory Councils. We encourage parents and community
member participation and welcome your inquiry if interested in taking an
active role on any of our committees. ,
This past year, three long standing employees retired: Sandra Smart,
Sandra Starkey, and Judy Druding. We also bid farewell to Todd Selig, our
district's Business Administrator for the past three years, and welcomed Pam
Urban-Morin to this position.
We look forward to the year ahead where we will have opportunities to
celebrate our achievements and improve through our commitment to effec-
tive planning, communication, and increased involvement of students, staff,
parents and community members within our schools. The community's





Two veteran staff members, Sandra Smart, Office Manager, and Sandra
Starkey, Library Assistant, retired from Hopkinton Middle High School
after 36 and 23 years of service respectively. Judy Druding, Food Service,
retired from Maple Street School after 12 years of service. Also leaving the
district were, Brenna Matarazzo, middle/high school Physical Education;
David Northup, High School Science; Bennett Greene and Christopher
Antonicci, Grade 5.
We welcome the following faculty to the Middle High School staff:
Richard Aquilano, 3/5 Physical Education; Jean Eaton, Office Manager;
Maureen Grady, mathematics; Kathleen Nevins, English; Marcia Stansfield,
Library Assistant; and Richard Welch, science. At Maple Street, we welcome
Christina Haller and Barbara Jenkins, both fifth grade teachers. We also wel-
come our permanent substitute for Maple Street and Harold Martin
Schools, Jennifer Roy, and new Occupational Therapist, Elaine Blizzard.
Hopkinton Staff engaged in a number of initiatives. Following a year of
work, the Best Schools Team completed the new Professional Development
Master Plan, which was introduced to the teaching staff and the
Instructional Assistants in late August. The individual goal setting process
began in the fall with incremental implementation of action plans taking
place throughout the year.
The Professional Development Committee offered six inservice strands
for staff, which included service learning, special education, supporting stu-
dents with challenging behaviors, programming for the at-risk learner, dif-
ferentiated instruction, and technology.
The Curriculum Committee provided leadership in directing staff
through a curriculum audit process, completed in the spring. The audit pro-
vided an opportunity for K-12 staff members to ensure that the New
Hampshire Frameworks for English/Language Arts, science, mathematics
and social studies are addressed appropriately per grade. District Staff were
also introduced to the Understanding By Design model for the writing and
revision of new or current units of instruction. The Assessment Committee
is developing an assessment framework, which will help our district utilize
data to evaluate how well our students are learning.
Several initiatives have contributed to the ongoing effort to maintain a
safe, positive school climate and effective system of discipline at the middle
high school. Saturday Education and Supervised Out of School Suspension
Programs were instituted. The school has worked closely with the
S8
Merrimack County Court system to provide alternatives to adjudication.
The Social Cognition class built a courtyard for student use during the
lunch periods. The Safety and Security Committee meets monthly to review
facilities, practices and the implementation of recommendations in all three
schools.
All three schools continue developing Parent Advisory Councils, which
meet monthly and deal with topics important to parents at their particular
grade level. In addition, we are finding new ways to communicate with the
public through our E-mail lists and district web site.
The elementary schools enjoyed Artist-In-Residence storyteller Len
Cabral who worked with staff and students in kindergarten through sixth
grade. A core group of sixth graders also worked with Mr. Cabral in devel-
oping their own stories, which were performed for the lower elementary
grades.
Our Athletic Program has seen an expansion in the number of sports
available to middle school students and provides an opportunity for all stu-
dents to compete, experience cooperative team spirit, and engage in a
healthy life style. One hundred twenty high school athletes, 45% of the high
school student body, participated in sports this year. Athletic accomplish-
ments include. Girls Basketball, undefeated State Champions, 22-0; Nordic
Skiing, Boys and Girls State Championships; and Girls Soccer, State
Finalist. Twelve senior female athletes and seven male athletes qualified for
the NH Scholar Athlete Award.
We wish to extend our appreciation to the following organizations for
their programs and support: Athletic and Booster Clubs, Hopkinton
Friends of Music, Parent Advisory Councils, Community Center, the
Hopkinton Fire and Police Departments, Hopkinton Parks and Recreation
and the PTA. A very special thank you to the citizens of Hopkinton for your










As a member organization of the National PTA, the Hopkinton PTA
has adopted it's mission: to support and speak on behalf of children and
youth in schools, to assist parents in developing the skills they need to raise
and protect their children, and to encourage parent and public involvement
in schools.
The Hopkinton PTA has 150 voting members comprised of parents and
teachers of children in grades K-12. In order to meet the differing needs of
so many families, the PTA has turned to the Principal Advisory Committee
meetings at each school to help provide the 'parent education' piece of our
mission. At PAC meetings, parents determine the agenda and specialists are
frequently invited to speak on topics of particular interest. The meetings are
also a good way to keep the lines of communication open between parents
and school staff
Each year the PTA raises and distributes funds to support programs that
enrich the school experience for children in our community. Last year the
PTA contributed to the Destination Imagination, Artist in Residence, and
Author in Residence programs. $2,500 was donated to help defray the cost
of field trips in all three schools, and $900 was donated to the schools'
libraries. In addition, the PTA sponsored scholarships for graduating sen-
iors, hosted class parties for students and families entering the Harold
Martin School, provided refreshments for High School events, and organ-
ized the Fun Fair.
This year the PTA is working closely with school staff to showcase the
wonderful work that is being done in our schools. Look for the results in




The 2001-2001 school year saw three new faces in our schools' health
offices. They were: Sheila Conley, RN, at Harold Martin School; Jan
Hilliard, RN, at Maple Street School; and Kathy Schaefer, RN, at
Hopkinton Middle/High School. This provided full time professional nurs-
ing coverage for all students and staff Our goals were to continue the high-
ly personalized, quality care given so faithfully by our previous school nurs-
es, and to continually strive to improve our services to meet the changing
needs of our school populations.
One area of focus was being certain that our record keeping met the cur-
rent standard of confidentiality. This meant the segregation of all health
information from a student's accessible files to limited access health files
managed by the nursing staff By utilizing available software, each student
now also has an individual record of his or her visits to the health office.
This provides a clear picture of student needs and allows us to evaluate treat-
ments and concerns.
We also spent a great deal of time reviewing immunization records. New
Hampshire, like most states, uses school attendance as a means to ensure
proper vaccination of its young people. Schools are required by state law to
exclude any student that does not provide documentation of required
immunizations. We appreciate the tremendous cooperation we've received
from parents in providing this information, and will always work with them
to be certain our students are protected against these preventable diseases.
Kudos to Mrs. Schaefer on a nearly perfect report from the State ofNH on
an immunization audit done during her first year on the job!
The nurses would also like to express our appreciation to members of
the community in helping us with our work. Thanks to School Physician
Dr. Lynn Durand for collaborating on policies and procedures that reflect
the current standard of care; in performing sports physicals on his day off;
and for always being available for consultation. Our gratitude to Marilyn
Bresaw for providing the family services we've requested. Hopkinton Fire
Department's John Pianka. deserves our thanks also. He donated his time to
train and certify seven of our staff members in CPR and use of an auto-
mated external defibrillator.
The school district staff have benefited from nursing services in other
ways as well. All received training in blood-borne pathogens and in the
recognition and treatment of anaphylaxis. Over sixty staff members received
the flu vaccine at our clinics in December. At any time, the nurses are happy
• Sll
to consult with any staff member regarding health issues.
The nursing staff has worked on two major needs we identified this year
among our school populations. The first was to provide an open ear for lis-
tening and counseling of students in school as they grow in an increasingly
stressful and fearful world. We have worked closely with teachers and guid-
ance counselors to provide a safe environment in our offices where students
will feel comfortable discussing their problems.
Secondly, a need for expanded health education in our district was evi-
dent. All three nurses offered some basic health instruction in their schools
this year. Our hope is to work with the faculty to increase our presence in
the classroom in emphasizing good health knowledge and practices. We
believe that parents should be actively involved in their child's health edu-
cation. To that end, a three-night class entitled "Raising Sexually Healthy
Children'was held in the spring. This was our first step in developing a
health and safety curriculum where our young people receive, from both the
home and the school, the tools they need to live a healthy and safe lifestyle.
It is the sincere hope of the Hopkinton School District nursing staff that
parents will always be comfortable in working with us to benefit their chil-
dren. We welcome your calls or visits to our health offices at any time.
Respectfully Submitted,
Jan Milliard, RN, NCSN


















Pupil Enrollment 284 252 463
First Aid, Illness visits 3,664 3,667
Medication Administration 1,429 1,658
First Aid, Med, Illness visits
^ 8,973
Sports Physicals 2 43
Referrals of Vision Tests done 16 of 312 4 of 264 12 of 188
Referrals of Hearing Tests done 4 of 309 7 of 285 Oof 9
Referrals of Scoliosis Checks n/a 9 of 168 11 of 180
done
Heights & Weights checked 284 252 45
Transported to Hospital




Orthopedic 9 6 4
Drug and Alcohol 2
TOTAL VISITS TO NURSE 6,282 6,783 9,470
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Hopkinton School District
Report of the Business Administrator
I have had the pleasure of working for the Hopkinton School District
for approximately five months. I continue to be impressed with the integra-
tion that exists between the schools and the community. In my role here, I
hope to continue to work cooperatively with school personnel and commu-
nity members to ensure the education of Hopkinton students is of the high-
est caliber. The following information is presented annually to the citizens
of Hopkinton because of the diverse nature of school district fiscal opera-
tions, and the necessity of legal compliance under New Hampshire law. It
is required that all financial transactions be done as a single accounting enti-
ty. New Hampshire statute Chapter 32:5-111 states "All appropriations rec-
ommended shall be stipulated on a "gross" basis, showing anticipated rev-
enues from all sources, including grants, gifts, bequests, and bond issues,
which shall be shown as offsetting revenues to appropriations affected."
Therefore, the total appropriated budget of the school district is organized
and operated on a fund basis. Funds must be accounted for by identifying
their resources, obligations, revenues, expenditures, and year-end equities. If
one were to compare this fund accounting system with commercial account-
ing, each fund would equate to an independent business with a separate set
of records, owned by an umbrella entity, in this case the school district.
All funds are appropriated for within the aggregate Hopkinton School
District Budget. The General Fund includes the overall budget for the
Hopkinton School District. The Special Revenue Fund includes all transac-
tions for federal, state, local grants, and food service funds. These funds are
not part of the General Fund and are summarized as fund transfers, which
allow their activities to flow through the General Fund cash account. They
maintain a payable or receivable relationship with the General Fund
throughout the fiscal year.
The Capital Reserve Fund (Expendable Trust) includes all transactions
of the School Building Repair and Maintenance Trust. The Town of
Hopkinton's Trustee of Trust Funds manages these transactions.
Withdrawals are approved at the annual school district meeting by warrant
articles. Revenues for this fund are interest earnings and year end transfers
from the General Fund to the Trust Fund. The Capital Projects Fund
included all transactions resulting from additions and renovations to the
Maple Street School and the Hopkinton High School. This fund main-
tained its own checking account and was invested separately from the rest
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of the district's accounting system.
The following three reports, prepared in conjunction with our auditor,
provide a detailed financial analysis of each of the district's individual funds
for the 2000-200 1 fiscal year. The Combined Balance Sheet provides a snap
shot of assets, liabilities, and fund balance as of June 30, 2001. The two
Combined Statements of Revenue, Expenditures & Changes in Fund
Balance show revenue, expenditures, and fund balances on an all govern-
ment fund type and budgetary/actual basis as ofJune 30, 2001. In addition,
a recent law, RSA 32:1 1 -a, requires a school district to provide in its annu-
al report an accounting of actual expenditures for special education pro-
grams and services for the previous two fiscal years, taking into account off-
setting revenues from all sources. In 2000-2001 and 1999-2000, respective-
ly, these figures were $1,270,178 and $1,189,048. As always, please do not
hesitate to contact the Superintendent's Office should you have questions

















General Revenue Aeencv Term Debt 2001 2000
ASSETS
Cash and equivalents $ 624,931 $ 62,600 $ 687,531 $ 346,145
Investment 12,859 12,859
Accounts receivable 2,996 $ 1,117 4,113 5,723
Prepaid expense 2,400 474 2,874
Due from other governments 15,246 153,448 132,414 301,108 258,153
Due from other flinds 121,431 322,944 444,375 62,206
Amount to be provided for
retirement of general





Total Assets $ 767,004 $ 477,983 $ 207,873 $ 7,227,227
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Due to student groups
Due to other funds
Deferred revenues














































$ 767,004 $ 6,320,000 $ 7,227,227
See notes to financial statements
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Hopkinton School District
Combined Statement of Revenues,








For the Years Ended June 30,
General Revenue Trusts 2001 2000
Taxes $ 9,033,640 $ 9,033,640 $ 8,482,270
Intergovemniental revenues 173,410 $ 433,320 606,730 397,486
Charges for services 26,270 213,632 239,902 234,272
Miscellaneous 40,773 27,657 $ 25,752 94,182 63,836
Total Revenues 9,274,093 674,609 25,752 9,974,454 9,177,864
Expenditures:
Current:
Instruction 5,516,532 180,381 5,696,913 5,410,309
Supporting services 529,180 22,698 551,878 538,291
Instructional staff services 447,854 217,636 2,590 668,080 399,820
General administration 891,859 1,036 892,895 853,988
Operation and maintenance of plant 799,248 799,248 696,423
Pupil transportation 298,250 298,250 285,349
Food service 278,156 278,156 241,255






Total Expenditures 699,907 2,590 9,100,042
Excess of Revenues Over
(Under) Expenditures 153,513 (25,298) 23,162 151,377 77,822
Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Proceeds of long-term debt
Operating transfer in
Operating transfer out
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Excess of Revenues and Other Financing
Sources Over (Under) Expenditures and
Other Uses
Fund Balances (Deficit) - July 1
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Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
45 Market Street




To the School Board
Hopkinton, New Hampshire School District
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Hopkinton, New
Hampshire School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 2001, as listed in the table of contents.
These general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the Hopkinton, New Hampshire
School District's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose
financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well
as evaluating the overall general purpose fmancial statement presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As more fully described in Note 1, the general purpose financial statements referred to above do
not include the fmancial statements of the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which should be
included in order to conform with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America. The amount that should be recorded in the General Fixed Asset Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the general purpose fmancial statements of the omission
described in the preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Hopkinton, New Hampshire School District as
of June 30, 2001, and the results of its operations for the year then ended in conformity with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated August
9, 2001 on our consideration of the Hopkinton, New Hampshire School District's internal control over
financial reporting and on our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations,
contracts, and grants. That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with
Government Auditing Standards and should be read in conjunction with this report in considering the
results of our audit.
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Our audit was performed for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial
statements listed as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis
and are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the Hopkinton, New Hampshire
School District. The accompanying schedule of expenditures of federal awards is presented for purposes
of additional analysis as required by U.S. Office of Management and Budget Circular A- 133, Audits of
States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations, and is not a required part of the general-
purpose financial statements. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in
the audit of the general-purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated, in all material




Vachon, Clukay & Co., PC
Certified Public Accountants
45 Market Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101
(603) 622-7070
FAX: 622-1452
REPORT ON COMPLIANCE AND ON INTERNAL CONTROL
OVER FHVANCIAL REPORTING BASED ON AN AUDIT OF
GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENTAUDITING STANDARDS
To the School Board
Hopkinton, New Hampshire School District
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Hopkinton, New Hampshire
School District, as of and for the year ended June 30, 2001, and have issued our report thereon dated
August 9, 2001. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the
United States of America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government
Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Compliance
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the Hopkinton, New Hampshire School
District's general purpose financial statements are fi-ee of material misstatement, we performed tests of its
compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts and grants, noncompliance with which
could have a direct and material effect on the determination of general purpose financial statement
amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance with those provisions was not an objecfive of our
audit and, accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. The results of our tests disclosed no instances
of noncompliance that are required to be reported under Government Auditing Standards.
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
In planning and performing our audit, we considered the Hopkinton, New Hampshire School
District's intemal control over financial reporting in order to determine our auditing procedures for the
purpose of expressing our opinion on the general purpose financial statements and not to provide assurance
on the intemal control over financial reporting. Our consideration of the intemal control over financial
reporting would not necessarily disclose all matters in the intemal control over financial reporting that
might be material weaknesses. A material weakness is a condition in which the design or operation of one
or more of the intemal control components does not reduce to a relatively low level of risk that
misstatements in amounts that would be material in relation to the general purpose fmancial statements
being audited may occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of
performing their assigned fimctions. We noted no matters involving the intemal control over financial
reporting and its operation that we consider to be material weaknesses.
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This report is intended solely for the information of the audit committee, management and federal
awarding agencies and pass-through entities and is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone
other than these specified parties.
August 9, 2001
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Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
45 Morket Street
Manchester, New Hampstiire 03101
(603) 622-7070
FAX: 622-1452
REPORT ON COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE
TO EACH MAJOR PROGRAM AND INTERNAL CONTROL OVER
COMPLIANCE IN ACCORDANCE WITH OMB CIRCULAR A-133
To the School Board
Hopkinton, New Hampshire School District
Compliance
We have audited the compliance of the Hopkinton, New Hampshire School District with the types
of compliance requirements described in the U. S. Office ofManagement and Budget (OMB) Circular A-
133 Compliance Supplement that are applicable to each of its major federal programs for the year ended
June 30, 2001. The Hopkinton, New Hampshire School District's major federal programs are identified in
the summary of auditor's results section of the accompanying schedule of fmdings and questioned costs.
Compliance with the requirements of laws, regulations, contracts and grants applicable to each of its major
federal programs is the responsibility of the Hopkinton, New Hampshire School District's management.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Hopkinton, New Hampshire School District's compliance
based on our audit.
We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in
the United States of America; the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government
Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and OMB Circular A-133,
Audits of States, Local Governments and Non-Profit Organizations. Those standards and OMB Circular
A-133 require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
noncompliance with the types of compliance requirements referred to above that could have a direct and
material effect on a major federal program occurred. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence about the Hopkinton, New Hampshire School District's compliance with those requirements and
performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. Our audit does not provide a legal determination on the
Hopkinton, New Hampshire School District's compliance with those requirements.
In our opinion, the Hopkinton, New Hampshire School District complied, in all material respects,
with the requirements referred to above that are applicable to each of its major federal programs for the
year ended June 30, 2001.
Internal Control Over Compliance
The management of the Hopkinton, New Hampshire School District is responsible for establishing
and maintaining effective internal control over compliance with requirements of laws, regulations,
contracts and grants applicable to federal programs. In planning and performing our audit, we considered
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the Hopldnton, New Hampshire School District's internal control over compliance with requirements that
could have a direct and material effect on a major federal program in order to determine our auditing
procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on compliance and to test and report on internal
control over compliance in accordance with 0MB Circular A- 133.
Our consideration of the internal control over compliance would not necessarily disclose all
matters in the internal control that might be material weaknesses. A material weakness is a condition in
which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control components does not reduce to a
relatively low level the risk that noncompliance with applicable requirements of laws, regulations,
contracts and grants that would be material in relation to a major federal program being audited may occur
and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions. We noted no matters involving the internal control over compliance and its operation that we
consider to be material weaknesses.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the audit committee, management and
federal awarding agencies and pass-through entities and is not intended to be and should not be used by
anyone other than these specified parties.
August 9, 2001
'CU/k/Ti [^'.JU\Mc^ ^' i?.-.
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Hopkinton, New Hampshire School District
Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs
Year Ended June 30, 2001
Section I—Summary of Auditor's Results
Financial Statements
Type of auditor's report issued:
Internal control over financial reporting:
Material weakness(es) identified?
Reportable condition(s) identified
not considered to be material weaknesses?








Internal Control over major programs:
Material weakness(es) identified?
Reportable condition(s) identified
not considered to be material weaknesses?
Type of auditor's report issued on compliance
for major programs:
Any audit findings disclosed that are required
to be reported in accordance with
Circular A-133, Section .510(a)?
_yes X no




CFDA Numberfs) Name of Federal Program or Cluster
17.249 Employment Services and Job Training - Pilot and Demonstration Programs
84.027 Special Education - Grants to States
84.173 Special Education - Preschool Grants
Dollar threshold used to distinguish
between Type A and Type B program:




Hopkinton School District Treasurer's Report
Year Ended June 30, 2001
Cash Receipts and Disbursements
Distria Book Outstanding Deposit in Bank ofNH
Balance checks Transit Bank Balance
Cash Balance June 30, 2000: $285,922 $ 295,604 $(100,000) $481,526
General Fund Receipts: $9,430,261
Food Service Receipts $277,567
Special Fund Receipts $352,909
Total Receipts $10,060,737
Total Cash Disbursements -
All Funds $9,721,728
Balancejune30,2001 $624,931 $291,225 $ $916,156
Receipts for all District fUnds are deposited at the Bank of New Hampshire,
Concord, NH. However, the receipts are accounted for separately as transactions of
the General Fund, Food Service Fund, Federal Projects Fund, Capital Projects
Fund, or the Expendable Trust Fund. District Disbursement, except for school
activity funds at the Harold Martin School, the Maple Street School, and
Hopkinton High School are all paid from the Bank ofNH account.
In July 1995, the School District and the Town of Hopkinton entered into a
cash management agreement whereby the Town funds its appropriations to the
School District as District Disbursement are paid by the Bank of NH. Under this
agreement the District maintains a zero balance bank account and Town funds are
transferred on a daily basis to fund clearing checks. Interest earned on the balances
maintained at the Bank of NH accrues to the Town. On June 30 each year, the
Town funds any unfunded balance of appropriations. At June 30, 2001, the Bank
balance of $916,156 was invested in a repurchase agreement.
As part of the State of NH Education Funding Plan, the Hopkinton School
District received an Adequacy Grant distribution totaling $1,672,188. These funds
are electronically transferred on a quarterly basis to a special School District
account at the NH Public Deposit Investment Pool. These funds are deposited into
the Bank ofNH account as requested and becomes part of the above described cash
management agreement with the Town and are drawn on as needed to meet
District expenses.
Arnold C. Coda, Treasurer
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Fund Balance as of June 30, 1995 $202,734.00
1995-1996 Interest Earned $5,622.00
1995-1996 Operating Transfers Out ($60,869.00)
Fund Balance as of June 30, 1996: $147,487.00
1996-1997 Interest Earned $6,327.00
1996-1997 Operating Transfer In: $10,804.00
1996-1997 Operating Transfers Out: ($46,462.00)
Fund Balance as of June 30, 1997 $118,156.00
1997-1998 Interest Earned $8,455.00
1997-1998 Operating Transfers In: $60,000.00
Fund Balance as of June 30, 1998: $186,611.00
1998-1999 Interest Earned: $11,508.00
1998-1999 Operating Transfers In: $60,000.00
1998-1999 Operating Transfers Out ($69,390.00)
Fund Balance as of June 30, 1999: $188,729.00
1999-2000 Interest Earned: $11,882.00
1999-2000 Operating Transfer In: $60,000.00
1999-2000 Operating Transfer Out: ($74,000.00)
Fund Balance as of June 30, 2000: $186,611.00
2000-2001 Interest Earned $10,303.00
2000-2001 Operating Transfers Out ($64,500.00)
Fund Balance as of June 30, 2001: $132,414.00
In 2000-2001, a total of $64,500 was voted from the School Repair and
Maintenance Trust Fund for the purpose of various repairs at the Harold
Martin School and the addition of air conditioning at the High School
auditorium. In March 2001, $7,000 in additional funds was voted for door
replacement at the Harold Martin School. These funds were spent after the
last balance date of June 30, 2001 and will be reflected in a ftiture balance
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_____ Minutes for the Annual School District Elections _____
Tuesday, March 13, 2001
The voters of the town of Hopkinton, New Hampshire met at the
Hopkinton Town Hall on Tuesday, March 13, 2001 for the purpose of
choosing, by non-partisan ballot, the school district officers for the year
2001-2002. The polls opened at 7:30 a.m. and closed at 7:00 p.m.
The following votes were counted:
1. School Board Member, 3 \earTerm: Arpiar G. Saunders, 468 (eleaed)
Write-in Vote, 1
2. Moderator, 1 Year Term: Charles E. Dibble, 483 (eleaed)
Write-in Vote, 5
3. Clerk, 1 Year Term: Susan H. Batchelder, 473 (eleaed)
Write-in Vote,
4. Treasurer, 1 Year Term: Amold C. Coda, 455 (eleaed)
Write-in Vote, 3
Minutes for the Annual School District Meeting
Hopkinton School District - March 17, 2001
Moderator Charles Dibble called the annual meeting of the Hopkinton
School District to order at 9:05 a.m. on March 17, 2001, at the Hopkinton
High School gymnasium.
The Moderator recognized Tom Johnson who led the Pledge of
Allegiance. Flag bearers were Brownies Leah Baron (Toop 740), Melissa
Baron (Troop 2175), and Junior Girl Scouts Allie Piazza and Kaitlin Kurtz
from Troop 199.
The Moderator explained the parliamentary procedures for the meeting.
He then recognized School Board Chairman Arpiar Saunders for the pur-
pose of introducing members of the School Board: Nate Gagnon, Student
Representative to the Board; Deb Young, Joy Bloomfield, Kim Fuller, and
Ed Kaplan. Mr. Saunders also introduced Dr. Ayers, Superintendent, Todd
Selig, Business Administrator, Carol Kosnitsky, Director of Student
Services, Bill Carozza, Principal of Harold Martin School, Sandra Burney,
Principal of Hopkinton Middle High School, Steve Chamberlin, Assistant
Principal of Hopkinton Middle High School, and Rick Schaefer, Director
of Facilities.
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Mr. Saunders welcomed everyone to the meeting, and thanked
Moderator Chuck Dibble. He asked for a moment of silence in remem-
brance of staff members Joan Craig and Janice Gilligan and recent graduates
Robbie Carr, Jake Shumway and Tim Carroll, who passed away during the
past year.
ARTICLE I : The Moderator recognized Arpiar Saunders for the pur-
pose of moving Article I, seconded by Joy Bloomfield, as follows: to hear
reports of agents, auditors, committees and officers chosen, or to take any
other action in relation thereto. There being no discussion or debate, the
Moderator called for a voice vote and declared Article I passed.
ARTICLE II ; The Moderator recognized Kim Fuller for the purpose of
moving Article II, seconded by Ed Kaplan, as follows: to see if the School
District will vote to establish the salaries of the School Board and the com-
pensation for any other officers or agents of the District as printed in the
2001/2002 budget, or to take any other action thereto. There being no dis-
cussion or debate, the Moderator called for a voice vote and declared Article
II passed.
ARTICLE III : The Moderator recognized Arpiar Saunders for the pur-
pose of moving Article III, seconded by Deb Young, as follows: to see if the
School District will vote to raise and appropriate $10,107,123.00 (Ten
Million, One Hundred Seven Thousand, One Hundred Twenty Three
Dollars) for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries for the
School District officials and agents, and for the payment of statutory obli-
gations of the District.
Mr. Saunders outlined the process for developing the budget and par-
ticular areas of focus. Last year's budget was $9,660,870; this year's budget
proposal represents a 4.62% increase over last year's, with an impact on the
tax rate of 3.66%, or $.76. The three building principals developed budget
proposals with their staff and sent this information to the superintendent,
his district leadership group and the School Board for review and modifica-
tion. After three drafts, a final budget was presented to the Budget
Committee in January. After two public Budget Committee sessions and a
public hearing on this budget, it was approved by the Budget Committee as
presented by the School Board.
Mr. Saunders further explained notable increases in the budget as follows:
• a 2.7% increase in the collective bargaining agreement, as approved
at last year's district meeting. Health and dental insurance costs have
increased 35% in the past year, totaling $189,000 in increased costs.
The agreed-upon teachers' contribution to insurance costs totaled
$80,000.
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• an increase of $5,976 for the school bus contract.
• a $15,000 increase in the cost of fuel oil, which reflects the current
market.
• the inclusion of one new full-time position for district-wide tech-
nology maintenance and repair, at a cost of $40,000.
Funding is suggested for expanding the middle school sports program.
We now offer girls' field hockey, and hope to add boys' and girls' cross coun-
try and boys' and girls' skiing, for a cost of $8,050. There is a 3% wage
increase included for non-union employees; however, this increase is pre-
sented for budget purposes only. Employees' wages will be determined on
an individual basis.
Mr. Saunders noted that the administration was charged with remem-
bering the generosity of the taxpayers in recent years. This budget reflects a
1.4% decrease in the rest of the district's programs, and is the lowest increase
sought by any districts in the surrounding area. The Board and administra-
tion are mindful of the uncertainty surrounding school funding issues in
New Hampshire at present.
The Moderator recognized Irvin Gordon, representing the Friends of
the Performing Arts, for the purpose of making an amendment to Article
III, seconded by Cathy Rothwell, as follows: to amend Article III by adding
the sum of $29,000 to the proposed budget, thereby increasing the amount
to be raised pursuant to Article III to a total of $10,136,123 (ten million,
one hundred thirty-six thousand, one hundred twenty-three dollars).
The purpose of this increase is to have said funds applied, in the discre-
tion of the School Board, to 1) preserve the present full-time choral music
teacher position for the combined Harold Martin-Maple Street School; (2)
preserve the present 2/5 choral teaching position at the Middle/High
School; and (3) preserve the present 1/5 drama teaching position at the
Middle/High School. In stating these purposes, Mr. Gordon understands
that they are advisory only and not binding on the school board or the
administration.
Jan Stillwell, chair of the Friends of the Performing Arts, appreciates the
Board's efforts, but feels that having 6 choral music teachers in 6 years has
contributed to low participation in 5th through 10th grades. Edna Marie
GrifPm is an excellent teacher who provides consistency for the program,
and Mr. Alberici's program has proven that with excellent, consistent
instruction, a high degree of participation and achievement can be realized.
A study group on the fine and performing arts has been formed to examine
the arts programs, and it would be premature to cut positions before hear-
ing the committee's recommendations.
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Roger Turcotte supports the school board's recommendations, and cau-
tioned against selectively choosing additions to the school budget, noting
that reading programs have also been cut.
Lucia Kittredge highlighted recent studies showing the relationship
between music study and academic achievement. Music is not a frill or add-
on, but a basic building block of intelligence that fosters strong social and
emotion connections in all students.
Joanie Mclntire supports the school board's budget. The after school
drama club, directed by Nini Allen, serves over 50 children very well.
Chorus and drama class together enroll 20 students. Perhaps an extracurric-
ular chorus club would serve students well. Students in sixth grade circulat-
ed a petition to make chorus optional; band, which is optional, serves 80
students. Several programs are not fully funded at present in the interest of
fiscal responsibility.
Cathy Rothwell cautioned that eliminating funding for this position
sends the message that Hopkinton, which has a high quality program, does
not support the arts. She is concerned that it would be hard to reinstate the
position once cut.
Mike Bewersdorf noted that funds are best spent to educate the primary
grades, and any cuts to these programs should be reinstated first.
Arnold Coda stated that this isn't a permanent cut—it's being imple-
mented while the quality of the programs is examined. There is low enroll-
ment in the classes and questions about the quality of the program. He urges
people to have faith in the guidance and understanding of the school board
and administration while study is done, during a one-year hiatus, on how
and whether to reinstate the program. Although other programs are nice,
the true basics of education - reading, writing, mathematics and arithmetic,
are the most important.
Sophia LaCava-Bohanan, a 9th grade student, stated that exposure to
new ideas and philosophies presented in drama class has been important to
her development as a person. She has considered but cannot afford private
high school, and wants the credit class for drama to continue rather than
having just an extracurricular club.
John Spencer, a Hopkinton youth attending a private high school, noted
that drama class provides an opportunity for students not interested in
sports.
David Feller stated that the proposed budget is not against the arts pro-
gram but instead a more efficient way of providing services from a numbers
standpoint. He cautioned voters not to look at programs in isolation,
because there are cuts in other areas as well.
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Barbara Foley noted that the number of participants doesn't necessarily
reflect the level of interest, because scheduling conflicts may prevent stu-
dents from enrolling in the programs. She suggests that we wait for the
results of the arts and music study committee before making any decision to
eliminate positions.
Nini Allen stated that budgets are difficult for the school board to devel-
op every year, and we must look at the best interests of everyone. Drama
would continue without a drama class, because the after school program is
thriving with committed students. Since the chorus has low participation,
we might try a performance chorus after school. We need to be creative in
finding solutions. In her capacity as Director of the Community Center, she
is a "tax hawk" for the people less able to pay taxes. She loves teaching the
class but taxes are difficult, so she supports the school budget as presented.
Nancy Brown said that the people supporting the amendment don't
want to hurt taxpayers; they consider this an important part of education.
The arts address different abilities, and allow students who may have trou-
ble in school to make a contribution. Since the role of education is to pre-
pare students to be productive members of society, the arts can provide
opportunities for all students to discover and develop their talents.
Joanie Mclntire noted that drama class was originally open only to 1 1th
and 12th graders, but was opened to the whole school because oflow enroll-
ment.
Arnold Coda asked for a board member to give a rationale for the cuts.
Arpy Saunders, after noting that Mr. Coda is our District Treasurer and
that Sue Batchelder is our District Clerk, replied that the performing arts
were considered for cuts because of low participation levels attributed to
scheduling difficulties, turnover in staff and student priorities. The Board is
concerned about the performing arts, and is committed to working with the
Friends of the Performing Arts, faculty and the town in addressing the issue.
He stressed that the Board cannot commit to specific additions to the budg-
et regardless of the outcome of the vote on this amendment.
Jane List stated that the low participation at the upper levels is directly
related to the turnover in the choral music position at the elementary level.
The sixth graders who circulated the petition haven't had the same music
teacher for two years in a row. Music teachers are scarce; good music teach-
ers are more scarce, and we have an excellent one.
Joe Desmond, a former School Board member, noted that the School
Board could possibly find the funds to reinstate programs that the town
desires. There usually are funds returned to the town.
Irv Gordon wanted to clarify that the cuts would eliminate any oppor-
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tunity for middle school students to participate in choral music. He felt that
since a study committee has been established, cutting the program now
would reverse the proper sequence of reviewing the programs before mak-
ing decisions about eliminating them.
Mike McManus, a 1 978 graduate of Hopkinton High School, noted
that the Drama Club thrived during that time with about 150 students
involved in productions, and felt that the after school approach can work
well today.
Michael Foley supports the amendment and noted that $8000 is being
added for middle school sports even though there are active sports clubs in
town.
Arpy Saunders responded to Joe Desmond's comments by stating that
in the previous year $100,000 was appropriated for unforeseen special ed
issues, and $140,000 was returned to the town. However, this year's budg-
et, as the situation stands today, does not contain an extra $29,000.
Joanie Mclntire noted that Drama I is the only drama class offered-there
isn't a full drama program at the high school. Also, Maple Street students
will continue to have music class and optional band; music will not be elim-
inated entirely.
Hearing no further discussion, the Moderator stated that there will be a
ballot vote on the amendment and explained the ballot voting procedures.
The vote was 78 in favor and 80 opposed. However, discrepancies were
found by the supervisors of the checklist after the vote, so they performed a
recount of voters. During this time the Moderator tabled discussion of
Article III. He recognized the sound crew for their help with the meeting,
and introduced the school attorney, Tom Barry, and his colleague Paul
Mullen. In the interest of time, the Moderator moved to Articles IV and V,
as follows.
ARTICLE IV: The Moderator recognized Joy Bloomfield for the pur-
pose of moving Article IV, seconded by Kim Fuller, as follows: that the
School District vote to withdraw and appropriate $7,000.00 (Seven
Thousand Dollars) from the School Building Repair and Maintenance Trust
Fund, established March 6, 1993, Article 12, for the purpose of repairs and
improvements at the Harold Martin Elementary School.
Ms. Bloomfield stated that these funds will allow replacement of four
rusted doors at Harold Martin School with galvanized doors. Dale Warner
asked if these are exterior doors; Ms. Bloomfield stated that they are.
Hearing no further discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote,
and the motion passed.
ARTICLEV: The Moderator recognized Deb Young for the purpose of
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moving Article V, seconded by Joy Bloomfield, as follows: that the School
District vote to establish a General Contingency Fund to meet the cost of
unanticipated expenses that may arise during the year and to raise and
appropriate $50,000 (Fifty Thousand Dollars) to be placed in this fund.
Dale Warner stated his concern that after the prolonged discussion on
Article III, the voters seem ready to vote on $50,000 in Article V without
debate. Deb Young explained that these funds are for emergencies only, and
will be returned to the town if unused.
Santina LaCava asked what type of emergencies might be covered by
these funds. Dr. Ayers replied that the fund was established after a boiler
broke down with no funds allocated for replacement. It has been used for
unusual special needs for a student; it is rarely used, and only for situations
such as these, not covered by the budget.
Hearing no further discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
the motion passed.
ARTICLE III : The results of the recount were reported. The number of
votes cast was 158, the number of people who checked in was 159, and the
number of labels passed out was 157. Since the Moderator was aware of at
least two people who abstained from this vote, the Moderator called for a
revote, and reinstructed the voters. Discussion was held about the possibil-
ity of further problems with the vote; a decision was made to use one ballot
box only, with differently-colored ballots for the second vote. Ballots were
handed to the Moderator, who placed them in the box, and the School
District Clerk checked off registration labels in a new color. The results of
this vote were 81 in favor, 74 opposed, and the amendment passed. The
Moderator opened discussion on Article III as amended.
Jane List made a motion, seconded by Roger Turcotte, to add another
$35,000 to Article III, bringing the total amount to $10,171,123 (ten mil-
lion, one hundred seventy-one thousand, one hundred twenty three). Ms.
List explained that she requests this amendment to reinstate the cuts made
in the elementary reading program, in Title I and Reading Recovery. There
are currently 4 positions, each of which will be cut one fourth. The district
focus is on early literacy, and this intensive program works. Also, children
who are borderline students might fall through the cracks.
Roger Turcotte reiterated his concern about funding programs with
advocate groups at the annual meeting, and that can demonstrate compe-
tency in public. There may be equally deserving programs that are not being
mentioned here.
Arnold Coda again requested a rationale from the Board on cuts to this
program. Dr. Ayers responded that early intervention has been successftil;
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Title I was expanded to Maple Street School, and Reading Recovery teach-
ers are working in the classrooms. It was felt that this reduction would mean
less classroom time and more individual student time in these programs and
would not have significant deprivation of services to students.
The Moderator called for a voice vote; the results were unclear, so a
standing vote was taken. Forty-eight votes were in favor, 41 were opposed,
and the amendment passed.
The Moderator opened discussion on Article III as amended.
Dale Warner asked about the $40,000 for the technology repair person.
Arpy Saunders replied that we have 400 computers currently serviced only
by faculty, and we are at a point of needing a full-time person in this posi-
tion. Mr. Warner asked how this amount compares to a teacher's salary; Mr.
Saunders replied that the average full-time teacher's salary and benefits
combined is $42,000-$43,000.
Hearing no further discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote,
and Article III passed as amended.
ARTICLE VI : The Moderator recognized Ed Kaplan for the purpose of
moving Article VI, seconded by Arpiar Saunders, as follows: that the School
District vote to authorize the school board to enter into a 3-year lease agree-
ment for the purpose of leasing a maintenance van, and to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $7,285 (Seven Thousand, Two Hundred, Eighty Five
Dollars) for the first year's payment for that purpose. This lease agreement
contains an "escape" clause.
Mr. Kaplan reported that these funds will allow the purchase of a van
for $19,940 over the period of a three-year lease, at $7,285 per year with the
ability to terminate the agreement at any time during this period.
Dale Warner asked about sharing this expense with the town, since the
van does respond to fires. Mr. Kaplan noted that Rick Schaefer, who is both
the Facilities Manager for the school and the Fire Chief, sometimes takes the
van to fires, but the expense is insignificant. Mr. Warner expressed concern
about liability; the Board will consider this issue.
Hearing no further discussion, the Moderator called for a voice vote and
the motion passed.
ARTICLE VII: To transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting.
David Lancaster requested that the Board hold off for one year on the
technology repair person.
Richard Gourley noted that the per pupil cost is now over $10,000. He
asked how many eligible students don't attend the public schools; Dr. Ayers
replied that 58 students don't attend in grades 7-12, and that this number
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has been stable over three years. Mr, Gourley suggested increasing the tru-
ant officer's salary from $ 1
.
Dave Feller was pleased to see that recommendations made ten years ago
by the Shared Services Committee are being carried out.
Robert Wells thanked the School Board and the Budget Committee for
their efforts to keep figures down while being attendant to educational
issues. He noted that the Budget Committee holds public sessions in
January and February on issues such as the ones presented today, and urged
voters to attend.
Michael Foley asked the Board to consider plans to upgrade the Maple
Street School gym. He also cautioned Board members to be aware that some
nonverbal gestures made by them during the meeting seemed negative to
the voters in attendance.
Arnold Coda made a motion, seconded by Dale Warner, to reconsider
Article III. This is a nondebatable motion. After explaining the procedures
for this motion, the Moderator called for a voice vote, and the motion
failed.
Motion to adjourn made by Arpiar Saunders, seconded by Ed Kaplan,








= The 2002 Annual School District Meeting =
The State ofNew Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of HOPKINTON, in the County ofMERRIMACK, in
the said State, qualified to vote in school district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hopkinton High School Gymnasium in said
HOPKINTdN on Saturday the 16th of March, 2002, next at 9:00 a.m. o'clock in the
forenoon to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE I: To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees and officers chosen, or to
take any other action in relation thereto.
ARTICLE II: To see if the School District will vote to establish the salaries of the School
Board and the compensation for any other officers or agents of the District as printed in
the 2002/2003 budget, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
ARTICLE III: To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate
511,018,327 (Eleven Million, Eighteen Thousand, Three Hundred and Twenty Seven
Dollars) for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries for the School District
officials and agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District, or to
take any other action in relation thereto. (The Hopkinton School Board recommends this
article.) (The Hopkinton Budget Committee recommends this article.)
ARTICLE IV : To see if the School District will vote to appropriate $34,000.00 (Thirty-
Four Thousand Dollars) said sum to be expended as follows:
$16,000 (Sixteen Thousand DoIlars)to make certain repairs and improvements to
Harold Martin School and Maple Street School, and
$18,000 (Eighteen Thousand Dollars) for the development of a comprehensive study
of current facilities, and
to withdraw said sum of $34,000 (Thirty-Four Thousand Dollars) from the School
Building Repair and Maintenance Trust Fund, established March 6, 1993, said appropri-
ation to be nonlapsing pursuant to RSA 32:7 and to expire upon the completion of the
repairs or June 30, 2004 whichever first occurs or to take any other action in relation
thereto. (The Hopkinton School Board recommends this article.) (The Hopkinton
Budget Committee recommends this article.)
ARTICLE V : To see if the School District will vote to establish a General Contingency
Fund to meet the cost of unanticipated expenses that may arise during the year and to
raise and appropriate $50,000 (Fifty Thousand Dollars) to be placed in this fund, or to
take any other action in relation thereto. (The Hopkinton School Board recommends this
article.) (The Hopkinton Budget Committee recommends this article.)
ARTICLE VI: To see if the School District will vote to appropriate up to $50,000 (Fifty
Thousand Dollars) to be added to the School Building Repair and Maintenance Trust
Fund, established March 6, 1993, and authorize the School Board to transfer up to said
amount from the year end undesignated surplus fijnd balance available on June 30, 2002,
or take any other action in relation thereto. (The Hopkinton School Board recommends
this article.) (The Hopkinton Budget Committee recommends this article.)
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ARTICLE VII: To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,500 for the purpose of providing an outdoor tent and related expenditures to provide
for the graduation ceremony for the Hopkinton High School senior class of 2002. (By
petitioned article) (The School Board does not recommend this warrant.) (The
Hopkinton Budget Committee does not recommend this warrant.)
ARTICLE VIII : To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
WARRANT TO ELECT SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICERS
FURTHER: You are hereby notified to meet at the Hopkinton Town Hall on the 12th
day of March, 2002 with the polls open at 7:30 a.m. and remaining open continually
until 7:00 p.m. to act upon the following subjects:
To choose by nonpartisan ballot, the following School District Officers.
a. 2 School Board Members 3 Year Term
b. 1 Moderator 1 Year Term
c. 1 Clerk 1 Year Term
d. 1 Treasurer 1 Year Term
Given under our hands at said Hopkinton this 20th day of February, 2002.
Edward M. Kaplan, Chairperson




A true copy of Warrant -Attest:
Edward M. Kaplan, Chairperson





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPAirrMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION





BUDGur voim por school districts which have adopted
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
School Dislricl: HOPKINTON
Appiopriations ana Estimates of Revenue lor tlie Fiscal Year From July 1, ^^^^ to June 30, 2.VV3
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
l.Use this (oriu to li.<;t ALL Ai,*PROJM^lA'H(3NS in the appropriate recommenJed and not recommended,
area, ihis means liie operating hud^et and all special and individual warrant articles must he posted..
2. Hold at least one puhlic hearing on tliis hud^et.
3. WJien completed, a copy of the hudget must he posted with the warrant. Another copy must he placed
on file with the school clerh, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the ahove
address.
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Budget - School District of HOPKINTON FY 2002-2003 MS-272










REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
1300-1349 Tuition
1400-1449 Transportation Fees
1500-1599 Earnings on Investments 16,938 15,000
1600-1699 Food Service Sales 213,759 200,000 200,000
1700-1799 Student Activities 8,973 7,500 7,500
1800-1B99 Conmunitv Services Activities 5,100
1900-1999 Other Local Sources 36,154 89,859 75,000
REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
School Building Aid 80,787 73.500 7«-nnn
inderga
Catastrophic Aid 92,623 41,033 46,000
3240-3249 Vocational Aid
Adult Educati
Child Nutritic 39,098 25,000 25,000
Driver Educatio 13,500 6,720 7,200
3290-3299 Other State Si
REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCEs xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4100-4539 Federal Program Grants 48,728 35,000 35,000







4590-4999 Other Federal Sources (except 4810) 294,661 25,000 ?n.nnn
4610 Federal Forest Reserve
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
5X10-5139 Sale of Bonds or Notes
Transfer from Food 5ervice-Spec.Rev.Fund
Transfer from Other Special Revenue Fonda
Transfer from Capital Project Funds
Transfer from Capi tal Reserve Funds
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xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
Budget - School District of HOPKINTON FY 2002-2003 MS-27
1 P T 4 "^ e-
ESTIMATED
WARR. Actual Revenues Revised Revenues REVENUES
Acct.# SOURCE OF REVENUE ART.# Prior Year Current Year ENSUING FISCAL YEAR
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES CONT. xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
5252 Transfer from Expendable Trust Funds 64,500 7,000 34.000
5253 Transfer from, Kon-Expendable Trust Funds
5300-5699 Other Financing Fources
5140 This Section for Calculation of RAN's
(Reimbursement Anticipation Notes) Per RSi
198:20-D for Catastrophic Aid Borrowing
RAN, Revenue Tliis FY less
RAN, Revenue Last FY
=NET RAN
Supplemental Appropriation (Contra)
Voted From Fund Balance
Fund Balance to Reduce Taxes 155,298 140,000






SUBTOTAI. 1 Appropriations Recommended (from page 3)
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 4)
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 4)
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues S Credits (from above)
Less; Amount of Cost of Adequate Education (State Tax/Grant)*















Maximum Allowable Increase to Budget Committee's Recommended Budget per RSA 32:18:
12,184,41 2
(See Supplemental Schedule With 10% Calculation)
*Note: You will also be required to pay a State Education Tax RSA 76:3 and you may be required to pay an
additional





School District Meeting Presentation
Board Members:
Ed Kaplan, Chairman




Becky Colandris, Student Representative
Richard Ayers, Superintendent
Pamela Urban-Morin, Business Administrator
Carol Kosnitsky, Director of Student Services
William Carozza, HMS Principal
Beth Stevens, MSS Principal
Sandra Bumey, HHS Principal
Steve Chamberlin, HHS Assistant Principal
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Tel. (603) 746-5186 * Fax (603) 746-5714
LISTING OF SIGNIFICANT INCREASES
2002-2003 PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET
The following is a list of significant increases in the 2002-2003 proposed
Hopkinton School District operating budget:
Total 2001-2002 Operational Budget: $ 10,235,408
• Salary increases to include step raises, contractual increases & increases for teach-
ers hired at a higher replacement wage, reallocation of Schedule B salary pay-
ments, longevity costs, etc. $ 480,803
• Fringe benefit increases to include $202,500 in health insurance costs, increases
to compulsory benefits, and staff newly choosing District insurance package.
$ 268,437
• Professional Services costs to include athletic officials, staff professional develop-
ment & training, technology services by non-district professionals, other servic-
es by non-district staff, speakers, etc. $ 13,807
• Supplies and Materials increases to include class supplies, textbooks, library sup-
plies, operational and maintenance costs including increase of $50,000 in this
category due in part to the reallocation of purchases under $500, as well as
increased costs for gas, heating oil, propane, electricity. $ 50,101
• Property Services includes new and replacement equipment over $500 and
reflects reallocation of items that in the past were considered supplies but if val-
ued at over $500 have been moved to this category. $ 34,800
• Other includes items such as student activity costs, dues, fees, bond costs for
principle, and interest, community service activity costs, etc. $ 9,810
Total Increase: $ 857,758
Significant Decreases:
Property includes physical plant costs including general repairs to non-instruction-
al equipment. „ $ - 47,797
Other Services include services provided by others inclusive of a significant
SPED services budget decrease totaling = $- 44,640 due to using in district
rather than out-of-district providers. $ - 27,042
Total Decrease: $ - 74,839
Total 2002-2003 Proposed Budget: $ - 1 1 ,0 1 8,327
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Hopkinton School District
==^===^ 2002-2003 Proposed Budget
Summary by Operational Programs
This chart summarizes the Hopkinton School District's Operational Budget
according to the five major operational programs defined within this budget doc-
ument: Instructional Programs; Student and Staff Services; Administrative
Services; Facilities and Transportation; and Debt Service & Fund Transfers. It pro-
vides a clear illustration of specific operational components, as well as their respec-
tive impact on the overall budget.
SUMMARY BY 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/ %
OP. PROGRAMS BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE Change
INSTRUCTIONAL
PROGRAMS $5,686,258.62 $5,512,425.32 $6,101,996.50 $6,736,872.47 $634,875.68 10.40%
STUDENT &
SERVICES $946,376.55 $968,563.84 $1,012,921.90 $1,087,808.30 $74,886.40 7.39%
ADMINISTRATIV
SERVICES $971,634.84 $881,439.82 $979,216.54 $988,281.00 $9,064.46 0.93%
FACILITIES &
TRANSPORTATIO] $1,118,334.99 $1,158,466.52 $1,154,527.69 $1,168,185.00 $13,657.26 1.18%
DEBT SERVICE
FUND $988,265.00 $550,765.00 $986,745.00 $1,037,180.00 $50,435.00 5.11%
TOTAL $9,710,870.00 $9,071,660.50 $10,235,407.63 $11,018,326.77 $782,918.80 7.65%
Hopkinton School District
2002-2003 Proposed Budget
Summary by Budget Components
This chart provides an overview of the basic budgetary components contained
within each of the department level budgets presented in this budget document.
Budget components include: Salaries; Benefits; Profes-sional Services; Property
Services; Other Services; Supplies and Materials; Property; Other Items.
SUMMARY BY 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/ %
BUD.COMPONEN BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE Change
SALARIES $5,574,074.23 $5,495,708.12 $5,906,531.00 $6,387,334.00 $480,803.00 8.14%
BENEFITS $1,388,533.18 $1,284,667.28 $1,615,330.18 $1,883,767.47 $268,437.00 16.62%
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES $187,730.00 $174,615.43 $186,868.00 $200,675.00 $13,807.00 7.39%
PROPERTY
SERVICES $192,761.10 $216,643.41 $194,332.50 $146,535.00 ($47,797.50) -24.60%
OTHER
SERVICES $683,555.00 $619,225.09 $623,845.00 $596,803.00 ($27,042,00) -4.33%
SUPPLIES AND
MATERIALS $505,050.49 $469,412.67 $529,401.95 $579,503.00 $50,101.00 9.46%
PROPERTY $88,027.00 $196,662.37 $92,664.00 $127,464.30 $34,800.30 37.56%
OTHER ITEMS $1,091,139.00 $614,726.13 $1,086,435.00 $1,096,245.00 $9,810.00 0.90%
TOTAL $9,710,870.00 $9,071,660.50 $10,235,407.63 $11,018,326.77 $782,918.80 7.65%
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Total of Operational Programs
The 2002-2003 Hopkinton School District Operational Budget has been
grouped into five basic operational programs: Instructional Programs; Student
and Staff Services; Administrative Services; Facilities and Transportation; and
Debt Service and Fund Transfers.
This budget information does not contain any special warrant articles.
-INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS-
The functions found within the Instructional Programs group are Regular
Educational programs, Special Educational programs, Vocational programs, and
Other Instructional programs.
Regular Educational Programs (1100)
The Regular Education portion of the 2002-2003 budget contains instructional
activities designed to provide our K- 1 2 students with learning experiences that
prepare them to become productive citizens, and family members. All grade levels
and subjects are funded in this section.
1100
REGULAR 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
EDUCATION BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
SALARIES $3,121,966.19 $3,091,635.13 $3,292,922.00 $3,707,089.00 $414,167.00
BENEFITS $814,169.25 $775,327.33 $964,317.12 $1,084,269.00 $119,951.88
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES $13,517.00 $7,896.20 $13,320.00 $2,300.00 ($11,020.00)
PROPERTY




MATERIALS $161,000.00 $145,264.53 $177,532.00 $166,646.00 $(10,886.00)
PROPERTY $20,408.00 $24,442.72 $21,914.00 $37,398.00 $15,484.00
OTHER ITEMS $4,395.00 $7,494.37 $1,590.00 $2,990.00 $1,400.00
TOTAL $4,179,220.04 $4,091,925.76 $4,515,450.12 $5,031,253.00 $515,802.88
• Increases to the salary and benefits category total $534,1 18. This is a 7.8%
increase over the same cost from the 01-02 budget in the same categories.
Health Insurance increased 26.8%.
• A $25,000+ decrease has been made to the Supplies and Materials line from
the original budget requests.
• Decreases totaling 4.2% have been realized in the Professional Services and
Property Services accounts. Decreased use of outside service providers, consult-
ants, etc. has contributed to this decrease.
• A large increase has impacted the Property line due to the need to replace
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and/or purchase more expensive types of educational equipment and furniture,
as this has been deferred in past years. Additionally, items valued at more than
$500, but previously considered expendable supplies, have been reallocated to
this category and will now be subject to inventory control.
Special Education Programs (1200)
This budget provides for specially designed instructional and support services for
students with educational disabilities from pre-school through high school. This
includes students with learning disabilities, mental retardation, serious emotional
disturbances, health, and other language and sensory disabilities.
1200
SPECIAL 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
EDUCATION BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
SALARIES $805,127.31 $770,238.73 $888,487.00 $953,940.00 $65,453.00
BENEFITS $152,364.78 $140,391.66 $181,621.20 $251,231 $69,610.27
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES $73,232.00 $63,663.17 $83,156.00 $78,719.00 ($4,437.00)
PROPERTY
SERVICES $200.00 $ $200.00 $200.00 $0.00
OTHER
SERVICES $280,106.00 $231,796.60 $226,200.00 $181,560.00 ($44,640.00)
SUPPLIES AND
MATERIALS $11,381.00 $12,601.27 $10,338.00 $7,207.00 ($3,131.00)
PROPERTY $1,654.00 $4,202.71 $3,491.00 $299.00 ($3,192.00)
OTHER ITEMS $150.00 $170.00 $150.00 $0.00 ($150.00)
TOTAL $1,324,215.09 $1,223,064.14 $1,393,643.20 $1,473,156.47 $79,513.27
• The 2002-2003 Special Education budget has increased by $79,513 due to
salary and benefits costs.
• $15,000 has been included in this budget to continue the professional develop-
ment initiative opportunities for Instructional Assistants. This will allow ? per
week of additional time for each assistant to work toward completion of indi-
vidual development plan including working with classroom teachers. This
builds on a successful process begun under the District's yearlong program
improvement grant.
• The Special Education budget has actually been reduced by $55,550 before
contractual salary and benefit increases are applied.
Vocational Programs (1300)
This budget is for instructional activities that provide students with the opportu-
nity to develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed for employment in an
occupational area. These funds are for tuition to the Concord School District
Regional Vocational Program. In addition, limited supplies for the School-to-
Work Program are included under this budget line.
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1300
VOCATIONAL 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
EDUCATION BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES $ $500.00 $500.00
OTHER




TOTAL $5,000.00 $8,454.32 $5,000.00 $1,100.00 ($3,900.00)
• The Vocational Education budget shows a reduction due to the State
Department of Education's reimbursement for a portion of these tuition costs.
This offsets the upfront costs that have been reflected in past budgets.
Other Instructional Programs (1400)
This budget contains funds for activities commonly known as co-curricular pro-
grams. Funds in this category are for the coaches, officials, equipment, and sup-
plies for school sponsored activities under the guidance and supervision of staff
designed to provide motivation, enjoyment, and improvement of skills for stu-
dents. Co-curricular programs normally supplement the regular instructional
program and include such activities as band, chorus, and athletics.
1400
OTHER 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
INSTRUCT
PROGRAMS BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
SALARIES $117,263.00 $126,957.17 $127,392.00 $142,840.00 $15,448.00
BENEFITS $16,079.49 $13,258.73 $15,481.18 $31,495.00 $16,013.82
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES $2,430.00 $4,014.00 $3,400.00 $12,630.00 $9,230.00
PROPERTY




MATERIALS $12,689.00 $12,435.84 $12,689.00 $12,289.00 ($400.00)
PROPERTY $4,923.00 $4,648.87 $4,718.00 $4,176.00 (542.00)
OTHER ITEMS $24,011.00 $27,383.49 $23,795.00 $27,505.00 $3,710.00
TOTAL $177,823.49 $188,981.10 $187,903.18 $231,363.00 $43,459.82
The Other Instructional Programs budget has been increased by 25%.
Increases include: Schedule B salary increases and the re-classification of com-
pulsory benefits for these positions into this budget category (for current staff
and non-staff Schedule B hires).
Cost containment is being reflected by the reduction of the Supplies and
Materials budget and the Property budget by $2,500 each for a total reduction
of $5,000 from the original request.
•
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-STUDENT AND STAFF SERVICES-
Student and Staff Services include Guidance Services; Health Services;
Psychological Services; Speech Pa-thology and Auditory Services; Improvement of
Instruction Services, and Media Services.
Guidance Services (2120)
This budget provides for counseling with students and parents, consultation on
learning problems, evalua-tion of students, and assisting students as they make
educational decisions and choose their own career plans.
• Decreases in the Guidance Ser\dces budget total 3% from the '01 /'02 budget.
2120
GUIDANCE 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
SERVICES BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
SALARIES $199,955.00 $204,040.24 $206,482.00 $203,525.00 ($2,957.00)
BENEFITS $56,131.56 $54,191.67 $65,984.04 $62,878.00 ($3,106.04)
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES $1,649.00 $1,133.30 $0.00 $1,200.00 $1,200.00
PROPERTY




MATERIALS $1,914.54 $722.02 $4,355.00 $2,414.00 ($1,941.00)
PROPERTY $375.00 $888.00 $0.00 $850.00 $850.00
OTHER ITEMS
TOTAL $260,025.10 $260,975.23 $277,721.04 $270,867.00 ($6,854.04)
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Health Services (2130)
This budget addresses physical and mental health services. It is predominately
for school nursing services but does include some direct instruction.
2130
HEALTH 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
SERVICES BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
SALARIES $80,896.00 $81,938.09 $86,155.00 $90,L3L00 $3,976.00
BENEFITS $15,668.97 $15,033.37 $17,927.89 $24,305.00 $6,377.11
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES $600.00 $123.80 $600.00 $1,000.00 $400.00
PROPERTY
SERVICES $420.00 $100.00 $300.00 $300.00 $0.00
OTHER
SERVICES $450.00 $0.00 $450.00 $0.00 ($450.00)
SUPPLIES AND
MATERIALS $3,285.00 $3,310.34 $3,608.00 $4,114.00 $506.00
PROPERTY $0.00 $519.08 $2,098.00 $1,410.00 ($688.00)
OTHER ITEMS $105.00 $105.00 $0.00
TOTAL $101,319.97 $101,024.68 $111,243.89 $121,365.00 $10,121.11
• Contractual Salary and Benefits increases are the only notable changes from
the 01-02 budget.
Psychological Services (2140)
This budget includes activities concerned with administering psychological tests
and interpreting the results. The gathering and interpreting of information
about student behavior, working with staff members in planning school programs
to meet the special needs of pupils as indicated by psychological tests, is included
here. Behavioral evaluation, planning, and managing a program of psychological
services, including psychological counseling for students, staff, and parents is
funded in this section of the budget.
2140
PSYCHOLOGICAL 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
SERVICES BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
SALARIES $55,358.06 $55,358.06 $54,590.00 $57,651.00 $3,061.00






SERVICES $500.00 $0.00 $500.00 $500.00 $0.00
SUPPLIES AND
MATERIALS $500.00 $543.70 $500.00 $1,000.00 $500.00
PROPERTY $ $ $0.00 $ $0.00
OTHER ITEMS $ $ $0.00 $ $0.00
TOTAL $68,945.56 $68,049.43 $70,059.88 $77,896.00 $7,836.12
• Increase in Benefits costs attributed to an existing staff member choosing, this
year, to enroll in the District health insurance benefits.
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Speech Pathology Services (2150)
These funds include activities which have as there purpose the identification,
assessment, and treatment of children with impairments in speech, hearing, and
language.
2150
SPEECH PATH. 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
SERVICES BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
SALARIES $64,199.42 $64,265.75 $67,757.00 $70,447.00 $2,690.00
BENEFITS $13,051.85 $12,316.43 $15,113.77 $21,548.00 $6,434.23
PROFESSIONAL




SERVICES $500.00 $0.00 $500.00 $500.00 $0.00
SUPPLIES AND
MATERIALS $2,213.00 $1,771.11 $2,685.00 $2,115.00 ($570.00)
PROPERTY $291.00 $109.14 $330.00 $0.00 ($330.00)
OTHER ITEMS $ $ $ $ $
TOTAL $104,285.27 $99,059.84 $110,415.77 $118,710.00 $8,294.23
• Increase in Benefits costs attributed to an existing staff member choosing
another level of the District health insurance benefits.
Improvement of Instruction Services (2210)
This budget includes activities designed primarily for assisting teaching and support
staff in planning, developing, and learning experiences for students. These activities
include curriculum development, staff development, inservice training, and other
training programs for instructional and support staff.
2210
IMPROVEMENT 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
OF INSTRUCTION BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
SALARIES $16,650.00 $17,885.84 $10,650.00 $0.00 ($10,650.00)
BENEFITS $37,651.10 $20,699.15 $36,904.96 $36,534.00 ($370.96)
PROFESSIONAL






MATERIALS $430.00 $269.08 $1,100.00 $567.00 ($533.00)
PROPERTY
OTHER ITEMS $0.00 $ $ $2,000.00 $2,000.00
TOTAL $84,141.10 $76,688.84 $69,654.96 $63,567.00 ($6087.96)
This category is seeing a reduction in paid salaries due to the realigning of the
method for payment of stipends (rather than paying these as costs through the
salary line).
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• Tuition Assistance benefits for staff is included under this category as is man-
dated by contractual agreement.
• Costs for district wide professional development are included under the Office
of Superintendent.
Media Services (2220)
This budget includes both the libraries and computer assisted instruction pro-
grams. The library programs include activities such as selecting, acquiring, prepar-
ing, cataloging, and circulating books and other mate-rials. The computer assist-
ed instruction program includes activities concerned with planning, program-
ming, writing, and presenting educational projects which have been especially pro-
grammed for a computer to be used as the principal medium of instruction.
2220
MEDIA 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
SERVICES BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
SALARIES $139,00L00 $140,315.97 $147,570.00 $183,648.00 $36,078.00
BENEFITS $25313.55 $23,915.04 $27,949.36 $47,442.00 $19,492.64
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES $942.00 $942.00 $942.00 $1,825.00 $883.00
PROPERTY




MATERIALS $51,024.00 $51,356.55 $38,786.00 $49,840.00 $11,054.00
PROPERTY $6,617.00 $5,616.51 $7,925.00 $4,060.00 ($3,865.00)
OTHER ITEMS $ $ $ $400.00 $400.00
TOTAL $227,012.55 $226,238.03 $226,903.36 $291,655.00 $64,751.64
• Budget increases in the Salary and Benefits line are attributed to the inclusion of
a full year salary and family benefits package for the technology repair/mainte-
nance position.
• The Salary and Benefits lines are being increased by the contractual salary and
benefits increases, which are attributed to all staff in this account. The "extra
days" attributed to Media Coordinators duties have been reduced to save on the
salary costs.
• Supplies and Materials increases are submitted to continue to keep all three
schools libraries current with reference materials, books, periodicals, and soft-




This section of the budget is inclusive of the hardware and software needs
Districtwide. This category includes the staff that provides educational instruc-
tion as well as integrative support of technology.
2225
TECHNOLOGY 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
SERVICES BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
SALARIES $46,000.00 $51,940.36 $87,175.00 $54,992.00 ($32,183.00)
BENEFITS $5,100.00 $5,145.49 $5,514.00 $10,459.00 $4,945.00
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES $0.00 $1,782.00 $0.00 $6,000.00 $6,000.00
PROPERTY




MATERIALS $8,499.00 $9,143.49 $11,222.00 $10,29L00 ($931.00)
PROPERTY $36,548.00 $63,165.38 $37,512.00 $62,006.30 $24,494.30
OTHER ITEMS $ $ $ $0.00
TOTAL $100,647.00 $136,527.79 $146,923.00 $143,748 ($3,174.70)
Significant decrease in the Salary category is due to the reallocation of the
Technician position to the 2220 account to accurately reflect positional responsi-
bilities and the requirements of the NH Financial Accounting Handbook.
The $24,292 increase in Property category reflects the commitment to funding
the approved District Technology Plan at a level that keeps pace with the goals
and objectives outlined in that plan.
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-ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES-
The Administrative Cost section of the 2002-2003 budget includes school board
services, treasurer, annual district meeting costs, legal expenses, audit fees, the
office of the superintendent, and the school administrative offices.
School Board Services (2310)
This budget includes activities of the School Board according to State law and
their responsibilities for the development of policy and oversight of the District.
These include the costs of the district treasurer and services rendered in connec-
tion with any school system election. These include the election of officers, bond
vote, budget and appropriation vote, and all district sponsored meetings. Also
included here is the providing counsel in regard to law and statutes, and services
rendered in providing audit services by an independent auditor.
• There is no increase in the School Board Administration budget.




2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
MODERATOR/
TREASURER
BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
SALARIES $9,950.00 $8,456.19 $9,950.00 $9,950.00 SO.OO
BENEFITS $901.00 $712.27 $901.00 $901.00 $0.00
PROFESSIONAL








OTHER ITEMS $56,250.00 $13,832.69 $56,250.00 $9,000.00 ($47,250.00)
TOTAL $91,051.00 $45,845.95 $91,051.00 $49,301.00 ($41,750)
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Office of the Superintendent (2320)
This budget includes activities associated with the administration of the school
district. The funded positions for the superintendent, business administrator,
bookkeeper, and secretary are included here. The costs associated with operating
the S.A.U. office and building at 204 Maple Street are also included in this sec-
tion,
OFFICE OF 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
SUPERINTENDENT BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
SALARIES $217,105.00 $219,094.57 $223,619.00 $236,546.00 $12,927.00
BENEFITS $55,443.11 $54,328.54 $64,531.24 $73,391.00 $8,859.76
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES $14,000.00 $12,895.08 $14,000.00 $14,500.00 $500.00
PROPERTY
SERVICES $7,000.00 $10,616.76 $7,000.00 $8,500.00 $1,500.00
OTHER
SERVICES $27,141.00 $38,802.38 $30,041.00 $32, 14LOO $2,100.00
SUPPLIES AND
MATERIALS $7,750.00 $9,878.33 $7,350.00 $8,300.00 $950.00
PROPERTY $4,500.00 $617.97 $2,000.00 $1,750.00 ($250.00)
OTHER ITEMS $6,000.00 $6,873.21 $6,000,00 $6,500.00 $500.00
TOTAL $338,939.11 $353,106.84 $354,541.24 $381,628.00 $27,086.76
• Actual Salary costs for this line are anticipated to be $225,760 for the '01 -'02
budget cycle. This would mean an actual increase of $10,786. This is a 4.8%
increase.
• This 4.8% increase included budgetary reallocation of a salary for an S.A.U.
Administrative Assistant to more accurately reflect her time and effort on the
job.
• This '02-'03 salary and benefit line includes $2,000 for a five hour per week
clerical assistant necessary to assist the with accounts payable/receivable filing
and data entry.
• Benefits increases are due to health insurance increase and staff changes in
selection of District offered benefits.
• District wide Professional Development initiatives are budgeted under this
budget. The total is reflected in Professional Services and other services. This
initial request was reduced by $5,000.
• The overall request was reduced by $10,000 from the original. Supplies, servic-
es, professional development, all were reduced.
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Office of the School Principal (2410)
This budget includes activities concerned with the management of our
schools. It includes the activities performed by the principal and any other
assistants in general oversight of the operations of the school, evaluation of
the staff members in the schools, assignment of duties to staff members,
supervision and main-tenance of the records of the school, and coordination
of school instructional activities within the district. It includes clerical staff
costs and office expenses.
OFFICE OF THE 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
SCHOOL BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
PRINCIPAL
SALARIES $360,341.00 $348,736.24 $357,188.00 $360,194.00 $3,006.00
BENEFITS $86,136.73 $77,802.94 $96,595.30 $109,090.00 $12,494.70
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES $10,970.00 $3,417.87 $9,470.00 $10,185.00 $715.00
PROPERTY
SERVICES $8,000.00 $40.80 $1,200.00 $600.00 ($600.00)
OTHER
SERVICES $48,051.00 $33,664.03 $41,421.00 $44,528.00 $3,107.00
SUPPLIES AND
MATERIALS $16,928.00 $8,134.95 $16,800.00 $18,875.00 $2,075.00
PROPERTY $ $2,708.86 $ $3,315.00 $3,315.00
OTHER ITEMS $11,218.00 $7,981.34 $10,950.00 $10,565.00 ($385.00)
TOTAL $541,644.73 $482,487.03 $533,624.30 $557,352.00 $23,727.70
The salary increase actually reflects a 3% increase over the anticipated
actual expenditure for this '01 -'02 budget year for salaries of $346,582 (as
opposed to the originally anticipated cost budgeted of $357,188).
$3,500 in additional funds has been included to provide office assistance
at the Maple Street School. This restores much needed assistance previ-
ously cut in another budget year.
The lower Principal office staffs wages are due to changes in actual staff
salaries during this 01-02 budget year.
The reallocating of items previously considered Supplies has contributed
to the increase in Property cost that is reflected in this budget category.
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-BUILDINGS AND TRANSPORTATION-
Maintenance of Buildings (2600)
This budget includes costs associated with the maintenance and upkeep of the
buildings. This includes salaries and benefits for custodial and maintenance staff
This section also includes the operating costs of heating, light and venting systems,
and repair of facilities. The cost of custodial supplies, rubbish removal, water,
sewer, snow removal, landscaping, grounds maintenance, and building liability
insurance are con-tained herein.
2600
MAINTENANC 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
OF BUILDINGS BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
SALARIES $332,096.00 $308,830.78 $338,444.00 $310,631.00 ($27,813.00)




SERVICES $124,333.50 $156,294.34 $131,218.50 $101,506.00 ($29,712.50)
OTHER
SERVICES $28,294.00 $14,139.76 $22,994.00 $12,500.00 ($10,494.00)
SUPPLIES AND
MATERIALS $227,436.95 $213,981.46 $242,436.95 $295,545.00 $53,108.05
PROPERTY $12,711.00 $20,675.13 $12,676.00 $12,200.00 ($476.00)
OTHER ITEMS $850.00 $226.03 $850.00 $0.00 ($850.00)
TOTAL $821,954.33 $792,765.18 $855,136.63 $842,139.00 ($12,997.63)
One custodial position has been cut back to a part-time position and will be
rescheduled and restruc-tured in an attempt to continue to meet building clean-
liness and hygiene needs in an acceptable manner.
By reducing 1/2 of a custodial position savings of approximately $16,000 will be
realized.
The increase in Supplies and Materials is offset by a decrease in the use of serv-
ices by others. This budget has been reduced over $5000 from original request
for operation and maintenance needs.
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Pupil Transportation Services (2700)
This budget is for Hopkinton's transportation contract costs. It includes trips
between home and school, field trips, and athletic transportation responsibilities.
2700
PUPIL 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
TRANSPORTATIO BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
SALARIES $8,166.25 $6,015.00 $8,150.00 $5,750.00 ($2,400.00)
BENEFITS $1,701.41 $779.31 $1,502.06 $1,722.00 $219.94
OTHER $286,513.00 $289,839.03 $289,739.00 $318,574.00 $28,835.00
SERVICES
OTHER ITEMS
TOTAL $296,380.66 $296,633.34 $299,391.06 $326,046.00 $26,654.94
• The Pupil Transportation Services budget has increased by approximately
$26,654.94 for direct regular school transportation.




These funds are set aside for District debt service. At the present time, the debt
service budget consists exclusively of the recently completed construction project


























TOTAL $550,765.00 $550,765.00 $549,245.00 $552,125.00 $2,880.00
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Other Funds (5200)
Funds in this budget are either transferred from the General Fund to other funds,
such as the Food Service Fund, or they are allocations for gross budgeting which
is offset by matching revenue amounts. In this manner, the entire scope of the
Hopkinton School District's operating budget can be summarized in one budget.
5200
OTHER 2000-2001 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 INCREASE/
FUNDS BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED DECREASE
FEDERAL & STATE
PROJECTS $175,000.00 $0.00 $175,000.00 $175,000.00 $0.00
FOOD SERVICE $262,500.00 $0.00 $262,500.00 $310,055.00 $47,555.00
TOTAL $437,500.00 $0.00 $437,500.00 $485,055.00 $47,555.00
• Food Service Fund Transfers are increased in anticipation of salary and benefits
increases. Increased revenues due to higher enrollment and increased patron-
age of the Food Service are a goal.
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2001-2002 Teacher Roster
LAST NAME FIRST NAME POSITION
Acquilano Rick Physical Education .6
Albano Patricia Language Integration Facilitator
Alberici Michael Music
Aubertin Lori Grade 3
Baker Sharon Business Education
Barton Sandra Grade 4
Batchelder Susan Art Teacher .2
Beers Linda Science Teacher
Bergeron Jacqueline Guidance Counselor
Bewersdorf Joyce Reading Teacher




Brizard James Mathematics Teacher
Carries Nancy School and Work Coordinator .6
Charron Holly Special Education Teacher
Chorney Kenneth Special Education
Christie Bridget Grade 6
Clark Debra Special Education
Codd Sally Learning Disabilities
Conley Sheila Nurse
Cotnoir Michelle French Teacher
Cross Alicia English
Dinan Christine Speech/Therapist
Dingman Mark Music 2/5
Duana Ann Morea Spanish Teacher
Duncan Mary-Christina Guidance
Dusseault Andre Social Studies
Follansbee Joan Grade 6
Fonte Suzette Grade 6
Forgiel Kathleen Grade 1
Forsten Robert School Psychologist
Godfrey John Science Teacher
Grady Teresa Grade 3
Grady Maureen Mathematics
Griffin Edna Music Teacher
Haller Christina Grade 5
Hamilton Stanley Guidance Counselor
S65
Harb Mary French/English Teacher
Hassett Leanne Spanish .2
Heinz Patricia Grade 4
Helm Dorothy Grade 3
Henderson BethAnne Physical Education-Elementary
Hilliard Jan Nurse/Coordinator of Health Services
Hodgdon Lary Science
Hoik Diane Life Skills/Health Teacher
Houston Tyrus Social Studies
Jacques Kristin Grade 5
Jenkins Barbara Grade 5
Jones Debra Grade 2
Kaplan Madelon Grade 1
Kociuba James Art
Kruse Martha Resource Room Teacher
Lajoie Corrine Guidance Counselor
LaPree Jane Grade 1
List Jane Art-Elementary
Lochhead Shelley Librarian
Marasca Maureen Grade 4
Martin Curtis Physical Education
McClellan Susan English Teacher
McNally Deborah Reading Teacher
Meserve Daniel 3/5 Social Studies Teacher, 2/5
Athletic Director
Morin Diana English
Nadeau Susan Language Based Classroom Teacher
Nadeau Robert Social Studies
Nevins Kathleen English Teacher
Nichols Linda Grade 1
Olson Carl German
Patterson Holly K-6 Behavior Specialist
Perkins Eileen Grade 2
Pheffer Michael Wood Technology
Pierce Kenneth Mathematics Teacher
Pike Deborah Grade 6
Ramsdell Mary Ellen Permanent Substitute
Renauld William Technology Ed Teacher
Roberts Susan Mathematics Teacher
Roberts Patricia Grade 4
Roy Jenny Permanent Substitute
Sager Cheryl Preschool Case Manager/Teacher
Schaefer Kathy Nurse
Semmens Scott Science Teacher
5-6^6^
Silva Sharon Elementary Librarian
Silverman Paul Music
Smith Deidre Reading Specialist .8
Sommers Warren Learning Disabilities
Stumb Margaret Reading Recovery
Thornley Melanie Mathematics
TiUey David Grade 3
Timm Michael Social Studies/English
Travis Deborah Grade 5
Turcotte Sarah Reading Recovery
Walsh Linda Grade 2
Welch, Jr. Richard Physics/Physical Science Teacher
Woolner Robert Social Studies
Yonemura Isobel Grade 2
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Town Election of Officers
Tuesday, March 12, 2002
Hopkinton Town Hall
Polls Open 7:30 A.M.
Polls Close 7:00 PM.
Annual Town Meeting
Hopkinton High School Gym
Wednesday, March 13, 2002
7:00 PM.
Contoocook Village Precinct Annual Meeting
Hopkinton High School - Room 104
Thursday, March 2 1 , 2002
7:00 P.M.
Hopkinton Village Precinct Annual Meeting
Hopkinton Town Hall
Tuesday, March 26, 2002
7:30 PM.
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